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A book of 75 favorites that
prove invaluable both as supplementary teaching material
and as a treasured collection
of standard piano pieces. Contents, as arranged by Denes
Agay, include (among other
Patriotic songs) Dixie, Semp'er Fidelis,
America
the
Beautiful,
Yankee
Doodle;

VIOLIN CONCERTO IN E MINOR

Smallens,

conducting

Stadium Concerts Symphony Orchestra

BY THE BOOK-OF.THE·MONTH

CLUB, this new idea is designed for those who
enjoy good music but who are aware, too often,
that they do not listen to it with complete understanding and appreciation. There is no doubt
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about the reason: most of us arc not primed
about wl){lt to listen for. MUSIC-ApPRECIATtON
RECORDSmeet this need-for a fuller understanding of music-better than any means ever devised. This form of self-education can be as
thorough as the Music Appreciation courses
given in many universities.

TWO TYPES OF RECORDS AVAILABLE

conducting

The Little Orchestra

NO. S IN C MINOR

London Symphony Orchestra

long-playing records of the highest quality33~ R.P.M. on Vinylite. They arc of two kinds:
first, a so-called Standard Record-a twetve-incb
disc-which presents the performance on one
side, the analysis on the other. This is sold at
$3.60, to subscribers only. The other is an
Analysis-Only Record-a tell-inch disc-priced
at $2.40. The Jatter is made available each
month for any subscriber who may already have
a satisfactory long-playing record of rbe work
being presented. (A small charge is added to the
prices above to cover postage and handling.)
TRY A ONE.MONTH
NO OBLIGATION

end
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not
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AS MY FREE DEMONSTRATION

0 Strauss'
Till Ellmiliezel
lSmelall'sfie _'''au

Please send me at once, without charge, the
MUSiC-ApPRECIATION RECORDchecked at the
right and enter my name in a Trial Subscription to MUSIC-ApPRECIATON RECORDS, under
the conditions stated above. It is understood

0 M.delssoh'sCInClrlo

that, as a subscriber, I am not obligated to buy
any specified number of records, but may take
only those I want. Also, I may cancel my sub.
scription after hearing this first record, or any
time thereafter at my pleasure, but the intra.
ductory record is free in any case.

Penn~yl".ni.

R.P.M.

Book-of~the-Month Crub, Inc.
345 Hudson Street, New York 14, N. Y.
c/o

SUBSCRIPTION _ WITH

TO CONTINUE

make a simple trial, to see if these records arc
as pleasurable and as enlightening as you may
anticipate? The record you choose will be sent
to you at once-at
110 cbnrqe. You may end the
subscription immediately after hearing this rccord, or you may cancel any time thereafter.

PLEASE RETURN ONLY IF YOU HAVE A 33%

COl'chiJdren.

Hrm"

... All

MUSIC-ApPRECIATION RECORDSare high-fidelity,

".,.-$1.00

THEODORE

comJI/Cf{IlB

'Beethovens SYMPHONY

ORDS YOU WANT ... A new MUSiC-ApPRECIATIONRECORD will be issued-for subscribers
only-every
month. The announcement
about
each forthcoming record will be written by the
noted composer and music commentator Deems
Taylor. After reading this descriptive essay you
may take the record or not. )1011 are 1I0t obligated to take a1ly specified 1IIImber of records.
And you may stop at any time!

Compiled
and
edited by
George Waller Anthony, these
amusements are ure to please
every

Scherman,

YOU SUBSCRIBE BUT TAKE ONLY THE REC.
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here's one for the whole family

EILEEN FLiSSLER,PIANIST
Thomas

Music Appreciation Symphony Orchestra

TO HELP YOU UNDERSTAND MUSIC BETTER AND ENJOY IT MORE
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or at least dur-

(among
USA Folk tunes)
The Erie Canal, Red River
Valley .. (among Foreign Folk
tunes)
Greensleeves, 0 Tannenbaum,
Londonderr1J Air;
(among
Traditionals)
Auld
Lang Syne, Come Back to
Sorrento,
To a Wild Rose,
Old Folks at Home; (among
Dances) Skater's Waltz, TU1'key in the Straw, Polka from
Golden Age ballet;
(among
Sacred
Songs)
The
First
Noel,
Abide
With
Me, A
Mighty Forb'esB Is Ou.r God,
Deep River;
(among themes
from
Classics)
Grieg's
A
Minor Concerto, Bach's Ari080, Firebird
by Stravinsky,
Pavane by Ravel; (and among
the Novelties) Pop! Goes the
Weasel,
A louette,
Schnitzel
Bank,
Man On the Flying
T'rapeze.-"$1.25
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PIANO CONCERTO IN A MINOR

pieces are
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Inspire your pupils
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When you are asked to recommend a
piano for one of your pupils, consider it
carefully. This may be the deciding
factor in his musical career.
Inspiration is short lived if it sterns only
from words of praise. Lasting inspira.
tion comes
from
competent guidance
and piano performance.
The Wood
& Brooks Action gives instant
and
delicate
response to the lightest
touch, yet has strength to deliver the
most
powerful chords. The finest pianos
in every price range use Wood & Brooks
Actions.
To
in~pire your pupils, be sure the
piano you usc and f('(:ommcnd has a
Wood & Brooks Action.
You'll flod the Wood & Brooks Action,
with
its hosting; fine performance, best
too. for school and college use.
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Vol. I)
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The Elf Man's Sercnade
(from
"Minialure
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(froUl "Engelmann's
Four
Hand Album").
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An inspired minuet console, Town & Counlry
is a perfedly delightful
interpretCltion
of
the school of sculptured design,the
suave,
fluid look ... the woods in undulated
unbroken surfaces of continuous
conlour.

Pieces for YoulIg Plfl}'ers
A Lillie D,lIlce (from "HaJlIlY Times")
. .
. ....
U"rnice
Three Black SWUIlS (from "Happy
Times").
. Beruice
He)'! Diddle, Diddle (from "Happy
Times"),
. .
. Bpr"icp
Dance of tile Ehcs (f"ol1t H]'l'Jillialurc Melodies"
Vol. II)

Here in the Town & Covnfry is beauty, styling, breolhability ... a piano that lives!
Appropriately named and expressly mode
for lop level taste folks ond their lown or
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Gulbransen
Supertone
Scale, the sensational miracle scale that outperforms
all
others-with
its superlative, clear, sing-

ing. big tone-big
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Camilla Williams,
soprano, has
been signed by The Vienna State
Opera for the title role in Gian-Carlo
Menotti's "The Saint of Bleecker
Street," which will 'receive its Viennese premiere
in mid-September.
The first Negro to sing with the
Vienna State Opera, Miss Williams
made her debut in Vienna in the
title role of "Madame Butterfly,"
and repeated her performance there
within the same month.
The twenty-sixth annual Sununci'
Music Clinic was held at the University of Wisconsin, July 5-23. Hermann Herz, George A. Christopher,
James R. Murphy and J. Russell
Paxton headed a teaching staff that
included some 75 music educators
who are authorities in every field of
instrumental and vocal music. Over
700 Wisconsin high school musicians
attended the Clinic, which offered
classes in the fundamentals of music,
music appreciation, conducting
and
composition, group instrumental
and
vocal lessons, rehearsals and concert
performances. The climax of events
included a special band concert, a
combined orchestra-chorus
concert
and a grand finale concert. The annual Music Directors
Conference,
attended by faculty from over 10
states, was held July 21-23. All Wisconsin high school musicians
who
have completed the ninth grade are
eligible to attend the Clinic.
Tile Cincinnati
Conservatory
of
Music and the College of Music of
Cincinnati have merged into a combined school to be known as the
College-Conservatory
of Music of
Cincinnati. Th.e campus of the College-Conservatory will be on the Con·
servatory's present site. One of the
first projects of the College-Conservatory is a combined summer session
held this year in conjunction
with
the University of Cincinnati.
The
Conservatory was founded in 1867,
the Collegeo 11 years later.
Ramiro Cortes, a 21-year-old senior at the University of Southern
California, has been announced
the
winner of the First Annual Composition Contest for New Choral Works,
sponsored by Kansas Wesleyan University, Salina, Kansas. The winning
work, entitled "Song for Chorus,"
was premiered at a concert· .by .the
Kansas Wesleyan University
Philharmonic Choir on May 13, as a
climax to the First Annual Fes.tival
of Cont~porary
Arts. "Song for
Chorus" ,vas chosen by Judge In golf
Dahl from aJmost 200 entries from
America. Great Britain, Fran,ce, Holland and Australia.
Dcalh Valley Suite, a work for

ETUDE-AUGUST
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band by Ferde Grofe, will be given
its world premiere on August 19 by
the symphonic band of Western State
College of Colorado, at their summer camp in Gunnison. Commissioned by the Death Valley Association in commemoration of the 100th
anniversary
of the discovery of the
area which comprises Death Valley,
the work will be performed under
the direction
of Dr. William D.
Revelli, director of the University
of Michigan Band. The four movements of the Suite are entitled:

Funeral Mountains, '4ger Emigrant
Train, Desert Water Hole, and Sand
Storm. Mr. Crete will be present at
the premiere

performance.

The Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus,
under the direction of Eduardo Caso,
began their European tour in London on May 28 with two appearances, a recital and a television
broadcast
over the BBC. During
June and July, they sang approximately 35 concerts in the chief cities of Portugal,
Spain, Germany,
Sweden, Denmark and Switzerland.
Scheduled for a Town Hall recital
next February
20, the Chorus consists of 30 boys, aged 10 to 14, and
British-born
director Caso.

HOW

1. Does the teacher have a good educational
background?
2. Does the teacher have a way of keeping up
with the latest teaching methods?
3. Does the teacher use a planned .course of study
that includes printed text lessons for study
and review?
All answers are definitely "yes" if you choose a
teacher who uses the Progressive Series Plan of
Music Education. Only qualified teachers may use
Progressive Series material!

Tested lesson Plans
Teocher Workshops
Pre-Instrumental Program
Foreign Music Seminars
Correlated Theory Pragram
Superior Teaching Materials
Institutionol Affiliotion
Teather Placement Service

No fee for Appoinfment

SERIES

P. O. BOX 233
Series Teachers

ONLY

Career teachers with acceptoble
bockgrounds and odive classes
are invited 10 inquire obout
Appointment and Teaching
Authorization.

PROGRESSIVE
DEPT. E5
*Progressive

(Continued on Page 7)

TEACHER
AFFILIATION
BY APPOINTMENT

THE PROGRESSIVE
SERIES
PLAN OF MUSIC EDUCATION

The Hudson River Suite, a new
compOSItIon by Ferde Grofe, received its premiere performance by
the National Symphony, Andre Kostelanetz conducting, on June 25 in
Washington,
D.C. The four movements of the new Suite are entitled:

Peter J. Wilhousky,
director of
music in the New York City schools,
received the honorary degree of Doctor of Music from the New York
College of Music on June 16, in
Town Han at the 77th Commencement exercises of the school. Mr.
Wilhousky,
who was assistant
to
Arturo Toscanini in tile preparation
of choral performances -(or NBC Orchestra broadcasts,
has been with

TEACHER

If your child is takillg piano lessons now or will
begin taking lessons soon, ask yourself these
questions:

The Royal Danish Festival in Copenhagen, June 26, was heard in a
CBS broadcast
directed by James
Fassett. The Festival broadcast was
built around a concert by the Danish
State Radio Orchestra and a choral
evening in the Christiansborg Castle
Church, featuring
the Copenhagen
Boys' Choir. Also heard was the
voice of Denmark's King Frederick
IX, who spoke to the children of
Denmark on the recent anniversary
of the birth of Hans Christian Andersen.

The River, Hendrik Hudson, Rip
Van Winkle and Albany Night Boat
and New York.

C~e,

TO
A PIANO

PLAN
ST. LOUIS 5, MO.

CLAYTON,

are located in every state and 14 foreign countries.

A copy ~f tI~e handsome. brochure, "The Career Private Piano
Teacher, WIll be sent WIthout obligation to any active teacher_

PROGRESSIVE

SERIES PLAN

Dept, ES
P. O. Box 233, Clayton, St. Louis 5, Mo.
I om 0 career private piano teacher with on active closs.
Please send me 0 copy of "The Career Privote Piano Teacher".
Name
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Abso/.te/, Tbe FIrst Home In Plano Meth04s!
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MICHAEL AARON PIANO COURS

Perfect Uninlerrupted

KAHN'S

"THEORY

.60
1.25
1.25
.75
1.00

PAPERS"

A complete set of theory papers to teach the piano student, lowe.r
intermediate
grade level, the rudiments of harmony and their
application.
Stresses chords and chord progressions,
special emphasis on ear training, includes Keyboard Harmony drills. Set of 12
separate papers for individual assignments and additional teachers
supplement all under one cover
,
- 1.00

" RTHUR NEVIN

TIl) T()J) TU,...~" Books·l·2·3
More hours of fun and practical teaching in these collectiont of
original piano solos. Each book is carefully graded and each piano
solo, a delightful rhythmic story in itself ..,...ideal as teaching pieces.'
BOOK 1 contains piano solos for the earliest-beginner.
- Who Is
KQocking _ Ploy With Me - Bugle Bond - Uh-Huh! - , Am Sleepy
_ Almost Asleep - Up Over And Down - Boggy Pipes - Covered
Wagons _ The l.ast Raindrop. BOOK 2 contains original piano solos
for grades 1 and 1VI - Swinging. Together - Guess Who's Here
_ Spoon Bread _ The Chino Shoppe - Scotch Plaids - The MerryGo-Round - Teasi.ng. BOOK J contains original piano solos for
grades 2 and 2 V:z - We Just l.eft Church - Beep, Beep, Beep,
Be-e-e.p - Bross And l.eather - Moon Men - Waltzing
Together
_ Floating l.eaves - Rolling Waves
_.
each book 7S¢
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five etudes in bright bouncy style..

Piano

. . . . . . . .. ..

Complete

.75

Books by ERIC STEINER

ONE, FOUR, FIVE
"Beqinners"
are immediately taught to play familiar melodies accompanied by simple chords thus increasing interest cnd-encouroqinq
further study
.75

THREE CHORDS IN THREE /(EYS
logical follow-up to "ONE, FOUR, FIVE" with more familiar folk
and nursery tunes accompanied
by the three principal chords of
C-maior. Encourages early study of harmony and transposition
.75

YOUR OWN HARMONIES
How to harmonize melodies with the three principal chords. Shows
a variety of chord accompaniments
in several keys., includes writing
assignments, encourages
interest in advanced
work. . . . . . .• 1.00

YOU'RE THE COM'OSER
The stude~t qui~kly underst~nd5 how to compose short piano pieces
by fOnowl~g glve~ sug~~stlons as to structure of melody, various
forms of :Imple composltlons and proper use of harmonies for the
accompaniment
,
, .•.....
, ..•• " ••• ,.....
1.00

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
1619 BROADWAY,
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is fated to be

ft

known as brother of Ethelbert
Nevin. Yet he deserves a niche of

his own in the history of American
music. His] ndian American opera,
"Poia," was the first by an Americall composer to be produced at
the Berlin Opera House. It was
presented to the Berlin audience
on April 23, 1910, under the direction

of no less

Dr. Karl Muck.
impressive

D.-Il"ID C.-IHRf;LOl"ER, Jr.

.DDIIE
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Sequence- Natural Progression

MICHAEL AARON PIANO PRIMER
MICHAEL AARON PIANO COURSE Grades 1·2-3-4-5 .. each
MICHAEL AARON ADULT PIANO COURSE Books 1-2
each
MICHAEL AARON PIANO TECHNIC Books 1-2 .... _
each
MICHAEL AARON DUET BOOK
. . . . . . . . . . . ..
Send 'or FREE Thematic -Circulcrs!

MARVIN

NICOLAS

a person

than

But despite

such

auspices.

Nevin's

opera

disfigures his face. Poio begs the
Sun God to help him, and is sent
lo a sweat bouse. After a brief
eternity there, he gets rid of the
scar. Although the Sun God offers
him the Four Seasons for wives,
POI:a is d termined to go back to
his people. He descends by the
\ If Trail of the Milky Way, and
present
himself to the Chief's
daughter.
he is enchanted by his
newly beautiful face, and the two
are united in marriage. Poia then
builds a went house like that in
the Sun Cbd' palace and estabIishe medical cures among his
people. The story wa well known
am ng the Blackfeet Indians, and
was told 10 Nevin by their Chief,
Mad Wolf.

was a complete fiasco. A considerable portion of the public used
their large house keys to blow
across and produce a deafening
hissing noise. Rumors were rife
that Nevin had not orchestrated
his .operu himself, but employed
the services of Humperdinck
for
this purpose. This particular allegation was specifically denied by
Humperdinck himself: yet it was
repeated in an interview by Putnam Griswold, the Arnerican sing'
er , who sang the part of the SUfi
God in the opera. Another rumor
had it that the production of the
opera was engineered {or political
reasons by the Crown Prince as a
cultural offering to the ex-president: Theodore
Roosevelt.
who
was visiting Germany at the time.
A special telephone connection was
made between the stage and the
Potsdam Palace to enable the Kaiser and the T mperial family to
hear the music on earphones.
Nevin's "Poi a" had a few performances in Berlin despite the
bad press and the ugly attitude of
the audience. The score was published, but there were no further
stirrings. From the musical standpoint. the opera represents a conventional trealment
of an exotic
subject,
with some Wagnerian
chromatics
1 !leongruously
combined with the pentatonic melodies
(lerived (rom
authentic
lnc1ian
songs. The libretto deals with the
prophet
Poia of the Blackfeet
tribe . ~nd various demoniac per.
sonalltIes. Poia IO\'es the Chief's
daughter, but she would nol maTTy
him unless he removes a scar that

•
THE
INIutility

H I TORY of musical
there is no sadder tale
than that of Jonathan Ludwig
Bohner (1787-1860). At the age
of twenty he wa welcomedas Mo·
zart Redivivus : he played the piana like a virtuoso and he composed numerous works of all description.
which were published
and performed. but he was an
eccentric. and he lacked genius
that is the only excuse for an
arti t to behave strangely. He was
beset by uspicions- He wrote to
hi
publishers complaining th~t
his 111U ic was being misappropn'
ated by other composers. and he
specificall
mentioned that Weber
borrowed the second theme Iron
Bohner's Piano Concerto. Opus8.
for the final part of Aga/he's ar.ia
in the second act of IlDer FrelSchiitz.n which appears also as the
last theme in the celebraled orer'
ture to Weber's opera. The ~nla~:
ing thing is that this complaint b
full - justified! There is comple.
i(lentity in the three initial mea~'
ures of "Der Freischiitz" then~
with Bohner's earlier ,,-ark. 10
rhythm as well as melody. Thee~planation
of this coincidence IS
that Weber had hear d an. ,edl"
of themes by BOhner at a popular
ETUDE-AUGUST

concert and assumed that they
were folksongs.
When Bohner was still a young
man his friends complained that
he indulged in "capers that transgressed the borders of sanity."
Gradually Bohner detached himself from society; he became an
itinerant musician and traveled on
foot all over Germany. In the end,
he was so impoverished that he
became a common beggar.
It is generally believed that the
character of the eccentric artist
Kreisler in Hoffmann's "Tales"
was modeled after Bohner. If so,
then Schumann's
Kreisleriana,
too, was a memorial to Johann
Ludwig Bohner.

•
MUSICAL
tempers
were as
short in the last decade of
the nineteenth century as moustaches adorning masculine artists
were long. Georg Liebling, a pianist well known in the 1890's,
was outraged when he read a scurrilous article in a Berlin paper
attacking him as a musician and
a gentleman. Aroused to fury, he
set out forthwith to track down
the offender, one Max Lowengard.
He prowled in concert halls and
in the Berlin taverns, and finally
cornered Lowengard in -the Grosser Kurfiirst Restaurant. "Are you
Max Lowengard?"
he inquired.
"Yes, I am," admitted the critic,
without rising from his seat. "I
am Georg Liebling," said the pianist, and without further ado
struck Lowengard in the face.
After the commotion had subsided, Liebling returned to his
apartment to await the expected
challenge to a duel. But instead,
he received a visit from the police
and was promptly booked on the
charges of assault and battery.
He pleaded guilty and was sentenced to two weeks' imprisonment.
In the meantime he repented his
intemperate action. Several mutual friends went to the victim and
asked him to withdraw his complaint. Lowengard was willing, on
condition that Liebling
would
give 500 marks to a poor student
at the Berlin Conservatory.
To
this Liebling readily agreed. But
it was too late to settle the quarrel
out of court. The wheels of German justice had been set in motion and no private power could
stop tbem. Then Lowengard bimself and 35 other Berlin musicians
among them Busoni and Moszkow:
ski, petitioned the Kaiser to quash
the sentence. On November 24
1897, Wilbelm II graciously grant:
ed a pardon. Liebling publicly
ETUDE-AUGUST
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praised the noble intervention of
M8;x Lowengard, who in turn declared that he had come to the
conclusion that his criticism of
Liebling was too harsh, and that
Liebling was in fact a very fine
musician. Relieved, but still badly shaken, Liebling repaired to a
resort for a cold water cure.
Hans von Bulow had a very
poor memory for faces. A music
lover met him at a party and, in
a jovial mood, remarked: "I remember your face, Herr Kepellmeister-do
you remember mine?
We have met before." Hans von
Biilow asked him to repeat what
he had said, and then exlaimed:
"Surely I remember! You came to
see me after my concert in Berlin," and he gave the exact date of
the event. His interlocutor was
amazed. "You see thousands of
faces-how
on earth could you
recognize mine?" "I would not
recognize your face even if I had
seen you yesterday," replied Hans
von BUlow, "but your voice has a
Klangfarbe---a tone color-that
is
unmistakable. That is why I asked
you to repeat what you said. The
tonal association recalled to my
memory the occasion when I heard
your voice for the first time."
Leoncavallo, the composer of
"Pagliacci," was fond of practical
jokes. But on one occasion he was
tricked by his own trick. He attended -a provincial performance
of his famous opera and was highly amused by the ostentatious display of enthusiasm of a fellow next
to him who kept exclaiming after
every aria : "A masterpiece! A
work of matchless originality!"
Leoncavallo decided to provoke
him into an argument and said:
"My dear fellow! I am a musician myself, and I can tell you
that the opera is a patchwork of
borrowed materials. Didn't you
hear Berlioz's 'Cavatina,' and the
duet from the first act of Gounod's
'Faust,' not to speak of a lot of
second-hand Verdi?"
The argument attracted attention, and Leoncavallo was berated
by several listeners' for his lack
of appreciation
of "Pagliacci."
Fearing that his identity had been
discovered, and convinced that the
newspapers would report the incident, Leoncavallo rushed out next
morning to buy the early edition.
Sure enough, there was a front
page story with the spectacular
headlines: "Signor Leoncavallo's
Own Opinion of 'Pagliacci'-Declares the Opera is Plagiarized
from Berlioz, Gounod and Verdi."
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Masterworks of the Orchestral
Repertoire
by Donalil N. Ferguson
Mr. Ferguson
may be said to
have worked upon this very superior volume for over twenty-five
years, because he wrote the annotations for the programs
of the
Minneapolis
Symphony
Orchestra
for over a quarter of a century.
F arty composers
are mentioned.
One hundred
and five compositions by fifty-three masters are included in the volume. Singularly
enough, in 1'1r. Ferguson's
selection of 195 masterpieces
only Bach

(15), Beethoven (20), Brahms
(10), Haydn (13), Mozart (15),
and Wagner (15) are represented.
The more recent composers
represented are Ralph Vaughan
Williams (4), Igor Stravinsky
(4),

Richard Strauss (7), Schoenberg
(2), Hespighi (3), Reger (3),
Ravel (7), Rachmaninoff
(4),
Prokofieff (9) , Milhaud
(3) ,
Kfenek (3), Honegger (1), Kodaly
(2), Hindemith (3), Grieg (2),
Franck (4), de Falla (3), Dvorak
(5), Debussy (3), Bloch (2),
Bartok (4), Copland (4). Your
reviewer has not tried to make a
popularity score, but the selections
are at least significant
of one authority's selection of masterworks.

The University oj Minnesota Press
$7.50
The

New Song Fest

Etliteil

by Dick

anil Beth

Best

This collection of '"300 SongsWords and Music" is adapted to
the use of the Intercollegiate
Outing Club Association.
It is composed of college songs and what
must
be called
American
folk
songs of the class of The Bnlldog

on the Bank, Shortnin'
Bread,
Calnpl,own Races, Polly Wally
Doodle, W orhn' on the Railroad,
Old AI acDonald, etc. The melodies
are presented like thematics
with
no accompaniments.
Usually
in
such groups there is the omnipresent, versatile
pianist
who "can
play anything" on the piano or, if
need be, on the ukulele, to supply
the background.
This is the most
comprehensive
book of its kind
your reviewer has seen.

Crown PlLblishers, Inc.

$1.75

Ewen's

Musical

by David

Ewen.

Mastcl'works

each record, which make this comprehensive
gurld e a .. rnu st" for all
long-playing
record
an~ hj-~ fans.
This book is one of a trilogy mcludins two similar books on long-playin~ records published
by the same
fir7n, the other two bein.g "Vocal
Music"
by Philip
L. MIller, and
"Chamber
and
Solo
Instrument
Music"
by Harold
C. Schonberg.
The superiority
of high-fidelity
re~ords over the old fashioned
diSCS 1S
so great that it has revolutionized
the entire record business and opened
new fields for music lovers.

Allred A. Knopf, Inc.

83.50

has underwritten
his creations from
his own means.
Henry Cowell and Sidney Cowell
have written a very fine appraisal of
Ives' life which should be in all
libraries.
$4.50
Oxford University Press

Wodd of Music
(Continued from Page 3)
the city school system since 1924, and

from 1940 to 1953 held the post of
assistant director. In 1936 he organized, and has since conducted, the

All-City High School Chorus.
Scventeen Famous Operas
by Ernest l\'C1Vlllffl!
Few men have written more about
opera than Ernest Newman. His four
volume
life of Richard Wagner
stands out as the foremost book in
its class.
His "More Stories of
Famous Operas" and "The Wagner
Operas" have been widely read, and
now "Seventeen
Famous Operas"
rounds out the operatic picture of
works most likely to continue in the
operatic repertory.
Born in Liverpool in 1868, he prepared himself for the Indian Civil
Service, but entered business mak.
ing music his avocation for many
years. At the age of 36 he decided
to go into music professionally, Newman has orne twenty-five books to
his credit. He is a perfectionist who
writes with great care bUI none the
less always with delightful interest.
" even teen Famous Operas" contains
annotations
upon a rather wide range
of operas.
including "Der Freischiitz,"
"Ftdelio,"
"La Traviata,"
"Rigoletto,"
"Don Giovanni," "Salome,"
"Tosca."
A'ida," "Otello,"
and ":Madam Butterfly."

This comprehensive
and voluminous work is a modernized
and
expanded
edition
of the author's
Chm-les I ves and His Music
previous
work,
"Music
for the
by Henry Cowell and Sidney Cowell
Millions."
Acknowledged
by modernists
and
As a reference
book and guide
extremists as the most distinctive of
for musicians
and music lovers in
the contemporary
school of American
this age of radio, telev.ision and
"composers,"
Charf es Ives stands out
recorded
music, it will serve to
very certainly as the most unusual
orient those who are not content
musical individualist
since our forefathers rebelled at William Billings'
merely to "listen" to sounds w~th(1746-]800)
Iugu ing tunes.
out understanding,
as the WItty
Ives was born in Danbury,
ConGeorge Bernard
Shaw put it, "as
necticut,
in 1874, and graduated
though
they were in a musical
from Yale in 1898. He studied organ
Turkish
bath."
with Dudley Buck and theory with
Mr. Ewen has included
some
Horatio Parker.
His father was an
two hundred
and fifty masters
in
organist,
teacher
and band leader
this volume. Each one is given a
in Danbury, Connecticut.
His beginconcise
biography,
followed
by
nings in music were to say the least,
historical
annotations
of the works
orthodox.
He studied
with those
noted nineteenth
century
American
by which
they are best known,
composers Dudley Buck (trained at
with the author's appraisal of their
Leipzig),
and
Horatio
Parker
significant
characteristics
that
(trained
at
Munich).
He
occupied
form a kind of music Baedeker.
excellent
organ
positions
at
lew
One valuable
section of the book
Haven,
Connecticut;
Bloomfield,
is that which lists what the author
New Jersey;
and New York City
considers
the best available
recfrom 1887 to 1902. In 1906 he es·
ords of the masterworks.
In one
tablished the insurance
business with
of the appendices
is "A Bird's-Eye
the famous firm of Ives and l\'[yrick,
View of Musical
History"
which
and succeeded in acquiring
a large
is really a kind of Index to the
fortune.
(lves and Myrick was an
agency of the Mutual Life Insurance
text itself, so that the masterpieces
Company of New York which did a
described may be assigned to their
business of
49,000,000
a year in
relative
positions
in the long ro1929.) Ives retired in 1930 with the
mance of the art. The volume
is
decision to devote his life to musical
one of 740 pages.
composition.
He
wrote
over two
$4.75
Arco Publishing Co.
hundred works, a fact which distinguishes him as the foremost of all
American musical iconoclasts. There
Orchestl'al Mnsic
The Guide to Long-Playing
Records
has never been any question as to his
by Irving Kolotlin
conscientious and sincere outlook. So
Mr. Kolodin's
fine training
as a
many of his works were so caco·
musician
(he is a graduate
of the
phonic that it was assumed that he
Institute of Musical Art, New York,
was following in the paths of Euro1931), and his subsequent extensive
pean radicals.
On the conlrary,
he
experience
as a critic for various
states that before 1931 he never saw
leading publications for a quarter of
or heard a work
of Schoenberg.
a century qualify him splendidly
to
Hindemith
or Stravinsky.
His large
select from the myriad of long-playmeans enabled
him to ignore any
ing records reproductions
of mastercommercial profits and he either sub·
pieces of permanent interest. He has
sidized or published
himself most of
gone through an enormous number
his works. Relatively
few people have
of records
and picked out those
seen or heard any of the composiwhich sounded best to his critical
tions of Charles Ives, and many of
ears, his cultivated
taste, and his
those who have look upon them as
experienced
mind as a musician.
an incomprehensible
hodgepodge
of
This huge list extends alphabetically
curious noises, but no one questions
from Adolphe
Adam to Ermanno
his musicianship,
his patriotic AmerWolf-Ferrari
and is presented
with
icanism, or his right to compose what
careful and pertinent annotations
on
he believed to be best, because he

Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.

$7.50

Orchcsiraiion
by Walter Piston
From e\'ery
tandpoint this must
be regarded
a a momentous book
in that the author has handled a
very complex subject with unusual
clarity and directness. Walter Piston
is a composer
whose works have
been played by many major orches·
tras and chamber ensembles in the
United States and in Europe. He is
Professor of Music at Harvard Uni·
versity and he won the pulitzer Prize
in 1948. Three hundred and fifty-two
pages are de\;oted to a most inter·
esting series of descriptions of the
use of the instruments and the man·
ner of their employment. He has
selected 373 passages from the works
of classical and contemporary co~.
posers. The second part of the b~ ,
"Orchestral
nison." gives an ld~a
of how the orchestral texture is bUilt
up_ Another section treals Melody
and Accompaniment.,
foUowe~. by
econdary
)lelody.
Part Wnlmg,
Contrapuntal
Texture, Chords. Co1m\.
. r ~ e·
plex Te.xture. OrchestratJon 0 .ody and other essential SU~]eGIS,
This second half of the book 15 one
of 107 pages and numeroUS notal~Odn
.
. the thu
examples_ OrchestratJon IS '
in a series by Professor Piston. The
other two works deal with Harmony
and with Counterpoint.
$9.110

W. W. Norton & Co., Inc.

At the opening Guggenheim
Memorial Concert on June 17, in Central Park, New York, the Goldman
Band gave the first performance of
a new arrangement
of The Star
Spangled Banner, by the American
composer, Robert Russell Bennett.
The new version follows the melodic
rhythm suggested by a World War I
committee consisting of Walter Damrosch, Wallace Goodrich, Peter W.
Dykema, John Alden
Carpenter,
Frederick Converse, Walter R. Spalding, Hollis Dann, Osbourne McConathy, C. C. Birchard,
Carl Engel,
William Arms Fisher, Arthur Edward
Johnstone and E. W. Newton. The
rhythm of the melody-originally
an
old English drinking song known as
To Anacreon in Heaven-varies in
most arrangements
that are used,
and the general mistake has been
noted of performers
who render
softly that part of the national anthem which accompanies the words,
"Rockets red glare, the bombs bursting in air," contrary to the spirit
of the verbal description
at this
point.
Richard Willis, assistant professor
of music at Shorter College in Rome,
Georgia, has been awarded the 1955
Joseph H. Beams Prize of $1,200 by
Columbia University for his "Symphony No. 1." The Oklahoma City
Symphony premiered the "Symphony
No.1" in 1953, and movements have
been performed by the Chattanooga
Symphony, the Mobile Symphony
and the University of Alabama Symphony. Mr. Willis, a native of Mobile, Alabama, received his Mus. B.
degree from the University of Alabama, his master of music degree
from the Eastman School of Music,
and is at present doing graduate
work toward the Ph.D. degree during the summer at Eastman_
The eighth annual Ventnor Summer "Music Festival is being held
every Tuesday evening on the Ventnor Pier, Ventnor, New Jersey. The
following artists are scheduled
to
appear: August 2, Dolores Wilson,
soprano; August 9, Benno and Sylvia Rabinof, violin-piano
duo; August 16, Jacob Lateiner,
pianist;
August 23, Leonard Rose, 'cellist;
August 30, Robert Merrill, baritone.
Daniel Pollack, 20-year-old pianist from Los Angeles, California, has
won the sixth annual Chopin scholarship award of $1,000.00 offered
by the Kosciuszko Foundation.
The
competition was nation-wide and was
open to young artists between the

Mrs. Ronald Arthur Dougan of
Beloit, Wisconsin, newly-elected president of the National Federation of
Music Clubs, was awarded the honorary degree of Doctor of Music on
June 5 by ber alma mater, Mac.Murray College, Jacksonville,
Illinois.
Mrs. Dougan succeeded to the presidency of the Federation after two
terms as National Vice President.
She has also been vice president of
the Central Region, co-ordinator of
Departmental
Activities,
chairman
of the National Publications
Committee, and was chairman of the
Biennial
Convention in Salt Lake
City in 1951.
The Manhauan
School of Music
opera workshop presented two operas at the Hunter Playhouse on
May 25. World premiere of Boris
Koutzen's opera, "The Fatal Oath,"
and the American premiere of Cimarosa's "Love Triumphant," took place
under the conductorship
of Hugh
Ross. Rose Landver directed and
John Brownlee was the producer.
The second Berkshire Folk.Music
Festival is being held July 5 through
August 13 at Sedgwick Hall, Lenox,
Massachusetts.
Directors Dr. Charles
and Irmgard Carle have planned ten
concerts, including two concerts of
New England
folk·music; Chinese,
Tahitian and Calypso concerts; spirituals and blues. The influence of
folk-music
on Mozart,
Schubert,
Schumann and Brahms is to be demonstrated by a "Trio d'Amore." The
influence of American jazz on Gershwin's music will be demonstrated by
mezzo-soprano
Cracita
Faulkner.
Dancer Juanita De Leon will i11us~
trate Flamenco and the classic dances
of Spain. A unique feature of the
Festival
is the Workshop,
which
offers 1-6 week courses in the playing of folk.songs,
including
Flamenco, the technique of arranging
accompaniments
and experience in
ensemble playing.
The tenth Brevard Music Festival
will be held throughout August in
Brevard,
North
Carolina.
James

The W. W. Kimball Award for
the best song written by an American composer has been awarded to
Kenneth Lee, since 1935, Music Department Head, Lenoir Rhyne Col·
lege, Hickory, North Carolina. The
contest, sponsored by the Chicago
Singing Teachers Guild, was judged
by Stella Roberts, Dr. Bernard Dieter and Dr. Arthur Becker. Born in
Minnesota in 1912, Mr. Lee earned

his B.M. at 51. Olaf College and
his master's degree at the American
Conservatory in Chicago.
The American Symphony OrchesIra League has been awarded a grant

of $6,082.00by the Rockefeller Foundation to study the by-laws and constitutions of symphony
orchestras.
Having found that the basic legal
structures of many orchestras
are
inadequate,
outmoded and impractical, the League plans to incorporate the results of its analysis into
proposed model documents and procedures, the reports to be published
and made available without cost to
symphony orchestras in the U.S.A.
and Canada. A drafting committee,
composed of persons who have na~
tionally established reputations
for
leadership with successful non-profit
and fiduciary organizations,
will be
under the supervision of Mrs. Helen
M. Thompson, West Virginia, League
Executive.
The North Carolina
Symphony
Orchestra,
conducted by Benjamin
Swalin,
closed its tenth
season
after playing for 190,000 state citizens. Music was performed
free
for more than 150,000 children and
40,000 adults,
as the orchestra,
traveling
by chartered
bus, gave
114 concerts throughout
North Car·
olina during its IS-week tour. Nine
soloists, including Tossy Spivakovsky, Caroline Taylor
and Derry
Deane, and two choirs, appeared
with the symphony. Playing more
concerts
free to school children
than any other orchestra in the nation, the North Carolina Symphony
receives an annual state appropriation of $20,000. This year the
orchestra,
appearing
before
the

North Carolina General Assembly,
performed
in the legislative
halls
of the state capitol.
Robin Hood Dell in Philadelphia,
has presented
a notable
list of
world famous artists in its third free
concert season. Guest conductors in-

elude Erich Leinsdorf, Alfred Wal·
lenstein, Andre Kostelanetz, Pierre
Monteux, Alexander
Hilsberg,
J u·
lius
Rudel,
Efrem
Kurtz
and
Vladimir Golschmann. The following artists have appeared in the various programs:
Licia Albanese, Roberta Peters, Martha Lipton, Brenda
Lewis and Jarmila
Novotna,
sopranos; Margery Mayer, contralto;
Jan Peerce and Kurt Baum, tenors;
Richard
Torlgi, Lester Englander
and Robert Merrill, baritones;
RudoH Serkin, Zadel Skolovsky, Rudolf
Firkusny,
Constance
Keene
and
Alexander
Uninsky, pianists;
and
Erica Morini and Isaac Stern, violinists. Attendance at this 26th season of Robin Hood Dell was again
of record breaking proportions.
Dr. Charles Gilbert Spr-ees, noted
composer, pianist, organist, teacher,
was honored in June upon the completion of twenty-five years as organist-director
of the First Congregational Church, Poughkeepsie, New
York. In addition to receiving a number of gifts, announcement was made
that the church will install a bronze
plaque to mark "the Charles Gilbert
Spross library, in recognition of 25
years as organist and choir director."
Dr. Spross has toured as accompanist with some of the lead.ing vocal
and instrumental
artists of the past
25 or more years. He is the composer of numerous choral works and
songs, including Will 0' the Wisp.
According to the Newsletter, the
very informative 12-page mouthpiece
of the American Symphony Orchestra League, Inc., "during the season
1953-54, 32 major oH;:hestras played
a total of 2,177 concerts. It is estimated the total number of concerts
played by community and college
orchestras is around 4,700 per year,
giving an estimated total of 6,877
concerts. Assuming the audiences to
average 2,000 each for the major
symphony concerts and 1,000 each
for the community symphony concerts, it is estimated that annual
audiences
for live symphony
concerts total approximately
nine million." It is plainly evident that the
American people are music minded
to a very high degree.
A series of sacred music concerts
has been given at Stratford, Ontario,
from July 9 to August 6, sponsored
by the Canadian Council of Christians and Jews. The concerts have
been presented in co·operation with
the Stratford
Shakespearean
Festival. Some of the leading
choral
groups from churches and synagogues
in Canada
were
active

(Continued on Page 8)
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ages of 15 and 21. Judges for the
competition
included Frank Sheridan and Eugene List, pianists; Igor
Buketoff,
conductor
of the Fort
Wayne Philharmonic Orchestra, and
D'r. Clarence
Adler, musicologist.
Mr. Pollack, a student of Rosina
Lhevinne, will continue his studies
at Juilliard
in September. He has
also won the newly established Josef
Lhevinne memorial scholarship, the
YM-YWHA recital award, and his
second annual grant- in-aid from the
Olga Samaroff Foundation. In March
he received the New York State Federation of Music Club's student musician award.

Christian Pfohl, founder and music
director of the Festival, will conduct
an Btl-piece orchestra in three weekends of concerts. Soloists are Thomas
Brockman, pianist; Anshel Brusilow,
violinist;
Richard
Cass, pianist;
Agnes Davis, soprano; Walter Carringer, tenor; Andrew White, baritone; Lome Munroe, cellist; and
Grant Johannesen, pianist. Works to
be performed include Haydn's "The
Seasons," and Bartok's Third Piano
Concerto. Sibelius' Violin Concerto
will be played in honor of the composer's 90th birthday,
and an allMozart program will be given to
commemorate the 200th anniversary
of the composer's birth. The first
Concerto Grosso of Ernest Bloch is
scheduled in celebration of the composer's 75th year.
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Wodd of Music

See What's In the
September ETUDE

(Continued

ETUDE in its new and more modern looking forma~ (see .announce.
men! on Page 64) will contain a number of outstanding
~rtlCles from
leading figures in the musical world. Here is a brief preview of some
of them.

The Messrs. Rand

H

Utah's

Singing

Ambassadors

of Good

Will

by Lynn DaBin
. .
The famous Salt Lake City Tabernacle Choir is one of the erganizanons
on tour in Europe this summer. This article gives many details of the
way the choir is organized, the high standards wl~ich m~st be. me.t by
those who are admitted to its ranks, and other interesung
highlights
connected with the choir's long history.
Carl Sandburg
the Musician
by Evelyn Brock Waldrop
Carl Sandburg is perhaps best known in America lor his comprehensive works on the life of Abraham Lincoln. However, it is the mUSIcian phase of the Sandburg personality which is discussed in this very
intriguing article.
Eugene
d' Albert
Reveals
How Llszt Prepared
for Scales
by A. M. Henderson
.,
,.
Mr. Henderson tells interesting facts connected With Ins assocranon
with the noted pianist-teacher,
Eugene d'Albert, Included with the article
will be a special exercise which d'Albert had been given by Franz Lisztan exercise most valuable in the study of scales.
Muale in Tokyo
by Irving Cheyette
Mr. Cheyette, for the past year a Fulbright lecturer in music education
at the Tokyo University of Arts, has written for ETUDE a highly colorful
story on musical conditions as he found them in Tokyo.
Contemporary
Music-An
Essential
Part of the School Music
Program
by Elizabeth Meloy
Miss Meloy, Associate Professor of Music at Ball State Teachers
College, Muncie, Indiana, and active in the Music Educators National
Conference, presents a well written article on the much-discussed
question of the use of contemporary music.

The College Trehle
by Henry E. Busche

Chorus

The School Choral Department,
edited by George Howerton,
will
present in September a highly valuable article by Professor Busche, conductor of the choir at MacMurray College, Jacksonville,
Illinois. He
presents solutions of various problems connected with the development
of the treble voice choir.
Discipline
hnprovcs
Your Marching
Band
by Edwin W. Jones
The .Band Department,
edited by William D. Revelli, famous band
director of University of Michigan, will have an article in September
written by the conductor of the school band at Baxter Springs, Kansas,
Mr. Jones discusses various elements which enter into the development
of genuine discipline in the marching band.
Trends
in Piano
Playing
An interview with Benno Moiseiwitsch
Secured by Myles Fellowes
Here is a most excellent analysis of the musical and technical requirements of modern piano playing by one of the foremost of present day
piano virtuosos.
The Requirements
for an Artistic
Career
An interview with Joseph
Szigeti
Secured by Harold Berkley
Mr. Szjgeti is perhaps the only world-famous violinist who has had also
rather extensive teaching experience. The article is crammed full of
valuable information and it is almost Ijke having a personal lesson with
this great artist.
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the leading operatic work to be performed
at the Aspen (Colorado)
Festival.
It will be presented on
August 7, in a new English transla.
tion by Edith Braun. The musical
version of "Orpheus,"
to give it its
English
title, will be Carl Orff's
third revision made of the work.
Mack Harrell will sing the title role
while Phyllis
Curtin will be the
Euridice. Hans Schweiger will be
the conductor.

participants
in the concerts.
The
pro «ram of July 24 was sung by the
choir from the Church of St. Mary
Magdalene in Toronto, conducted by
Healey Willan, and the Beth Tzedec
Synagogue
choir and c~ntor, conducted by Gordon Kushnir.

.

An interview with Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II
Secured by Rose Heylbut
")
Tying in with the beautiful cover picture (a scene. from ':Okl~hom~
to appear on the September issue, will be a most Illteres~Illg mtervrew
with the famous operetta team of Rodgers and Hamme~stem, whose, fi~m
version of "Oklahoma" has set a new high in film musicales.' In this mteresting story one learns much about the way these two creators work.

The
Louisville
Orchestra,
Robert Whitney, conductor,
in June
presented
the world premiere
of a
number of works which had been
commissioned
from various composers. These included
"Suite Symphonique,"
by Berna I'd Reic~~el,. of
Geneva, Switzerland;
and
Design
for Orchestra,"
by Ned Roren.
Rochelle
Ltebttng,
I5-year-old
pianist of Evanston,
Tllinols, ,is the
winner of the 16th annual Stillman
Kelley Scholarship
of the National
Federation
of Music
Clubs.
Miss
Liebling, a pupil of Rudolph
Ganz,
began her career at the age of five
by winning first pr-ize in a contest
sponsored by the National
Federation of Music Cl u bs.
"Orfeo,"

by Monteverdi,

Emor-y Remington,
trombone
teacher at Eastman School of Music,
Rochester,
New York, for the past
32 years, was given a surprise tribute recently in the form of a reunion
of his former pupils. They had come
from a
far away as Omaha, St.
Louis, Chicago and Fort Wayne. A
number who have gained great fame
since their
tudent days with Mr.
Remington,
were present, including
Robert
Isle of the United States
Mar-ine Band, Lewis Van Haney and
Allen Ostrander
of the New York
Philharmonic-Symphony
Orchestra,
and Roy \Vright. arranger of Radio

will be

COItIPETITIONS

HI

from Page 7)

City Music Hall.

(For del ails, write

to sponsor listed)

• Drexel Competition
for Composers
of Choral Music. For works
suited to the talents of the average college choral group, with publication of the winners
by Theodore Pres er Company on royalty basis.
Closing date September
1, 1955. Details from Bela Chapter, Pi Nu
Epsilon, c/o Department
of Music. Dr xel Institute or Technology,
Philadelphia
4" Pa.
• Church of the Ascension. N. Y .. Ninth Annual Competition. Award
of $100.00 for an anthem stlitabl~ for Whltsunttde
(Pentecost). with
publication
of the winning work by H. W. Gray Company, Inc., on
royalty basis. Closing date February
1, 1956. Details from Secretary,
Anthem Contest. 12 West 11th Street.
lew York 11. N, Y.
• St. Mark's Episcopal
Church (Phi1a.),
competition for a four-part
anthem for mixed voices. Award of 100.00 and publication of winning
work by 51. Mary's Press, New York. Closing date December L ]9~5.
Details from Wesley A. Day, Choirmaster,
1625 Locust Street, Philadelphia 3, Pa.
• The Northern
California
Harpists'
A ociarion eighth annual competition for 1956_ Two awards are offered. a cash prize of 200.00 f?r
a harp solo and a cash prize of 200.00 Ior a work for barp 3S 5010 III
combinatjon with one or more instruments.. Cl05ing date December 31,
1955. Details from Yvonne La Mothe. 687 Crizl.l- Peak Boule\'ard_
Berkeley 8. California.
(Con/;lluea on Page 59)

AM THE dean of all male singers who
have appeared
with the Metropolitan.
I do not know if that is an asset or a liability."
Andres Perello de Segurola was fond of
that speech. Like the good operatic actor
he was, he made the most of it, delivering
it with obvious gusto and a chuckle. Perhaps he conveyed
the impression
that he
had said it before. He had, and with justification; it was true,
This handsome elderly man, always impeccably dressed, was a familiar sight at
first night musical events during the nineteen forties in Los Angeles. He was one of
few surviving
personalities
of the most
glamorous
and legendary
period in the
history of better music in America.
His
professional
colleagues
were the fabulous
names of international
grand opera at the
turn of the century
and during the two

decades which followed.
My first meeting
with Segurola was by
telephone. I had just signed off my radio
program on a Sunday
afternoon
in 1946.
It was a weekly hour of celebrity vocal
recordings, taken from my own and other
collections available to me in the Southern
California area. During
the course of the
broadcast, reference was made to an undiscovered Caruso record which when found
would be a highly prized collector's
item.
Rumor had it that the great tenor had privately recorded, in extremely limited quantity, the principal
bass aria from Puccini's
"La Boheme." This unpublished
recording
was made to commemorate
an actual performance at the time the basso singing
CoUine unexpectedly
lost his voice.
With the strains of the program's
concluding theme, the telephone
light in the
control booth notified me that a call was
waiting. I picked up the phone, to hear a
superbly resonant
speaking
voice, made
further fascinating
by an accent which was
unmistakably
influenced
by both Spanish
and Italian.
"It is true, you know. I was that basso.

I never forget that day in Philadelphia.

It

is like it happen only yesterday."
With the graciousness
which was so
much a part of his personality,
Segurola
invited me to spend an hour with him the

following day.
Bb CONTRABASS

The Segurola home, also the scene of his
active teaching
career,
was located on a
corner of Laurel
Avenue
near
Sunset

CLARINETS

The Cover for this Month
The Texas
Music
Educators
recently
at Dallas_ featured
an

ducted by Dr. Wiiliam

Boulevard in Hollywood. Walking up the
steps, I wondered if the illusion of the past

Association
Convention held
All-State
Festival Band con'

would maintain. Happily,
it did.
From the first warm greeting at the door
until that cordial "a riverderla"
an hour
later, Segurola seemed glad and actually
eager to answer questions
about past great

D. Revelli of the Uni,·ersily of Michi·

gan and Leonard
Falcone of Michigan
State LniHrsity.
Through
the courtesy
of G. Leblanc Corporation.
ETC-DE is privileged
to show on its cover this month a strikinu
photograph of the

Bb Contrabass

Clarinet

Section

of this Texas AlI·State Band.

which attracted
a great deal of attention
from educators at the
convention.
l\1ore than 200 school musicians
and 800 members
attended.

The photograph
Morning

is

Ihe

work of Jack

(Mr. Rhines is program
director 0/ Los
Angeles' Classical Music Station KF AC. His
hobby is collecting recordings of great voices.

-Ed. note)

Beers of the Dallas

days at the Metropolitan.

His studio was
decorated with photographs
of many of his
famed contemporaries.
A picture of John
McCormack, in a heavy silver frame, occupied the place of honor on the piano. On
the walls were hung items from Segurola's
prized collection
of original
manuscript
scores, signed by such immortal names as
Mozart, Rossini, Verdi and Puccini.

He told me sorrowfully that his copy of
that precious Caruso recording had been
lost years before with the disappearance
of
a costume trunk. Nevertheless,
I was richly
rewarded that day in forming an association with a wonderfully
warm and friendly

man.
He was a raconteur

gurola

par

did not simply

excellence.

Se-

tell a story. He

enacted every part with a change of voice
and characterization
that swept the years
away and momentarily
brought
to vivid
life such now legendary
personalities
as
Jean and Edouard de Reseke, Emma Calve,
David Bispham, Giuseppe Campanari,
Emma Eames, Sybil Sanderson,
Andreas Dippel, Milka Ternina, and Victor Maurel. He
considered Maurel the greatest male singer
with whom he had ever appeared, and Lilli
Lehmann by far the finest prima donna.
Andres de Segurola, Count of Alza, was
a native of Valencia, Spain. He made his
singing debut at twenty-one
at the world
famous Liceo Theater
in Barcelona.
The
early years of his career were spent in the
great opera houses of Europe and South
America,
to which he returned
after his
first season with the Metropolitan
during

Golden Age

1901 and 1902. In 1908, he rejoined the
company to become a permanent
member
for twelve years. His repertoire
consisted
of nineteen roles during the first year of
his appearances
in this country. By 1920,
he had increased it to forty-five.
During a subsequent conversation
at his
home, I made a suggestion prompted by regret that I was unable to set down what
he said exactly as he said it. I asked him:
"Maestro,
will you talk with me in a recording studio?
I'll ask exactly the same
kind of questions, and you answer me just
the same way you do here at home."
He proved once again that he was a born
showman by hesitating
not at all. On that
memorable
Monday
morning
shortly before Christmas,
1946, we met at a small
recording
studio on Cahuenga
Boulevard
in Hollywood.
Segurola
was short of patience only once during the entire proceedings, and that was due to his own slip of

the

tongue

Caruso's

while

singing

telling

the Philadelphia performance.

HI

was

the story

of eolline's aria

voiceless-hoarseless."

Grandee
Andres de Segurola
recalls past thrills of
the operatic stage

by Howard M. Rhines

of

during

He had said,
When

he

heard this during the playback, he snorted
in his best operatic manner and declared,
"How incredibly
stupid. We do it again."
So we did it again-and
perfectly.
In addition
to this intriguing
episode,
we recorded fifteen minutes of his answers

News.
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Everyone who has ever

Continued f..om Page 9

to pre-arranged questions. Here, in his own
words, with all the charm of his fluent an.d
colorful English preserved, are a few of Ius
comments about the times in whicl: h: sang.
When asked his opinion of artistic ternperame nt , he said: .. "Some of the artists .are
k
afflicted with that little-may
I call-sI~ ness? I remember one very famous artist,
very difficult to deal with: Nellie ~elba, the
great favorite of the English speaking COU~ltries and the queen of the Covent Garden 111
London. I remember that Nellie Melba
ealways liked to take the first curtain call and
maybe the first two calls all alone. She never
permitted all the artists, no matter who was
in the cast, to take the first call with her.
And I remember that in 1913 I was at ~h~
Opera.Comique with Nellie Melba. as 1l:!UnL
and John McCormack, then at Ius pruue,
as Rodolfo. And after the first act, the stage
manaaer came to tell us that Nellie Melba
was going to take the first call alone. But
John McCormack, very good friend of
Nellie Melba, said: 'Oh, pardon m~, my
friend. Here we are not in London. And
by so saying, we all take the bow."
.
The recording artist of today works WIth
unbelievably ad~anced methods in conl1~arison with those of the early days as described
by Segurola.
"Retrospectively
looking, they were
laughable, the ways by which we made our
records. You know, first of all, we had to
use those horns, and two or three artists
were assizned to a single horn in the same
way that °two or three instru~11ents in the
orchestra were situated. The director of the
recordinz used to place himself-suppose
in the case of a duet or trio-back of us, to
drive us as if he would be driving a couple
of horses. If I had to sing a high notethere,' he pull me back! If the other one
had to sing a low phrase, a piano phrasepus h him near t 1ie horn :T"
Seaurola's
dehahtful sense of humor was
00.
ever ready, but he could he senous too
when the occasion demanded. In answer to
a request for his evaluation of the standard
of vocality among op.eratic and co~cert
singers of our generatiOn, he had tins to
say: "I really think, sinc~rely, that there
are today as man y good VOIcesas ther.e were
in the past. Only that today, the. sJl1g~rs,
they don't have time to mature then VOIces
and to mature their minds. As soon as a
young singer excels in any kin.d of a little
appearance, right away l~e.receIves a qua~1tity of alluring propo.sltlOn~ from radIO
companies, from motIOn pIctures, from
opera, from concerts. Consequently,. ~t is
very difficult to resist those propOSItIOns.
The young artist begins a prem~ture career,
without the necessary preparatIon vocally,
jn languages and in the conceptions of the
roles."
(Continued
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on Page 46)

. 1
01 music making
taken part in thls orm.
agrees heartily that
It would seem that nearly
everyone in the Houston, Texas,
area is taking piano lessons
by television-read about it
in this fascinating story.

Playing Piano Duets
•

•

Can Be Fnscinanng
by DORON K. ANTRIM
Prof George Stout conducting a demostration with his studio class at University of Houston.

LAYING piano duet~ can not. 0I~1~be
fascinating, it can give the pI.amst or
student indispensable
sight reading ~nd
ensemble experience. That was first unpressed on me some years ago. when I
visited a music and art center 111 ~ryn
Mawr on a Friday evening when the plano
duet teams-eight
or nine of them-met
and played for the fun ~f it. The~e team
players came from vanous sections of
Philadelphia, adult amateurs, students, for
the most part. Some were advanced play~rs,
others little more than beginners. Teanung
up, they sought separate rooms ~ontaining
pianos and played to their heart s conten~.
Then they all gathered together for a bit
of talk and a bite to eat.
As they assembled in one of the larger
studios I could tell by their excited chatter
that the evening had been one of the high
points of their week-one
had come 30
miles to indulge her hobby. I asked them
what they got out of it in addition to pure
pleasure.
One of them spoke up. "I was a terrible
sight reader," she said, '"before I started
playing duets here every Friday. Despite
the fact that I had taken lessons for a number of years, no provision had been made
for sight reading training. As a result, I
always refused when asked to accompany
a song. After making several attempts and
fizzling: I was scared to try again.
I
couldn't read the simplest music at sight.
But things are different now. After playing
duets for a year: a new piece doesn't cow
me. I look it right in the eye and play it if
it is at aU within my technical ability. Nor
does time give me the trouble it did."
Said another: '"1\1y experience here has
given me a much wider appreciation
of
music literature. In duet form, I am able to
play so many pieces that would be beyond
me otherwise. A difficult piece {or two
hands, becomes much simpler somehow

P

when it is arranged

for four hand playing,"
gives me valuable ensemble experi~nce," said a third. "Sin.c~ the
piano is an instrument of orchcsl.ral.dllllensions and complete in itself, the ptamst does
not need other pia yer to make satisfactory
music. So he of len mis es out on ensemble
experience
which every music student
needs. \\fhen I play one of the Beethoven
symphonies arranged for four hands, I feel
j list as much a part of. a. )'n~phony,?rchestra as though I were srttmg 111 one.
One other testi mon y to the value of duet
playing I got before the experience of that
evenina was over.
"Du~t
playing
certainly
helped me
throueb a bad time in my life," a woman
confided to me over the co Ilee cups. "During this time, I was very distraught e~llotionally,
had no peace of mind. I just
couldn't get my mind off my trouble.
"One evening a friend coaxed me to
play some duets with her. 1 didn't want t~
but my friend kept coaxing. I know now
that she had .somethlng in addition to duet
playing ill mind.
"\Ve played for over an hour. Then the
realization dawned on me suddenly that I
hadn't thouCTht of my trouble once. The
o
at
intense concentration
0 f rea{I'lIlg 111u-ic
~
"Playing

duets

The World's Largest Piano Class
by Esther Rennick

THE University of Houston,
ATthere
is a Professor of Music

siO'ht had kept aU extraneous mallers out
my mind. As a result, I felt very much
ref reshed.
U\Ve played duets frequently thereafter.
Alwa)'s it <Tot my mind off Illy trouble.
,,'_we
Then too. othe beauty 0 fl tle Tl1U~IC
played Beethoven Brahms. Mozart S~hu.
, Ileere d me. I belTeyed
mann and olhers---c
this activity more than any other helpe cl
lift me out of serious discouragement an
despair."
.
.
. tI'us f a~
scinatHlII'
My own expenence
JJl
~
activity began when I played .some e~~
duets with a neighbor who had Just 010\
to our community_ (Continued on Page 46)
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Texas,
Education, who through many years experience
in the field of music and education, became
acutely aware of the fact that there is an
instinctive reaching out on the part of
millions of Americans who love music but
are uncertain as to how to approach it.
With this awareness came action; the result
is the largest piano class in the world.
Professor George Stout, formerly super~
visor of the public schools at Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, is now at the University which
has the distinction of being the first to put
an educational television station in operation: Station KURT-T.V.
ChannelS, with
classes in many fields which offer college
credit.
A pioneer in group instruction and classroom piano, Professor Stout makes a slight
difference in terms by defining Keyboard
Experience Classes as groups, large or
small, working together from simple rote
in all keys, gradually adding a little harmony or chording, progressing to note
reading of easy arrangements
of folksongs, classics, Christmas carols, current
popular hits, symphonic
themes, opera
melodies and cowboy songs.
Class piano lessons, or group instruction
used by thousands of private teachers,
often in conjunction with one private lesSon a week, follow closely the same procedure. Professor Stout's pupils are limitless
in number, and with the exception of three
or four students with whom he works in hi's

ETUDE-AUGUST

T.V. studio during the broadcast, the others
are in the little red light above the studio
camera.
Recently while attending
Professor
Stout's first Piano-T.V. workshop and tak'ing part both as pupil and teacher, I felt
the impact of the possibility of America
becoming a nation of amateur music
makers. When this happens there will be a
shortage of private teachers and concert
artists, because the demand from amateur
music makers for both will increase several
hundred per cent.
Is this the music teacher's Utopian
dream? Not at all. It is the solution to .
the yen ninety per cent of our people have
to learn to "play the piano a little for my
own pleasure."
The T.V. piano lessons were originally
scheduled for the classroom teacher who
often finds herself handicapped hy ber in.
ability to playa tune OF chord a melody
in any key.
Employing methods and music used by
the elementary classroom teacher, songs
from state adopted text books were played
and sung in the T.V. classes and simple
chord accompaniments were added. This
provided the classroom teachers with a vital tool for conducting their public school
music program.
The T.V. piano class grew rapidly out
of its embryonic stage into the lives of
persons in every field of endeavor and age
group. The prime purpose now is learning
to play the piano mostly for fun.

A Houston surgeon had a piano moved
into his office so when detained for late
appointments, he wouldn't miss his lesson.
Many housewives who "studied piano a
little but never did learn to play" have
enrolled, as have clerks, stenographers,
professors and teen-agers.
College credit is given although most of
those enrolled are taking for their own
enjoyment. Those working for college
credit attend campus classes every two
weeks where they are given personal instruction, their progress checked and faults
corrected. Those persons who enroll for
the home study courses come to the campus
once a month to show their progress and
receive personal instruction.
It was through these campus sessions
that Professor Stout discovered the calibre
of his students. Take the Kriegle family as
one of many examples. Mr. Carl P. Kriegle
is a tool and die maker who loved music
but didn't know one note from the other
on a piano. He and his daughter, Jeanette,
age 7, started their lessons together. Their
progress was so wonderful that the two
sons and Mrs. Kriegle joined in. Mr.
Kriegle performed for our workshop, not
only playing arrangements from several
hooks but playing also a melody of his own
iu which be used I, IV, V, and V7 chords
as an accompanirIJent. Jeanette, whom it
was my privilege to teach on a T.V. closed
circuit demonstration, is now studying with
a private teacher and is an outstanding
student.
(Continued on Page 45)
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Orchestra Depart...ent

The

Part two

What does

Making

the Adjudicator

of

by RALPH VAUGHAN WILLIAMS

•
hear In

Music
WISH now to digress a mom.ent to say
something
about
rhythm
In
poetry.
Rhythm is a~ essential to poetry as it is, to
music, and as we cannot have rhythm Wltl~.
out time in music: so we cannot have poeucal rhythm without metre. But the rh!thm
of poetry is something more than this. Is
not the caesura a momentary breaking of
the metre for the sake of the larger aspect
of rhythm? In poetry there are always two
kinds of accent, that supplied by the sense
of the passage and that supplied ~Y .the
nature of the metre. Often these coincide,
but sometimes they are at variance, as when
the meaning of a passage carries on over
the end of a line. There is the well-known
story of the little girl who complained to

I

her mother that she did not want her grave
to be as little as her bed. She had been
singing the words,
Teach me to live that I may dread
The grave, as little as my bed.
When she sang it with the tune, it became,
Teach me to live that I ma.y dread,
The emoe as little as my bed.
Anoth~r humourous
example of this
cross accent is the clown's prologue in A
Mid-summer Night's Dream.
I should like to add one personal experience. I was setting to music one of Gilbert
Murray's translations of Euripides, and I
came upon these lines:
Only on them that spurn
loy, may his anger burn.2
I pointed out to Professor Murray that if
I set the words strictly according to their
meaning, it would convert the verse into
prose:
Only on them that spurn joy, may
his anger burn.
2 From The Bacchae, II. 425-426, in The Complete
Greek Drama, ed. by Whitney 1. Oates and Eugene
O'Neill, Jr. (New York: Random House, 1938),
II, 241. By permission of Longmans, Green and Co.
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If I set it strictly according to the metre,
it would make nonsense of the words:
On.ly on them that spurn,
loy may his anger burn.
.,
He solved my difficulties by declaiming
the lines to me in a manner which I can
describe only by musical notation.

yo))
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On-Iy on them that spurn Joy, may hie an-ger burn

From the question of rhythm we pass
naturally to the question of form, which
is after all, nothing more than rh ythm on
a ,large scale. We often hear people say, "I
know nothing about musical form, but I
like a good tune when I hear it." They do
not realise that to appreciate the simplest
tune requires a knowledge of form. The
physical ear can hear only one sound, or
a vertical group of sounds, at a time; the
rest is a question of memory, co-ordination, and anticipation. When the first note
. passes on to the second, the hearer must
not only keep the first note in memory, but
co-ordinate it with the second, and so on
to the third; and occasionally he has to
anticipate what is to come. When community singers are learning a new tune, they
often get the tune wrong because they
anticipate a different note from what actually comes. If we did not have these powers,
the simplest tune would be meaningless. To
appreciate the "Hammerklavier"
Sonata or
the Ninth Symphony requires exactly the
(ln the autumn of 1954 Dr. Ralph Vaughan

fViliiams gave a series of lectures at Cornell University. These lectures have now
been published in book form, by Cornell
University Press, whose courtesy in grant.
ing permission to ETUDE to reprint in
the July and! August issues the opening
chapters of the book is hereby gratejully
acknowledged.-Ed.
Note)

Your School

same qualities as the apprecrauon of the
simplest tune-such
as The Bluebells of
Scotland, which any child can learn-only
to a zreater degree.
Iusical form is not a
b
b .
series of mysteries or trade secrets ut IS
simply the development of a power natural
to the human ear and the human mind. To
understand
a big symphonic work there
is no need to look up text hooks or memorise regulations;
one need only develop
the qualities of attention.
memory, ~nd
co-ordination
to the utmost. One tiling,
however, is needful:
the whole passage,
whether it be a folk tune or a symphony,
must grow, organically, from its roots.
This leads us on to the question of form
and content. These two words are often
taken to mean separate and opposite parts
of an artistic structure. ,,"+e talk about the
form of a sonata being good and its content poor; but is not the content poor
because the form is bad? And so we go
on ad infinitum. It is the content which
settles the form of any organic structure.
What, after all, is good content? Is it
not a matter of suitability to its purpose?
The opening theme of the "Eroica" Symphony is just an arpeggio, and not orjgi~al
at that, but what a wonderful foundatIOn
for a great movement! The famous drum
passage at the end of the Scherzo of Beethoven's C-rninor Symphony would not,
without its context. be evidence of the
mind of a great c~mposeri but coming
where it does, as a sort of resurrection from
the abyss, at the end of the Scherzo, and
then building up on those reiterated drum
taps into the glorious outburst of the finale,
does it not reveal the master mind at work?
The theme connected with the Rheingold
in Wagner's "Ring" is a little flourish such
as any boy bugler might have invente~.
But coming where it does. its dramatic
effect is overwhelming.
In all these cases
there
(Continued on Page 51)
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Fl'a'ucis P. Brady with the award winning
Elementary Su-ing Ensemble from Burbank, California,

Orchestra?

America may well see the day when everyone,
layman as ueli as musician, may listen to orchestras with
the critical ears of an adjudicator.

by Ralph E. Rush
listening to an orchestra did
WHEN
you ever wonder what the seasoned
maestro who has trained and developed
many, many fine orchestras would be hearing, were he listening in your place? During the spring months, almost every school
orchestra worth its salt will appear in at
least one type of music festival where an
adjudicator's comment sheet will be used
to check whether or not those basic factors,
which make enlightened listening to an
orchestra more enjoyable and understandable, are being achieved. Some discussion
of the fundamental qualities that are so
necessary to good listening, whether it be
for a professionally trained musician, adjudicator or for a lay-consumer-parent,
should prove worth while and may bring
into better focus just what should be heard
when listening to an orchestra, It has often
been said that to hear best, one should see
through one's ears and hear through one's
eyes. This dual capacity of the ears is most
certainly important if one is to hear all that
is possible when a good orchestra plays.
Too often the untrained person will react
to music only through what is seen, and
will fail to hear what is actually sounding.
A careful analysis of festival results may
reveal that the students who have performed in the orchestras do not know the
factors upon which their performance is
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being evaluated. We believe that these students, their parents and any other interested music consumers are entitled to know
these facts, so that more careful preparation can be made and so that they can
listen more intelligently, not only to their
own group, but to other groups as well. We
would hope that this might lead to a com.
munity, even a nation, of music lovers with
the critical ears of an adjudicator.
The first factor usually considered is the
tone quality. Is the tone beautiful, is it
smooth, does it have richness and is it always under control? Is the tone in balance
with other solo voices or sections, is the
volume exactly right to give the best musical results? When these factors are in perfect balance the orchestral timbre will be
used to bring out the melodies, harmonies
or rhythms in a proper blend of color. It
should always be true that color is at the
very beginning of the conception. This, of
course, is where conductors and interpreters differ to some degree, yet a musical
tone must be pleasant and in keeping with
good taste in any musical idea. The individual tone quality of each individual instrument, of each orchestral choir must be
welded into the most interesting and convincing form to balance one against the
other, to produce the fascinating and living
sound that the composer intended it to be.

The composer's sense of the orchestra as an
instrument of wonder and beauty, with all
its wealth of tonal resources, its dynamic
ranges and infinite variety of colors, should
offer an unforgettable experience in listen.
ing to both the musician who performs and
to all newly awakened auditors. There will
be plenty of reason for the widespread belief that the orchestra is one of the true
wonders of our musical culture if the con.
ductor emphasizes, and each player gives
his best to producing the most beautiful
tone possible.
Next and equally important to lovely
tone comes intonation as near perfect as
possible. It is not enough to tune-up on a
single tuning note; every tone by each per.
former must be in the best tune possible.
When this is stressed each day in rehearsal,
the results at the festival will be satisfactory. Good intonation must start with the
individual, and it should be a constant and
regular habit of each performing musician
to correct pitch whenever it is off the slightest bit. When each individual is careful,
then fine matching of pitch becomes a nat.
ural second step, first within each individual section, then within each choir and
finally within the entire orchestra. Orchestra directors who start daily rehearsals by
playing cadences and chord progressions
(Colltinned on Page 50)
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BAND DEPARTltJENT

Edited by William D. Revelli

by George Cavender

Does

An Editorial
by JAMES FRANCIS

COOKE

This
Prediction
Still
Hold?
most inspiring proofs of the
ONEgreat thefollowing
ETUDE h~s ~ad fo.r
of

nearly seventy years is the gratifying eVIdence that thousands of subscribers have
preserved their copies. for ten, twenty,
thirty, forty and .even stxty years. J us.t reo
cently a letter came from a subscriber,

Mrs. James Nolluer, of Carthage, -Tennessee, reading: "While browsing through
some old copies of ETUDE, I came across
the enclosed
editorial
written
almost
twenty-five years ago. Woul(~n't it be interestinz to have the same wnter comment

upon d~e speed of 1955?". This editorial
was titled: "Music, a Savior of Modern
Civilization" (September 1930).
"The same writer" has written all of the

ETUDE editorials since 1907. He was surprised to find in the September, 1930, editorial, so carefully preserved by Mrs.
Nollner. the following paragraphs:
HOut' of the storm and welter of the
complexity of modern civilization, music
arises in this hour as one of the greatest
boons of mankind. The enormous strain of
present-day life makes the need for this
priceless human safety-valve greater than
ever before. Should Jules Verne, the. most
fantastic of all writers, wake up today in
any large American city, he would probably have delirium tremens-so
far ahead
of ·11is wildest imaginings has American
progress carried our civilization.
.
"The man of today is a man of the skies.
He already belongs to an era which only
yesterday was the wild fancy of 'cra.zy'
poets and romancers. We are all rushing
ahead at a speed ten times that of our
grandfathers.
Our urban traffic alone

llinz trend toward religion which is makpe
0
•
II
makes everyone
of us a projec~ile shot
.lng powerful progress. Man IS not natura
. . y
over and over again each day, honzontally
a predatory animal whose great anu IS to
and perpendicularly, through the steel and
kill his species. \Ve all now know that the
concrete mazes of city life, shot from one
monstrous
murderous
pirit in Europe,
.intensive
. JO
. b to tlre ne xt , so that we have
vhich condemned
even the innocenls to
hardly time to think.
:laughter, terminated
in the extinction of
"Grind! Grind! Grind! The wheels of
those who brought it ab lit.
modern life thunder ahead. Only a hUI1:an
The pro pect for the world at present is
colossus can hope to rise to a con?J11~ndmg
astounding.
The atomic research based
position. But the burden will be distr-ibuted
upon destructi n and annihilation is now"
among thousands of co-workers who must
turning gradually toward a cea eless effort
look forward to standing a strain greater
to use the fission of the atom for the benefit
than that known in any other period of
of man by means of generating power and
history. Even the human microbes on the
throueh
the employment
f i otopes in
lower levels will find it impossible to esmedicine. The million
of dollars devoted
cape. Grind! Grind! Grind!
.
to research to defeat eli case have made
"~That will be the output of this Cyclomore progre
in th last ten years than
pean mill? Will man be able to stand su~h
ever
before.
The
who! world can now turn
a gigantic strain upon the human br-ain
towards a more optimistic and a more
and nervous system or will he resort to the
hopeful future. Civilization, hO\\!~"er, is
madness that makes more and more wars
still at the crossroads. 1t can be driven on
and daily expands our insane asylums?
and on and on to a world of hate, disaster
Whether he can meet this problem of proband obliteration,
or it can be exalted to a
lems depends upon what normal and help.
world
of
brotherly
under landing, peace
ful means he may employ for relief.
and
love.
It
cannot
ri
from the destruc"Music, we are confident, will prove a
tive stress of modern life unless it has redivine manna in the life of tomorrow. The
laxation: repose. in piration and the soul
sociological importance of the trained mustimulation of beauty. faith. art and trust
sic teacher becomes greater every day."
in a higher power. Based upon our proWhen that editorial was written in 1930,
phetic editorial of a quarter of a ce~ltu~y
the writer was on the S. S. Conte Grande
ago, we believe that music is more indisreturning from a ten thousand mile trip
pensable
for all men than ever in the salthrough Europe, in search of fresh matevation of civilization. Aeain we quote [rom
rial for ETUDE. The line: "We are all
the editorial of September, 1930:
.
rushing ahead at a speed ten times that of
"Unless human beings take some tune
our grandfathers"
seems almost silly at
for the spiritual regeneration and recupere
this time. "The man in the skies" of 1930
tion such as that which comes from the
traveling at 150 miles an hour now soars
playing of a mu ical instrument, the race
ahead at 600 and more miles. What will
be his speed in 1980? Who knows?
is in danger.
"Music calms the soul and rests the
In 1930 we were facing five years of the
worst depression this country has ever
mind, particularly
the music that we m~ke
known, followed by a mad world convulourselves. which more than any occupation
sion of Hitlerism and Communism j a varior any sport, suatche one away from beely of wars, cold, tepid and hot, the Second
neath the wheels of the Juggernaut of
World War, a crater into which a million
modern life. Civilization today needs music
human souls were tossed, and the Korean
study as it needs bread.
catastrophe. Still the cauldron is boiling in
"It is inconceivable
that the men and
many parts of the world. The strain upon
women of tomorrow
could exist in the
man is vastly greater than it was in 1930.
emotional whirlpool of modern life without
The strong men and women of this day
the rest that comes through self-expression,
are now ever stressing the great scienti fic
and particularly
through music.u
triumphs for peace as well as the com4
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Universlry of Michigan Band. Dance step used in Iowa game, October 1954.

George Cavender

How the University of Michigan Band has developed the idea of using dance steps in their field maneuvers.

T HERE

was an era during the development of the marching band, when it
sufficed to have the band march down the
gridiron while playing a standard march
arrangement at a tempo of 128-countermarch, and march back again. This, of
course, lacked showmanship and crowdappeal, and in the early 1900's bands were
already forming letters as gridiron tributes
to their schools in an effort to win attention
and audience-applause.
Stationary figure
outlines soon followed, and it was but a
short step to animation and movement of
these formations. With this phase of the
evolution of the marching band came the
pageant and the large massed-band spectecle.

(Mr. Cavender is assistant conductor of
Bands at University
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of Michigan.

Formerly

he was head of the Instrumental Music Department of the Ypsilanti.

schools.-Ed. Note)
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The "New Look"
for the MARCHING BAND

1955

Michigan

public

Latest in this colorful history and development of the marching band has been the
advent of the dance step. Here, as always,
when change occurs and a departure is
made from the accepted or commonplace,
strong opposition was voiced by many
members of the profession. Comments
ranged from, "It's not dignified!" and,
"I'll never ask my band to do that!" to:
"What is this? -a marching or dancing
band?"
Spontaneous and overwhelming acceptance by gridiron audiences, however, soon
drove the skeptics back to their corners,
and now the dance step is one of the most
popular forms of gridiron entertainment.
Let's examine some of the reasons for
this success:
1. It's new and different (this always is
a magic formula for securing crowd attention) .
2. It's spectacular: new movements, new

formations, new steps and new ideas are
possible.
3. The music appeals to most of the
audience. Whether we like it or not, the
average fan attending a football game has
a greater propensity for music that is both
relaxing and entertaining than for Bach;
and in the entertainment world, our business is to satisfy these desires if we are to
remain successful.
4. Dance steps, as a whole, are visible
(and what's more important-enjoyable!)
from any quarter of the gridiron, whether
it be the 50-yard line or the end zone. With
a properly conceived dance step, it is not
necessary to have a seat on the 50-yard line
"to see what the formation is all about."
Glancing over these attributes, it is no
wonder the dance step caught the popular
fancy and became such a large part of our
half-time show.
Not all of us are (Continued on Page 60)
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Music, Common Language Among Nations

Grieg's Nocturne, Ope 54,.No. 4
A Master Lesson

by GUY

MAIER

O

The Helsinki Unh'c"sily

NE summer, many years ago, I stopped
off at a little fjord town in Norway to
take tea with Nina Grieg, wife of Edvard,
the beloved composer. Frau Grieg, who at
the age of 90 still coached singers during
the winters in Copenhagen, was a tiny,
doll-like and enchanting lady. Her large
head of thick, bobbed hair framed two deep
blue eyes, one sparkling and darting, the
other (an artificial eye) sober and stolid.
It was for me a fascinating two hours; this
lively, elderly lady telling with great gusto
amusing incidents in her life with Edvard,
and leaving not the least impression of age
or fatigue.
When we began talking of Grieg's compositions, I asked Frau Grieg about an unfamiliar and very powerful work which I
had recently found-"Bergliot"
was its
name-a lengthy epic declamation for baritone voice and symphony orchestra. She
replied enthusiastically and told me that
the composition had been performed "ages
ago" in America by the famous baritones,
David Bispham and Herbert Witherspoon.
Could I play "Bergliot" for her, she asked?
1 hesitated. In the room was an ancient
little upright piano, the kind with brass
candelabras hanging over both ends-so
I
played only the last few pages of "Bergliot"
for her-the
touching Funeral Marchduring which I declaimed the poignant
lines of the lonely peasant mother who,
galloping joyously to greet her homecoming soldier son, found that his body was
strapped to his horse. His comrades were
bringing him back to the farm in stately
funeral pace. Then, as Bergliot and her
horse turned and stepped slowly in the
funeral procession, she sang:

Male Chorus, with COlHluctOI' Mal"Hi TUl'llllcn.

by LeRoy V. Brant
(Marui Turunen was born in the Ktuelian:
capital of Viipuri, Fin/and, August 11, 1902.
His father was also a choral conductor, being
a graduate of the Viipuri Academy of Churcli
Music.
He began the study o] music at the age of
three, the piano being then his instrument.
At the age of six he entered the Viipuri Orchestra School, where he studied- piano and
violin. At the age of 10 he was often called
upon. to play in a thealer orchestra /:n his
home city. During his student days he was a
member oj the famous chorus he now conducts. He was made permanent conductor of
the chorus in 1931, and under his leadership
it has Sling throughout Europe and. America.
-Ed. Note)

"MUSIC

is a common language among
nations where a spoken language
barrier exists, It can and it does
bring about an understanding, at least partial, concerning the emotional lives of such
nations. And it seems to us that if people
understand each other's emotional lives,
even a little, they will understand each
other in a political sense."
The speaker was Maestro Martti Turunen,
conductor of the Helsinki University Male
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Chorus, recently on a goodwill tour of the
United States with his 60 singers, appearing in 35 of the leading cities of this
country and Canada. He had finished one
of the most remarkable rehearsals I had
heard 'in over 50 years of program building
and hearing, and we sat in the quiet of one
of San Francisco's great hotels and talked
of the magical golden bond of music that
binds together the hearts of peoples all
over the world, even peoples who understand nothing
o( each other's
spoken
words. The chorus had flown from Helsinki
to New York and thence by air, by train,
by auto-bus, from Portland, Maine,
to
·Winnipeg, Canada, to Pasadena, California,
and intermediate points, had carried the
shining message of the song of peace from
our far northern sister republic. These 60
men, most of whom had seen military
service, some of whom swung awkwardly
onto the stage because of artificial limbs
all were either students, faculty members:
or alumni of the greatest of all far northern
seats of learning, the University of Helsinki.
Each and all came to this country at a real
sacrifice of. time and convenience, singing
of the doctnne of all republics, the doctrine
of the brotherhood of man. The University

of Helsinki
registers
12.000 students,
slightly over half male.
Building
aud Influence
of a Chorus
As one of the great choral conductors of
the day, the words of Marui Turunen are
words for the would-be conductor to hear
and heed. if he would succeed in this land
of art-wC:nder. The methods used by Tur·
unen can be used. with minor modifications,
in A mer ica. and the success which has been
Turunen's and his predecessors' can come
to a ) oung man in the
nited 5tat~,
granted the) oung man has talent and .15
willin .... to work without benefit (or disadvantage)
of a clock!
Iodestly v~jli~g
his own burning enthusiasm and gemus In
the development of the chorus for the past
22 years. Maestro Turunen recited for the
benefit of ETUDE readers certain portions
of his Litanv of Choral Success.
"To form- a chorus such as ours it is
necessary to have a deep enthusiasm for
the project. 011 the part of the leader and
of the singers."
(h. George Sjoblom
of the music staff of The ew York Times
and leading f o
....
ure in the Finnish American
.
colony in New York City, acted. as In!:r.
preter between (Continued on Page ~ tl
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"Ride slowly-Ride slowlyFor all too soon shall we reach home.
Never again will the dogs
Spring up to greet himNow they will only whine and cry.
The horses will prick up their ears,
Whinnying gently for the sound of his
voice;
1955
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But it will never sound again.
Nor his voice in the hall
Joyously calling to us allRide slowly-ride slowlyFaT all too soon shall we reach
home."
As I finished, Frau Grieg was much
moved. Tears flowed unrestrained over the
cheek from her "good" eye-" Ach!" she
cried, "it is forty years since I have heard
this piece. And how Edvard loved it! Now,
no one remembers it. Danke, danke schoen
for playing it to me. Edvard used to play
it so often for me, just as he played his
Notturno (Op. 54, No.4) whenever I asked
him. The Nocturne is also such a touching
piece. We both loved it very much. Do you
play it?"
Then I played the Nocturne which, as
you know, has always been a Grieg favorite. Not only does it appeal greatly to
young people from 14 to 18 years old, but
it offers excellent drill in smooth, lyric
two-against-three rhythm. It is also a very
subtle, sensitive bit of romanticism. Any
fourth-year student will enjoy playing it,
and will remember it for the rest of his life.
Like some other pieces, once learned this
Nocturne seems to "stick." Its quiet warmth,
trilling nightingales and exquisite climax
delight the hearts of girls and boys alike.
I recommend it to teachers who are seeking
a not-difficult, slow, songful piece to inter.
est their maturing adolescents.
The Nocturne seems to me a nearly perfect expression of those heavenly June
nights in Norway. In summer no one ever
wants to go to sleep in Norway because
it's never dark! The sun may disappear
for an hour at midnight, but always the
twilight glow warms up the skies. The boy
and his girl wander through the silent
country lanes with, alas, no dark corners
anywhere. Often, at about one A.M., I have
raised the room shade to see a young
couple stepping softly along the road in
the strange, theatrical light. This, I think,
is what Grieg is trying to portray in the

first page of the Nocturne. Guard against
playing it too slowly; just a good, moving
Andante in a kind of slow waltz time
(J. = 48-54) like two young people hap.
pily walking "on air." Above the triple
rhythm let the melody glow ardently nnd
evenly. Be sure that measure four sounds
as Grieg devised it to sound-like a tender
variation of measure two.
As for that tricky accompaniment: practice the left hand first alone (beginning in
measure 5) as you count aloud, thus:

i!:iTitSCJ
"ooo,two,andthret!Jone,two.

andthree,ooo,twO,and

three"

As you count, stress with your voice the
word "and," but keep it strictly in time.
Then practice the right hand melody alone
(from measure 5), again counting aloud as
you play the second eighth note on the "and."
Then, same practice with the hands together.
This cannot be done smoothly by students unless the student (not the teacher)
counts aloud.
As the boy and girl stand under a blossoming tree, a nightingale warbles ecstatically (measures 15·16). Its mate replies
even more ardently (measures 18-19). Let
the birds take time to trill! Do not hurry
them.
The following Piu Mosso section gives
opportunity for freer and more abandoned
playing. Hold to th~ same metronome speed,
J. = 48-52. Start It rather slowly and hesitantly (with soft pedal), and thereafter
follow Grieg's markings explicitly especially the pp and ppp as you acc~lerate.
Again, practice this part for a while with
separate hands and with precise fingering
as marked-I
have five different editions
of the ~o~turn: '. All offer good fingerings
and Gneg s original markings.
Hold damper pedal as long as possible
in the climax (measures 29·32) and make
a rit. molto in (Continued on Page 63)
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TEACHER~S ROUNDTABLE
An authOl·itative discussion
01 the meaning
and the importance of

Tone Coloring

•

In

Singing

MAURICE DUMESNIL, Mus. Doc. presents an
informative discussion on French Piano Music,
Staccato Trouble, Puzzling Notation, For Better
Playing and other important matters.

by EDITH BIDEAU NOHMELLI
M. Dnmesnil at a bookstall on
the hanks of the Seine in Pai-ls
(Edith Bideau Normelli has
perience as concert soprano,
lecturer and writer. She has
major orchestras and leading
zations.-Ed. Note)

had a wide exvoice teach~r.
appeared wlth
choral organi-

4. MATEURS and artists in singing and
ft speaking frequently use, the ter~ tone
coloring in describing certain ~uahtles of
shading which are employed to increase or
decrease the vibrations

of a clear tone; but,

while the phrase is easily applied, is it sufficiently well understood in its deeper mea~jug by the average person interested In
artistic production and the finest portray~ls
of dramatic work? In a broad sense, different intensities of wave vibrations may
vary or modify the quality, volUl~e ~lld
pitch of any tone, but in the act of smgmg,
the individual performer is wholly responsible for all degrees of sound utterance.
Therefore, it is vitally impor~ant that th.e
singer should acquire a high rate of intelh(Yent understanding in regard to several
;elated subjects governing tone production
and tone coloring.
To appreciate thoroughly the more complicated significance of this familiar term,
it is advisable to study the background of
the technical and physical facts governing
both tone and color. Certain basic principles of structure are involved in the two
forms of expression and by means of comparison, finer enrichment. of emphasis and
textual import can be gallled for the user
in more effective performance.
Following the psychological concepts of
tone coloring, the imagination acts in such
fashion as to suggest ideas of tones in various degrees of pitch, volume, intensity
and quality. This mental process recalls
combinations of tones in sequence and
melodic form, together with some pre-conceived notion of coloring as we have come
to know color and its many combinations
through our habits of vision and percep-
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tion. Thus, the imagination plays an important part in forming images of acts, movements, rhythm, sound, pitch, duration of
time and tone, design, color and form.
Thus, clearly, it is a question of co-ordinating physiological, physical and psy·
chological principles in actual performance
in order that the singing tone may be voluntarily improved. Music is ~l1ade uP. of a
series of tones put together 111 melodic or
patterned form to express thought and action in a logical method.
From the physiological
viewpoint, the
vocal apparatus creates tones, which is a
certain sound or note, by allowing a given
amount of breath to pass through the vocal
cords in such a process as to cause them
to vibrate and to produce sound. The volume and duration of sound is regulated by
the amount of breath exhaled to support a
given tone. Regular deep breathing habits
are essential, and while the amount of
breath taken into the lungs at each inspiration is important, yet, the basic factor determining the quality of the resultant tone
is made by the equal distribution and COlltrol of the exhalation of breath. Any primary series of exercises employing regular,
sustained breathing is beneficial in order to
facilitate good habits of steady and controlled exhalation of breath.
Relaxed muscles of the body perform their
respective functions reflexively throughout
a given act of sound production, and any
undue constriction of these various sets of
muscles may cause disagreeable qualities
in the vibration rate and the resultant tone.
By means of a series of vocalization exercises and free interchange of vowel and
consonant sounds in word combination,
easy control of these involved muscles can
be acquired, thus establishing stable habits
of co-ordination at all times, thereby avoiding serious throat tension. Special attention
must be given to the contour of the mouth,
the position of the tongue, facial and throat-

muscle reaction.
But, over and above all
of these physi logical elements .involved ~n
tone production, inclivid.ual desire ~nd WIll
power motivate the artist ~o acquire case
and facility in singing habits and to make
research along Jines of advanced stu~y as
to the underlying principles jnvolved In the
singing medium of expres ion.
Ton~s may have several distinguishing
characteristics,
such as: pitch, produced by
the rate of vibrations
per econd, determinina whether the sound i consonant or
disson~nt, true or Ial e , force, which shows
the amplitude or volume of any given tone;
timbre, which is related to color and qual.
ity of tone.
In this analysis of tone color, we are
interested
mainly in the relationship .of
quality or timbre of sound, together With
srradations of color hadings that may be
~pplicable to tones. Wave vibrati.ons regulating timbre of a tone are determmed ~r?m
the fundamental or fixed pitch, in addihon
to its series of overtones, consequently making a complete formation, but with compliment and harmonious
effect. When the
physical properties and the vibration. rate
are not completely in accord and are trre~ular in duration, the resultant outcome IS
noise or discordant sound disturbance.
In the human mechanism, all physical
elements must be correlated in a systematic
and voluntary fashion in order to formulate
desired tonal phrases and stable habits of
tone-wave vibrations. Through repeated ex,
ercise and directed use, the artist may set
up an elaborate number of variable sound
combinations to enhance the whole gall1ut
of anv well modulated voice.
CO;lsidering the terminology color: what
distinguishing
characteristics
of the color
chart can be related to the tonal art? By
means of comparison of the relative prope.r.
ties in both arts, certain constituents 111
the one can re-enforce the other; thereby
the individual
(Continu.ed on Page 62)
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STACCATO TROUBLE
Alihougli I mn not a piano teacher, I
have had l1wny years oj study mvsel], and
I am teaching my daughter, age ten, She
is progressing wonderjully well, but has
trouble with the staccato. Is there any principle which may be applied and would be
helpfu.l? Many thanks [or your consid erotion. of my inouirv,
(Mrs.) A. W. S., Nevada
I would say that the best and simple way
to overcome this trouble with staccato playing is to devote some minutes, every day,
to its study.
I do not know the size of your little
daughter's hand or what its reach is, but
she surely can stretch to a sixth.
Have her play repeated sixths, E and C,
fingers 1·5, and watch carefully that she
uses only the wrist, not the fore-arm. The
finger tips must be firm in order to avoid
"splashing" over near-by keys~ but the
touch should remain light and crisp. This
being secured, the C major scale can be
used.
For the practice of individual finger
staccato, use DO-RE·MI·FA·SOL. The hand
is placed so the finger tips are a fraction
of an inch above the keys. The fingers must
be curved properly. Then each one comes
down-light and crisp, as above--four, six,
or eight times. Here no wrist action should
be used.
In addition, you will find valuable short
staccato etudes in Czerny, Heller and
others. But above all: you ought to super·
vise the practice to make sure that the
propel' motions are observed. Otherwise it
would do no good.

PUZZLING NOTATION
In Debussy's piece The Maid with the
flaxen hair, there are some curved lines
in the second measure from the end; they
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seem. to indicate ties, but they «re connected to rests preceding the notes, wldch
is a new thing 10 me. Please explain, an.d
any other help all this composition as /0
speed, etc., would be appreciated.
(Mrs.) A. D. M., Louisiana
The curved lines indicate that the tone
must be carried on to the very end through
the damper pedal. Debussy was reluctant
to overload his compositions graphically
and he took great care to keep his manuscripts very clear. For this reason he sometimes used those curved lines. They really
are ties, but since he omitted the repetition
of the chords-for
the above- mentioned
reason-those
"baby ties" only extend a
short distance and to the rests.
Here's the 'way to play the last measures:
depress the damper pedal on the G-flat
major chord, and keep it clown all the way
to the end while you play the D·nat octave
-left hand-than
tile G·flat octave, right
hand.
At the beginning you notice the directive
"sans rigueur." This meaTIS: play without.
stiffness in the beats. Start with a little
~~ljngering," then pick up a trifle toward
the end of the first measure and the beginning of the second; then, relax at the
end of the second. Thus you establish the
proper "compensation" which lnsures flexibility and removes the stiffness to which
Debussy objected through Iris marking.

FRENCH

PIANO MUSIC

I am fascinated by modern French piano
music and have gone rather extensively
into Debussy, Ravel, Milhazul'and POlden~.
I would/ike to know something of the work
oj men who are not so well known, such as
Gabriel Dupont. Florent Schmitt, Charles
Koeeltlin and others. I would like a list of
representative compositions by the above
and any others that occur to YOli. My prej-

erenoe I:S [or the lyric music oj a Jairly
difficult nature but not advanced, brouurn
composition.
E. V. D., Illinois
Here is a list of lesser known compositions which I think you will enjoy:
"La Maison dans les Dunes," album of
10 pieces, by Gabriel Dupont {Heugel,
Paris) .
"Musiques Intimas," Florent Schmitt, 2
books (Esehig, Paris).
"L'Almanach
aux Images," seven pieces,
Gabriel Grovlez (Augener, London).
"Five Souatines," Ch. Koechlin, published separately (Salabert, New York).
"Impressions et Reflets," suite by Lucien
Niverd (Salabert}.
"En Languedoc," suite, Deodar de Severac (Esehig).
Gabriel Faure Album (Nocturnes, Barcarolles, Impromptu, etc.), edited by 1. Phil·
ipp, G. Schirmer.
All of the above, except the Koechli n,
belong to the lyric-romantic school fairly
difficult to perform but not extremely sd'.
Their sensitive.ness, charm of harmonies,
and atmosphere
are most captivating.
Koechlin, however, is interesting because
during the early part of this century he
was a pioneer of the contrapuntal dissonant
style which in recent years has foundrightly or wrongly---such wide acceptance.
l

FOR BETTER

PLAYING

Many teachers could get better results
from their students if they insisted more
'forcefully on certain principles which are
of great importance during the early years
of piano study. I am convinced that many
young pupils in Grades II to IV could be
improved at once by a few suggestions dealing with details of interpretation.
There is, for instance, the exact observance of values. (Continued Oil Page 6k~J
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ORGANIST'S PAGE

This Matter of Registration
Expert advice
on an nll-important
subject with organists

by ALEXANDER

A READER

McCURDY

asks: "Do you think the use

of swell-boxes, celestes, tremolos and
Vox Humanas is overdone these days?"
Of course it is. Some organists will go
to any lengths for an "effect." Strange combinations of stops are over done; ~'id"
co
ensembles are overdone;
the use of the
Tierce and the Quint goes beyond all reaSOD.

Like a child with a new toy, the organist, having found his "effect," uses it to
death on any and aU occasions. The novelty
soon becomes commonplace.
Swell-boxes can be an invitation to vulgarity. Used in pipe organs for a great
many years, they were discreet and wellbehaved until builders began making instruments for theatre use. Here the idea

. was to build a small unit organ that would
sound like the Wanamake.r organ with all
stops out.
.
To achieve this, a few sets of pIpes were
installed in "ice chest" chambers on high
wind pressure, which gave them a windowrattling dynamic range. A Tube Mirabilis
which sounded like a mild oboe with the
swell-box closed would blow the hair off
your head with the shutters open.
Some of these organs are still around,
and fearsome instruments they are indeed.
Expression, like anything else in music, can
be overdone. It seems to me that there was
a time when the pipe organ became unduly
expressive.
The instrument can also become unduly
complex. Up to a point, it is a wonderful
help to have individually controlled swellboxes for different manuals. There are
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many pipe organs in existence, however,
with so many chambers controlled by separate pedals that it would take a centipede
to work them.
I am a great believer in having a portion of the instrument unenclosed, if that
is possible. Out in the open, with a chance
to speak, should be at least the Great; also
thePoaitiv, if the installation is that large.
Recently I played a new organ by a major builder in which the Choir, Great, Swell
and Pedal were all enclosed. I would have
been quite critical of this arrangement
on
paper. When I actually played the instrument I found the inherent limitations
of
the design had been offset by careful placement. The instrument had been so placed
that it had excellent opportunity for speech.
The installation,
while not ideal, had a
number of fine points.
On the other hand, I played not long ago
a four-manual instrument, also by a major
builder, in which the Swell was the only
section enclosed. This instrument was located in an unusually large and resonant
building. There was a very well thoughtout and executed build-up in every division. The resulting tone was a delight to
hear; expressive and full of color.
Tone-color is a moot point. Not all people seem to hear tone alike. Without mentioning any names, I can think of several
great conductors,
well-known composers
and excellent performers on other instruments who loathe the sound of the so-called
"baroque" organ. This, to an organist, is
astonishing.
These same gentlemen will cite as super.

Let's Have

lative and well-nigh perfect examples of the
organ-builder's
art
inst~llations which
some of our modern organists would hardly
deign to look at. The tone of such instruments tends to be excessively orchestral, or
rather, pseudo-orchestral;
there is a superfluity of string, flute, erzaehler and other
celeste stops.
Here most organist
,...ould agree with
Dr. Schweitzer, that the diapason and other
flue stop
constitute
the real, original,
character! tic organ tone. It is handy to
speak of " tr ing" stop as a means of c1a:sification ; but they I not really sound Iike
stringed instrument.
any more than an
"oboe" st p s unds like an oboe.
But, while th Ilue stops are the beckbone of pipe organ tone, there i no reason
not to use celestes, if they are good celestes.
This, unfortunately,
is not always the case.
Often their sound can be improved through
the joint efforts of a patient organist and
a patient organ-tuner.
Trem 10 should be used with caution.
Nothing is more tire me than the sound
of the tremolo in constant u e. Then there
are tremolos and tremolo. The old-fashioned type of high-pre ure tibia tremolo
which used to be found in movie palaces
is one that needs laming to fit it for polite
company.
Here, too, the patient organtuner can often work wonders,
Many people turn up their noses at the
Vox Humans as old-fashioned. Personally,
I can see no reason not (0 use it if the
sound is good. I sometimes like a Vox
Humann, without tremolo. in a trio sonata.
I like it. too. in a colorful ensemble of
strings, flutes' and celestes. The Vox H~.
mana can brighten the tonal texture, If
used with restraint.
At various times in this column, it has
been suggested that one be conservative in
his approach
to organ registration; but
even conservatism
can be overdone. AU
the instrument's
resources should be used.
If the player devises a striking, unusual
effect, all to the good-provided
it is appropriate to the music being performed. I
like kaleidoscopic effects as well as any?ne
else, when they are suited to the musical
business at hand. But when they are used
Ior everything-accompaniments,
hymns,
preludes and postludes---one wishes that
the means of getting these effects had never
been put on the organ.
The indiscriminate pumping up and daVin
of an expression pedal always makes .me
think of the push-and-pull effect of playing
(Continued on Page 53)
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More Strings

",""

Stster M. Svlvestrn, Progr-am ehnirmnn,
Milwaukee Unit, ASTA, with pupil Paula Fendryk.

The story 0/ the inspiring work
being done by the Milwaukee Unit
0/ American String Teachers Association
by Sister Juliette Marie Parlow
Milwaukee Unit, American Siring Teachers
Associalion, Fifth String Festival, 1954.

(Sister Juliette Marie received her B.A.
from Mount Alary College, having majored
in piano. Sister Juliette Marie is Publicity
Chairman0/ the Milwaukee Unit of the American String Teachers Association, and is
teaching music at Visitation School Elm
Groue,Wisconsin.
'
Sister AI. Romana, Head of the Music
Department of the Cardinal Stritch College,
has a M. Mus. degree from the Cosmopolitan
SchooL0/ Music, Chicago. At present, Sister
Rom.allais teaching upper division theory and
Music Literature courses, in addition to string
tcaching.-Ed. Note)
IN

MANY SCHOOLS and communities
the dearth of string players has been the
only segment missing in carrying out a wellrounded musical program. There are bands,
there are choruses, there are piano students,
all in Paul Bunyan size quantities. In state
festivals it is not an uncommon occurrence
to have a ratio of about twenty-eight sousaphone entries to four violin entries. We
could attribute this outlandish proportion
to the fallacies that a string instrument is
much too difficult for an average child, or
that a child would not choose to play a
string instrument. We might even reproach
the school administration
for not giving
proper encouragement to the string program. A Score of other justifications might
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and Sister Mary Romuna Hertel.

be added to the list, but they would do
nothing to change the situation. The real
heart of the matter is having enough teachers sufficiently interested and dedicated to
devote themselves to the cause of bettering
their own string teaching, and of unselfishly
working to bring the beauties of string
playing to more and more students,
In order to raise the standards of violin
teaching and to create more enthusiasm for
the string instruments, a number of violin
teachers in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, formed
a city Unit of the American String Teachers Association, "recognized throughout the
professional world as a necessary and vital
force unified and dedicated to the promotion of string music." Sister M. Imelda of
Alverno College, and Sister M. Noraleen
founded the Milwaukee Unit in 1948. Sister
M. Noraleen, since transferred to Longwood Academy in Chicago, was its first
president, succeeded by Sister M. Imelda,
who held the post for four years. At pres.
ent, Sister M. Romana, head of the music
department 01 the Cardinal Stritch College,
is president. Various religious orders are
represented among its members: the Sisters
of the Divine Saviour, the Sisters of St.'
Francis of Assisi, the School Sisters of
Notre Dame, and the School Sisters 01 St.
Francis. Lay string teachers and some

advanced students who are interested in
becoming string teachers are also affiliated
with the Milwaukee Unit which numbers
thirty-seven members.
In the Fall 1954 issue of "The American
String Teacher," the official publication of
ASTA, Mr. Paul Rolland its editor, of the
University of Illinois, speaks of the Milwaukee Unit as "probably the most active
of any ASTA Unit."
The following is an account of the various activities of the Milwaukee Unit. It is
given in the hope that others may receive
suggestions in revitalizing and enlarging
their respective string programs.

...:,~.

::~:
~.~
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String Festival
Once each year a String Festival is held
in which each participating school is allowed five minutes performance time. Two
short numbers of contrasting nature are
usually performed, or one longer number.
Students who have a solo well prepared
perform in addition to the various strin~
gro~ps. (Last year the. Fifth Annual String
Fes.tlval was held which saw the participatron 01 over 200 Catholic school children
from fourteen schools.) On the Saturday
"afternoon precedin!5 the performance, a
general rehearsal IS held, at which the
students
(Continued on Page 55)
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Adagio

Grade 5

(from Sonata in A~
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An interview with Mia Slaveil slat
as told to Rose Hevlbus

<,

32
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URING the season 1954·55. the Metro-

D

politan Opera broke its strict operatic

tradition by presenting

the ballet Vittorio

as a complete performance.
Ballet interludes have long been incorporated
into fa-

miliar operas, as a kind of added attraction
during

which the singers

stand at ease on

the stage and look on. Only once before
has the "Met" put on an all-ballet production, with no singers involved. That occurred some forty years ago, during the
visit of Anna
Pavlova.
Vittorio was
mounted in order to make fitting use of the
distinguished
services of the opera's new

prima ballerina, Mia Slavenska.
Recognized as one of the world's greatest

dancers, Slavenska is particularly famous
for her perfection of balance. She has been
dancing since her babyhood. Born in Sla·
vonski·Brod, Yugoslavia, where her parents
were patrons of the local opera, Slavenska
was a frail child. When she was four, the
family doctor recommended exercise to
build her up, and her art·loving parents
provided it in the "form of ballet lessons.
The child's innate talent was such that,
within a few months, she appeared as star
of the Zagreb Opera Ballet. At nine, ,he had
a ballet composed for her j at twelve, she
organized her own company and choreographed her first ballet; at sixteen, following five years of intensive study in Vienna
and Paris, she became prima ballerina of
the Zagreb Opera.
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"But it is not so good;' she tell you, "if
the little dancers' normal improvement is
confused with genius! Then trouble sets in.
Children are pushed beyond their capacities
and given ideas about careers for which
they are not fitted. Dance les ons should be
regarded as a sort of gymnastic; if talent
is present, it will as ert itself without pushing.
"The gymnastic of dance training should
be particularly
useful to music students
who, at some time, have to achieve motion
in public, whether on the stage, the recital
platform, or in the teacher's studio. First
of all, one learns the relaxed control of
good posture-head
high, shoulders back,
back straight, and rib·cage lifted. I may
say at once, though, tbat exercise alone
won't do too much for you. From the very
slart, you must contribute something your·
self. First, you must understand the function of the muscles involved. Better posture
results when you know about the large muscles of the back (which begin under the
shoulders and extend around the rib·cage)"
and put them to conscious use. In second
place, you must have a mental picture of
what you wish to accomplish. In the ca~e
of good posture, you should know in ad·
vance just how you wish to look as you
stand. walk, seat yourself before an audience. Finally, you must thjnk of yourself as
being the person you want to be!
(Continued on Poge 56)
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Slavenska's first international
acclaim
came in 1936, at the International Dance
Olympic in Berlin. Still in her 'teens, she
competed with leading ballet stars from
fourteen nations, and won first prize, together with a deluge of highly-paid popular
offers. Unwilling to participate in any program of less than worthy artistic values,
however, Slavenska turned her back on the
popular theatres and went to Paris for her
concert debut in a program composed and
choreographed by herself. That same year,
she starred in the prize-winning
French
film, Ballerina, now playing in America
and still acclaimed as the best ballet picture
ever made. After wide tours, she came to
the U. S. A. with the Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo. After four successful seasons here,
she set herself the task of bringing good
ballet to the smaller American cities and
organized her own company, touring the
U. S. A., Canada, Mexico and South America in one of the longest and most widely
acclaimed ballet tours on record. She has
appeared with the Ballet Russe, the Ballet
Theatre, and the London Festival Ballet;
with her own Slavenska·Franklin
company,
she presented the world premiere of the
ballet for "A Streetcar Named Desire," for
the first time creating a dance impression
of a modern play.
Slavenska believes that ballet training
can be helpful to the average child as a
means of developing grace and contro1.
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Hop, Skip and Jump ~i[ambo

Grade 3~

B. WHITEFIELD

All e g r etto : giocoso
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Billy needs Keyboard Experience
with no thought of becoming a second Horowitz, just as he needs to
play baseball with no idea of becoming a pitcher for the Brooklyn
Dodgers. Because of his Keyboard
Experience,
Billy will eventually
play the piano in his own fashion,
buy tickets to concerts and listen to
music as a leisure time activity, just
as he will attend ball games and root
for his home team.
Professor Stout is like the famous
minister who became noted for converting every person he met during
his extensive traveling. On a recent
trip to Venezuela where Professor
Stout was invited to set lip a T.V.
program of piano class lessons on a
commercial station in Caracas, he
carried along his three-octave keyboard and gave the stewardess lessons going over and returning, just
as he does when he travels on train,
ship or plane to nationaJ meetings of
music educators
and teachers. He
gives free lessons by the wayside to
all who will listen, just to show how
easy it is to learn and how much
enjoyment there is to be had from
makjng one's own music.
His enthusiasm is more contagious

~

SPARE

CONSERVATORY-TRAINED

TIME

MUSICIANS

Youcan receive the highest type of musico! training in your own home.
curriculum have been developed
and perfected
by the Conservatory
ond soundness is proven in the careers of thousands
of musicians and
largely to the personalized
and painstaking
coaching
of this great

These Extension
over years of
teachers, who
Conservatory.

HISTORY:-A modern course including all types
of music from ancient origins to 20th Century.
Interesting-with
emphasis
on the analysis of
music-not
a dull collection af facts .

ADVANCED COMPOSITION:-Designed
give you a useful knowledge
of musical
and the genera! processes of Composition.

ARRANGING:-AII
the tricks af mad ern arranging drawn from the experiences
of the biggest
"neme" arrangers
in the country,

NORMAL
PIANO:-Espeeially
designed
for
teochers or future teachers.
Treats and solves
every problem of the progressive teacher.

CHORAL
CONDUCTING:-Brand
new course
includes all the modern techniques-even
broadcasting.
VOICE:-Includes
ing, Resonance,
ing, Style, ete.

AT

COMMAND

methods and the
time. Their value
owe their success
Courses include:

HARMONY:-Writ+en
by two of the finest
theorists in the country.
Simple, yet thorough
in eVery way. From basic fundamentals
right
through to Counterpoint
and Orchestration.
ta
forms

THE END

IN MUSIC

Teacher'sORDiploma
Bachelor's Degree

YOUR

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC:-Fits
you for actual
wark ;n the ~chool room. Our model lessons develop originality end give you on excellent guide
lor teaChing others.

~
~

his studio pupils with a melody as
they learn their chords. As the studio
pupils play, they make the same kind
of mistakes,
presumably,
that the
students at home are making. This
gives him an opportunity to clarify,
correct and repeat as he goes along
with his instructions,
thus giving
equal opportunity to those who may
not catch on as rapidly as the more
musical or apt pupil.
Professor
Stout has proven that
music at any level can be taught
efficiently and effectively in groups.
The rapid growth of piano class
work
and
keyboard
experience
classes is a testament to its value;
yet, he often runs into perfectionists
who believe that music lessons are
for the gifted, and that the "classics"
only should be taught.
Professor Stout said, "When I was
a youngster
my teacher said, 'You
must do something with your music.'
Today the wide-awake,
progressive
teacher says, 'Your music must do
something
for you.' No longer does
the
understanding
teacher
frown
through Billy's lesson because he has
no talent for music. She kno·ws that
music is an integral part of normal
living."

"

~

~
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all essentials, such as 8reath~
Vocalization,
Enunciation, Phras-

HOME
BETTER

This is Your Opportunity-Moil
~····························

UNIVERSITY

j

EXTENSION

2000 SOUTH MICHIGAN

BLVD. (DEPT.

CONSERVATORY
A·826) CHICAGO

16. ILL.

INCOMES
Coupon Todoy!
••••••••••••

l

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
CONSERVATORY,
Dept. A.B26
2000 South Michigan Blvd., Chicaga 16, Illinois
Please send me catalog, sample lessons and full information regarding caurse 1 have marked with an X below.
Piano, Teacher's Normal Course 0 Voice
Piano, Student's Course
0 Choral Canducting
Public School Mus.-Beginner's
0 Clarinet
Public Schaal Mus.-Supervisar'g
0 Dance Band Arranging
Advanced Composition
0 Violin
Ear Training & Sight Singing
0 Guitar
History and Analysis of Music
0 Mandolin
Harmony
0 Saxophone
Cornet-Trumpet
0 Double Counterpoint
Professional Cornet-Trumpet
0 Bonjo

o

o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o

o

Name-

Age

_

Street No.

_

City------
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Are you leaching now?
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It is estimated that between three
and four thousand
persons in the
area are learning to have a lot of
fun with their hitherto
silent keyboards, or their newly purchased
pianos, as the genial, beloved Professor Stout says, "Good evening,
boys and girls, mother
and dad,
Uncle Joe and Grandmother.
Are
you ready for your music lesson?
Let's gather around the piano; we're
going to learn some new songs."
The spirit of co-operation in this
project is amazing. The music stores
are open for the sessions and any
one may go inside, seat himself at
a piano in full view of a large T.V .
screen, and take his piano lesson.
The musical scenery back of these
lessons is unique in its own right.
The three-octave electric keyboard ill
the background which is operated
by a smaller keyboard on the table
below, lights the keys to demonstrate
the location of single lones, as well
as formation of chords, scales, or
any combination needed to clarify
instruction in role playing or note
reading.
Another keyboard sits on a high
table and gives out bell-like lOlles
when Professor Stout accompanies
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(Continued

than measles, and lasts much longer,
because. it has a lasting quality. It
has touched the lives of many persons, who sense the vibrant quality
of his love for music and his even
greater love of sharing it with everyone, and they are spurred to great
and still greater efforts to learn to
play the piano.
A great number
of Professor
Stout's T.V. piano class members became so interested that they have
started taking private lessons in their
own neighborhoods. "They look for
teachers," said Professor Stout, "who
wiJl continue their class or group
instruction because in such groups
they lose their timidity and Jearn a
great deal from other members of
the class."
The head of a Houston family may
be tired from the pressure of a work
day and Mother may be weary from
the demands of a busy household,
but when the cheerful
voice and
smiling face of Professor Stout comes
into the living room with his goodhumored and lively music lessons,
the atmosphere clears as the family
gathers around the piano. "Music."
says Alice Lee Humphreys ("Heaven
In My Hand," John Knox Press),
"should
be scattered
abroad
and
gathered up in some way by every
creature." Out Texas way, Professor
George Stout is scattering
music
abroad and it is being gathered up
by thousands of people.
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LARGEST PIANO

you?

_

If so. how many pupils have

Do you hold a Teacher's Certificale?

Have you studied Harmony?
the Degree of Bachelar of Music?

_

Would you like to earn
_

~
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(Continued from Page 10)
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front page nhews~
H' last eig teen
paper coverage.
IS
Id friends
months,
spent am~ng
0
in the city of his buth, were happy

I am taken back to those hours with
a genial, friendly, worldly man who
managed
so vividly to recall the
glamor of a vanished era. His Own
comment when he heard this record
for the first time in many years was,
"Is not so bad."
Regarding
his full active life and
the
pleasure
his
performances
brought
to so many audiences in
the days before radio and television,
we can only say, "Indeed, is not so
bad at all."
THE END

and peaceful.
11 d
I had an idea. I took Caruso by th~
The day before his de~th ~e ca e d
Segurola's association with the imlapel and there in front of the audihis beloved Maria to hIS SIde, an
mortal Caruso went beyond that of
ence I said, 'Enrico, you have to
in a voice which belied his seven!y·
two singers working in the ~ame
to her .a bnef
sing for me. What you have d~ne
nine years, sang
fI "
company. They were close fne~lds
in the drawing room, you are gomg
passage from "Madame
Butt~r Y and made several memorable recdrddo it here.'
,
"Yours till death comes ...
ings of eonoerted numbe:s
!fom to v-No,
I can't. I can't. I don t
Each time I play his early recordopera. It was undoubtedly this friendremember
the
words.
Andreaina of the Vi Ravviso from Sonnamship, combined with Caruso's puckdon't
..
.'
bula, his favorite of his own records,
ish sense of humor, that led to the
"And when Giorgio Polecco, the
situation which Segurola described so
conductor of the evening gave the
dramatically.
Here again are his ex
PIANO DUETS CAN BE FASCINATING
sign for the attack, Caruso start
PLAYING
act words: "On a gloomy day of winto sing; but not as a tenor-as
~
ter, 1915, I wake up in the morning
(Continzted from Page 10)
basso cantante, with a most beautiabsolutely hoarse-voiceless.
Well, I
block. The piano duet literature is
ful voice that sound like a cello.
She was about on my level as a
did not know what to do, because
abundant.
You can begin at any
And this is an experience that I
that evening I am supposed to sing
sight reader and I had never b~en
level of advancement. As you grow in
will never forget. I am proud of
the role of CoUine in a performance
a good one. My experience
tallied
skill, you go on to more difficult
that hoarseness."
that the Metropolitan was presenting
with that of the Bryn Mawr player.
When the time arrived inevitably
pieces. Once you get going, there's
I shied from reading music at sight.
in Philadelphia.
that
he
found
it
necessary
to
termiadventure
ah ad.
"Then I rush to my throat speAt various times I had made de.sulnate his long singing career, SeguAfter the flush of your first tries
cialist for a treatment, and later on
tory attempts to improve
my Sight
are over, pride tug at you, and
I went to the station to board the rola settled in Southern California.
reading.
1 waded
through
stacks
He played in several motion picture~,
you'll set about rubbing off some of
train'
the special train that twice
of simple music. It was all pretty
cast of course as either a mUsIC
the rough edge. First you strive for
a month was taking the Metropolimonotonous
and
unrewarding.
I
teacher
or
as
a
singer.
Two
of
his
a similar quality of touch and tone
tan Opera Company to Philadelcould see little
improvement
and
most notable
screen appearances
in both treble and bass. ince the
phia for a performance
of that ordidn't make it a habit.
were with John McCormack in "Song
lower notes of the piano are more
ganization in that city. As I arrived
But the first evening
we played
of
My
Heart,"
and
with
Grace
Moore
resonant
than the upper, the bass
at the coach, everybody began to
together, we found it so muet~ fun
in "One Night of Love."
will
overpower
the treble unle s sublaugh and to comment on the state
we set another evening.
Our tntroDuring his final years, Segurola's
ordinated.
To change parts occaof my voice. I went directly to the
duction
to
duet
playing
was
Loeschsight grew progressively
worse as
sionally
will help you attain the
drawing
room of Enrico
Caruso
horn Op. 51, "Tone
Pictures
for
the
result
of
an
automobile
accident
right balan e.
because it was our habit to play
Beginners."
We
found
these
pieces
some years before in Chicago. He adOne o{ you indicates tempo, when
a game of poker during the trip.
tuneful and they progressively
bejusted to blindness philosophic.ally,
to begin, manipulates
the damper
While the other friends were precame
more
difficult.
We
brought
new
to accept the restricted
pedal,
counts
and
otherwise
acts as
paring the cards and the chips, Ca- refusing
books and duets
to each ses ion
life of an invalid. His teaching cacondu tor. This i more apparent
ruso said, 'But how are you going to
thereafter,
tracking
down
duet
reer an active one for several years,
sing, Andrea? You are so hoarse.
than real however.
her you have
wherever we could find them. Back
afforded him the opportunity to im,
'll
How are you going to sing Vecchia
played
together
for a time, you
issues
of
ETUDE
were
a
prolific
part
to
many
young
singers
the
Zimarra?' So then he said, joking,
find your elf coming in as one and
source. We bought
a number
of
tremendously valuable experience he
'Don't worry. I will sing it for you.'
feeling the piece 8S one.
piano
duet
albums.
It
always
put
an
had acquired
in the best possible
"And there, among all his friends,
I was surpri ed 10 find SO much
edge on the evening when we had a
way.
he began to sing in the drawing room
original mu ic for four hands. Trannew
book
or
collection
of
duets
to
go
Countless times during intermisLa Vecchia Zimarra, but, of course,
scriptions,
of course, are good, p.ar·
through. Sight reading was our main
sions at concerts, I saw him holding
trying to imitate the voice of a basso
ticularly
those of the symphornes.
objective. Later we prepared
some
comt from his favorite fifth row aisle
cantante.
But original
four·hand music, esnumbers for presentation
at a hobby
seat. The ritual of greeting him was
"On our arrival in Philadelphia,
pecially
when written by a m.ast~r
show.
always
the
same.
After
the
customCaruso told me: 'Listen,
Andrea.
hand ha the virtue of being planlsAt the end of a year, we had
ary amenities, I would ask: "And
Come right away to my dressing
tic. i'l] mention some of it fIrst
ranged through a pretty representa·
what
do
you
think
of
tonight's
conroom and I will prepare an inhalaWe fou_nd Leon D'Ourville's "'Soi·
tive
amount
of
piano
duet
literature,
cert,
Maestro?"
He
would
tell
me
tion for you.' Because, I don't know
rees
lusica1es..
two hooks of 18
originals
and
transcriptions.
We
had
in
no
uncertain
terms
exactly
what
if you know that Caruso used to
duet
each.
most
enpaLiating and
a
wonderful
time
and
had
improved
was the musical score. On the octravel with a valise with the paraeasy to moderately difficult. These
our
sight
reading
abilities
surpriscasion
of
Giuseppe
de
Luca's
last
phernalia
of inhalators,
atomizers
are tnnefu] 5a.lon pieces of the ~
ingly.
concel't in Pasadena in 1949, good
and prescriptions. He gave me the
type. The barmoniz,ations are ~.
Playing piano duets can be a fasluck
placed
me
in
the
seat
directly
inhalation.
.
fully done aod delightful. We liked
cinating hobby. And I know of no
"I sang the first act. I sang the in front of Segurola. After each
particularly:
lit the Garden and The
selection,
he
leaned
forward
as
the
other
activity
for
the
pianist
that
second. Not at all well, hut at least
applause
subsided to call to my
yields such profitable
dividends.
It Lake in the firsl book. pring Son!
I filled my role. In the third act,
and The Mill in lbe secood. B. Tours
attention
in a stage whisper
how
enables you to correct
many weak
eoUine does not sing. I remain in
wrote
a number of easy tuneful
deftly the sixty-nine year old barispots, improve
technique,
stand on
my dressing room, reading the paper.
four-hand
pieces, notably: ,\relu.de
tone handled his remarkable
vocal
your own feet musically.
In sddi·
And when the stage manager come
and Romance. Anton Diabelli s Five
resources. There on the stage before
tion to bettering
sight reading,
it
to tell me, 'Segurola, the fourth act,'
me stood Giuseppe de Luca. Seated
Sonatina
and Five Sonatas are not
gives rhythmic
self-reliance
and de1 want to try my voice. Nothing
behind me was Andreas de Segurola.
hard and are interesting 10 play.
velops ear discrimination,
since you
came out. I run to Caruso's dressing
That night was really a record colOur favorite album in the easy
must listen to your partner's
part,
room and say, 'Enrico,
Enrico-I
Sch UID ann's
lector's dream come true.
too.
category
is
Robert
cannot sing! I am voiceless. What
In
1951,
with
his
health
failing.
Finding a partner is the first prob.
"Twelve Pieces for Large and Small
can I do? What can I do?'
Segurola felt the need of returning
lem. Sometimes
you can locate a
Children."
All are gems. Among
"Caruso say 'wait' to the stage
to his J~ative Spain. Later that year,
primo or secundo right in the family.
tbem we like especially. Garden
manager. 'Wait-wait
for the fourth
he and Mrs. Segurola closed their
Daughters and sons who play duets
act. Wait a minute.' And he gave me
Melody. Twining Wr<alhsand Morn·
home and sailed to Europe.
His
with their mothers or fathers invarianother inhalation.
ing. And we sign off C\~ery sewon
widow reports that his return
to
"When I went on the stage I could
ably make faster
progress.
Otherwith Abendlied.l
consider this oneof
Barcelona
was most gratifying
to
not utter a single tone. I begin to
wise, another to join you in what was
the most heauri ful miniatures
bu·
him. He was greeted warmly and
think, 'What are you going to do?'
the late George
Bernard
Shaw's
mann ever wrote.
made welcome in no uncertain manI begin to perspire, think 'here is
favorite diversion,
can be located
Then there's MacDowell's '"Three
ner. His arrival in Spain was the
going to be a scandal.' And then
among neighbors
or in the next
Poems"
and Moon Pictuus. Other
l

'
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Here's

II

thought-

provoking discussion on

Why Minor

and its second tetrachord

the singer, theorists sharpen the 6th
and 7th steps ascending in the relative minor and come down according to the relative
major. The
melodic minor is not a good melody
or a good scale. The nature of a
good melody demands
that tones
ascending or descending belong to
the same scale or chord. The melodic minor cannot be employed in
polyphonic writing, because in ascending its first tetrachord is minor

no tonic or leading tones. Since the
melodic minor is unmusical it should
not be taught.
In the interest of creating more
and better musicians, I recommend
that composers adopt the use of 15
major Signatures
(3 enhannonics)
{or all tonalities, major and minor,
and add the accidentals when needed
for altering the major into minor.

THE MAKING

Signatures?
by IDA ELKAN

(Continued

O

is startled, and sometimes at a
public performance, to suddenly realize that he is reading and playing in
a major tonality instead of the minor
tonality which the composer had intended. This musician is guided by
instinct and the first impulse is to
feel the happy major mood.
The tonic of any tonality, major
or minor is the establishing
tone,
which determines the tonality of the
composition. (Tonality,
tones belonging to a tone, tonic.) The tonic
is the "tuning-in tone," which we
may liken to a radio station. "Music
is the language of our moods in
Tonality, Rhythm and Form." These
three elements can change the mood
of the same tones, depending on their
variations. Mozart, in his A Minor
Sonata for Piano: starts out in A
Minor tonality which expresses
a
happy mood and later repeats the
same theme in C Major, which expresses a sad mood, as I feel it.
The "so called minor scale" is
not a scale. The only scale in music,
is the diatonic major scale, which
is the basis of all musical composition. In order to create original melodies, a composer may alter chromatically any or all the steps of the
diatonic major scale. When we alter,
hy lowering the 3rd and 6th steps of
the diatonic major scale a chromatic
half step, and start on the same tonic,
wecreate a depressed or fallen mood.
We hear the expression "he or she
is in very low spirit~."
I believe that all compositions
should he written with major signatures for major and minor tonalities having the same tonics. The
composers then would indicate the
altered 3rd and 6th steps of the
majors with the proper accidentals.
This would then make the reading
and playing of minor tonalities almost proof against errors.
Heretofore, one signature has been
~se~ for two different tonalities, i.e.
h IS the signature for F major and
for 0 minor, D minor being called
ETUDE-AUGUST

the relative minor of F major. Two
or more things or two or more people are related when they have something important in common. F major
and D minor have two different
tonics, two different dominant
seventh chords, two different leading
tones.
This old theory of major and relative minor tonalities using the same
signature makes it imperative {or the
piano sight reader and player to interrupt the playing in order to investigate for leading tones and closing
chords;
the D minor will not close
without its leading tone C-sharp. The
reader and player again becomes attuned to the D tonic. His impulse is
to play in the major mood rather
than the minor mood, and he is
tempted to play Fvsharp instead of
F·natural,
and he has the feeling
that he is playing in D major. When
this error has been made, it will not
help him to say "excuse me," no
more than we can give ourselves consolation for missing the train by only
one minute.
This confusion of using 30 signatures for major and minor tonalities
can be eliminated by using only 15
major signatures
(3 enharmonics).
To add to this confusion we have to
contend with two different kinds of
minors, melodic and harmonic. The
minor tonality should be written with
the same signature as its real relative
major,
the major having the same
tonic. The harmonic minor which has
the same tonic as its real relative
major, will also have the same leading tones ascending and descending
and
the same dominant
seventh
chords. The harmonic minor stands
the test in polyphonic writing. The
augmented
second which falls between the 6th and 7th steps in the
harmonic minor has been called "unmelodic" by singers. Yet, if A-fIat-B,
the augmented
second, were written
as G-sharp-B
a minor third, the
singer will say that it is singable,
although
it is the same interval as
the augmented
second. So, to please

OF MUSIC

from

is organic connection
between the
whole and the parts. This organic
connection can also exist between
symphonic themes which have little
physical resemblance.
The second
subject of the finale of Mozart's
G-minor Symphony runs as follows:
Ex.'IO

FTEN, a fine piano sight reader
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is major.

In descending the melodic minor has

Page 14)

sky and Schonberg, provided he had
the pen and paper. \\'e know as a
fact that Stanley, an eighteenth,
century
English composer,
experimen ted with the whole-tone
scale
about a hundred years before Debussy. Here are two examples, one
from Mozart's Quartet in C major
and from Haydn's Prelude
to The
Creation, which anticipate Wagner's
Tristan.
Introduction to Quartet in C major
-Mozart

When it reappears in the recapitulation, it is hardly recognizable,. mechanically
speaking,
as the same
theme. But its inevitable rightness
in its place and its organic connection with the original idea make it
an inevitable development.
Ex.ll

4,'" r 'Infiu rffi
1

nrn;;IF~;
~'~~~~

4" -'r Ffi'1I1~

Representation
Cre(ltion~Haydn

of chaos

in

The

IBI£

Now comes the question of harmony. It is doubtful whether this
should count as a fundamental element of music, because, so far as we
can make out, primitive music had
no harmony but was purely melodic.
This is true, so far as we can tell, of
the early Greek music. The word
harmonia does not mean harmony in
our sense of the word, but the relation to each other of the notes in the
Greek modes. The same is true o[
the plain·song of the early Christian
church, and folk song, at all events
in western Europe, was sung without
harmonic accompaniment,
However,
it seems almost impossible that harmony should not have occurred to
primitive singers and players, if only
by accident. A cithara player must
occasionally have twanged two strings
at the same time; or if two pipe
players happened 'to be playing at
the same time within hearing dis.
tance of each other, this must have
resulted in harmony, or even counterpoint. Why did not the performers
carryon
with the good work? The
only explanation can be that when
they heard the result they disliked it.
There is no physical reason why an
eighteenth-century
composer should
not have written the whole of Stravjn-

These harmonies were, for these
two composers, ohviously an experiment; they had no emot.ional sjerllif1cance for them. For Wagner, aOn
almost identical passage symbolised
the height of amorous passion. To
Haydn and Mozart they had no such
suggestion. When Mozart wanted to
he erotic he wrote "LiL ci darem."
Now let us look at the obverse of
the medal. Debussy's strange atmospheric effects still thrill us, though
they are by now the common property of every conservatory
student.
And when these same students write
out bits of Debussy, under the impre~sion that they are composing,
then efforts fall dead even before
the ink is dry. The moral of all thjs
seems to be that any musical phrase,
to be a complete artistic whole, must
be the result of a personal emotion
These, then, are the tlnee element~
which go to make up music-melody,
l'hythm, and harmony.
THE END
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~iolin

AMERII:AN
I:ONSERVATORY
of MUSIl::
.

b John J. Hattstaedt,
today
Founded In f18M86 .y.
considered outstanding
servatory 0
U.SlC.IS.
.
for music education m this country.

Violins ]}yPaulus

The American Conamong InstItutIOns

Professional
and Teaching Engagements
-Graduates
of the Conservatory
have
been much in demand as teachers and
also in concert, opera, rad!o, nrcbeat.ra.
and choir work. The News Bulletm containing
a list of about 300 suecesafu l
grad nates holding responsible ncemone
in Universities,
Colleg~, Conservatones,
and Public Schools will be sent upon
request.
Tuition is reasonable ,in ,keeping ~ith ~he
times and may be paId ln, convelll~nt ll;'l.stallments. Complete part~culars given III
catalog which will be maIled on request.
Boarding-Information
regarding accommodations can be found in the catalog.

0/

Member of the National Association
For free catalog

address

John

occasion to say many times in th~se
columns, a "Stradivari~s"
label Wlt~
the words
"Made
m Germany
printed on it indicates
b~yond dou~t
that the violin in which It reposes IS
a cheap factory product worth at the
very most $50.00 and probably
not
half that amount.

President

580 Kimball Hall, Chicago 4, Ill.

Sacred Musi( (oune offers •••

Specialized,
well-rounded
traini!lg
prepares you for a J!l~nistry of mus~c.
For important
splT1tual emph~sls,
MBl's Sacred Music course co,mblnes
comprehensive
Bible study With the
intensive· music training on conservatory level.
General tuition at Moody is FREE.
Fees for applied music are very reasonable.

majors in piano, organ, voice and
composition.
Also instmction
in orchestral
instnnnents,
music theory
and literature - plus a number of unusual church related subjects. Excellent. experienced faculty.
New four-story
William Howard
Doane'Memorial
music building provides
modern
classrooms
and
38
sound-proof
f,ractice ~ms.
Pract~ce
facilities
inc ude 66 pIanos, 3 plpe
organs and 5 electric organs.
Unlimited
opportunities
for practical experience with the MBl musical
groups, on our own radio station,
WMBI,
and in Chicago's
many
churches.
Write today for descriptive
CATALOG. Address Office of Admissions,
Dept. ED323.
Fall Regl.strCltlon, Sept. 6-12

The Maker Liebich
Mrs, M. C., Illinois.
10hann Gottfried Liebich was the most important
member of a large family of violin
makers. He was born in 1755 and
died in 1824.
The
business
he
founded is still carried
on by his
descendants.
His violins are of the
Saxon type and the workmanship
]S
generally good, but for some reason
they have never sold for a high price.
The usual price range is from $75.00
to $150.00, though an occasional outstanding
specimen
has brought
a
higher price.

Must Be Appraised

Robert Whitford
PIANO
Represent

METHODS

a New Movement

in Piano Educ.ation

You will be pleased with the innovations Mr. Whitford has brought
to present day piano teaching. Yes, there hove been some worthwhile changes made.

Robert Whitford
Founder·President
International Piano
Teachers Association

Wr'ite now for a free copy of PIANO TEACHING TODAY which
reveals Robert Whitford's personal method for teaching children
and his method for teaching adults. With your copy of Piano
Teaching Today you will also be sent complimentary,
Mr.
Whitford's master les,on on MUSIC'S MOST UNUSUAL CHORD.
Just send your name and address and state whether yau are a
piano teacher, a student or a parent and we will send you the
above, Mail to:

Robert Whitford Publications. 204 N. E. 31st St., Miami 37. F'la.
..
. .
t build a refreshingly neW' repertoire, here are Robert
For the.l?lanisl detrlng'a~o
that are excitingly different, American .Rhapsody,
r 4 e P1hantment grade 3' Autumn, grade 3; Morning Mood,
compOSitions
E
Moderne, grad' ,; . nc Pensive 'Mood gr~de 3' and The Clack and the Piano,
Serenade, gra e ; In a
"
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Whitford
grade
5;
grade 3,
grade

2:

the Instruments First

Mrs. T. A. M., Pennsylvania. I
would advise you to take your two
violins. the guitar, and the mandolin
to the nearest
musical instrument
store to your home, There you could
get information
about what repairs
would be neces ary and advice on
how best to dispose of the instruments
after the repairs had been
made.

A Factory Product
Mrs. C. S., Ontario. As I have had

Schools of Music

R. HaUstaedt,

Repair

T. B., Pennsylvania.
Antonio Mariani did some very crude work and
some exceptionally
fine work, so
there is a wide difference
in the
prices his violins
bring.
It varies
hom about $350 to around
1200.
His label, moreover,
is often to be
found in violins
that he did not
make. So no one could appraise your
violin without seeing it.

An Obscure Maker
Prof. W. W. C., West Virginia.
In the book at my disposal in this
remote Maine village.
there is no
mention of a maker named Johann
Michael Gaus. This does not mean
that he never
existed,
but only
that he did not maK-e much of a
name for himself. No one could say

A Double Bass Method
R. S., Texas. I think you should
gel the Double Bass 1e'hod by O.
G. Zimmerman which, I understand.
is quite detailed on the subject of
bowing.

A Determined
Miss D. M.,

fhoir

Questions

'definitely what your violin is worth
without examining the instrument.

D. H., California. "Paul.us" is the
name 0 f a f am ily of violm makers
who worked during the 19th centu?,
in Markneukirchen,
Germany. Albm
Ludwig made instruments
':0 worse
and not much better than ~l1S .brothmstruers an d hiIS cousins • Then
ments are of the average Sa~on type
-fairly
good
workmanship,
but
genera IIy n ot Outstanding. ., The .usual
b
price range for Paulus violins rs etween $75.00 and $125.00, though
an occasional
unusually
well-m~de
violin has sold for a higher price.
What your violin may be w.o~th ~o
one could say without exammmg It.

THE FACULTY-One
hundred and t~irty teachers -. ma.nYR~~orah
tional and intern~tiknj}
repiitat.IO:'B~~c~~dGl:d:"~~i::;
TheodJ;.e
Reuter, Kurt Wamec,
ans emo, Grund B F:ed Wise Russell
:ai"{isou .. ~~~lil:~ 1:~:r~
erch~~~eScott
Willits,
Stella 'Roberts;
0; ~~~rEdw~rd Eigenschenk;
Theory: Le? Sowerby, Joh!1 Palmer.
Je:nn~ Boyd, Irwin Fischer; School Muster Robert Davis.
Accredited Courses are offered in Piano,
Vocal, Violin, Organ,. Orchestra
and
Band Instruments,
Publ ic School MUSIC,
Musical Theory.
Degrees-Bachelor
of Music, Bachelor of
Music Education, MS6t~r of MUSiC and
Master of Music Educatfon are confer-red
by authority of the State of IllInOIS !Ind
recognized as a guarantee of accomplishment.
Students'
Self Help--The
mal;'l.agement
makes every endeavor to assist ne€dy
students to find part--time employment.
Many find work as teachers, acc?mpanists or part-time positions workmg for
commercial houses, etc.

~rgan and

By HAROLD BERKLEY

69th SEASON

CHICAGO

I¢!ucsnons

Student
ew/oundLand. I cer-

tainly do admire your pluck and de·
termination
in continuing to practice
your violin even though you are an
invalid. It
em to me that you have
done enough work in the first posi.
tion. and that you hould venture
into' the third position with the aim
of conquering
it. However, here are
the names of some first po ilion album
that may inler t you; First
Solos
£.rom Lhe Classics, ed. by
Samuel Applebaum;
Bach, 10 Little
Classics.
ed. by C. Seely·Brown;
Bach for Beginners. ed. by Liepmann· Pupil'
First Position Album.
publi;hed
by the A. P.
hmidt Co.;
and Ten Sketches by Berkley, published by Carl Fischet.
ew York.
(2) As for the diviHon of )"our practice time. spend a haH hour on ~w.
ing-ten
minutes each on the Wnst·
and-Finger
lotion, the Whole Bow
Martele,
and the Spun Tonethree-quarters
or an hour each on left
hand technique and on solos. I ~haU
be happy to bear from you agam.

Au ET DE Article
u
wrote

.. I have been told that JOU
an article nol long ago ror the
ET DE in which you discussed the a~ranging of pupils' recitals and mUSiC
that could be used. Can )·OU tell ,me
when the article appeared? I think
it would be interesting and helpful
to me."
Miss R. K., Io.. a
The article you refer to was in the
issue o[ ETUDE [or last July and was
entitled. ui\Iake It Interesting!" You
can certainly
obtain a copy of ~I
issue
from the puhlishers of ~~
magazine.
THE E
ETUDE-AUGU
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Answered

by FREDERICK

Q, I have an old Chase reed
organ and would like to learn more
about the mechanics 0/ reed organs,
so that I could repair reeds, etc. Are
there any books or other materials
mailable on the construction
oj
these old reed organs? I would like
to learn anything I can about pump
organs in general.

M. L.-Wash.
A. There is really little

material
available on this subject of a practical nature. In Landon's
"Reed
Organ Method" there is an introductory page devoted to the use of
stops, and very condensed in formation on the tone production
and
reeds. In "Scientific Piano Tuning
and Servicing" by Howe (6.00),
there is quite a good chapter on
servicingreed organs which you will
find very useful, and in Fisher's
"Piano Tuning, Regulating
and Repairing," there is a chapter on reed
organ servicing which is fairly good.
This book sells at 2,25, and the
Landon Method $1.25.
In the section 0/ the "Trumpet
Tllne and Peal" by Purcell,
arranged by Harvey Grace (accompanying this inquiry) beginning with
the last 8th note 0/ the first given
measuremarked' Ct., what 'Would be
YOllr suggestion for registrat.ion?
isn't it. impossible to play the peal
on one manual without the counter
melodywhich starts on the 2nd beat
of the second measure on the same
manual? What do you think is meant
by the "Add to Ct." at the end 0/
the first. score?
K. F.-Mont.

Unfortunately you have not given
sufficient information
about
your
?rgan to enable us to be very specific
In the matter of registration.
Presumably you have chimes,
which
He normally played from the Great
when there are only two manuals,
~ndsometimes from either Great or
Choiron a three manual instrument.
fJ~eevident intent in the playing of
IhlS number is to "'et the
most effectiveuse of the chimes, and if you
are obliged to use the Great for
chimes then the accompanying
passageswill have to be played on the
Swell, since, as you suggest, you
cannot very well use other stops in
Combinationwith the chimes on the
same manual. If yOll have a Choir
manual with chimes. then the chime
passages could be played on the

PHILLIPS

Choir, and the Creat used as indicated. You have marked the chime
passage in the second measure in red
pencil, but this should also include
the top A at the end of the first
measure.
The "Add to Gt." could
apply if you are using the Choir
for the chimes, but must be disregarded
if the chimes are on the
Great. The idea is simply to enlarge
the general volume a little, but in
doing this the chimes must not be
smothered.
If the Swell is used for
the background,
then you would
simply add to Swell instead of Great.
The
general
plan of registration
should be fairly solid (such as Diapason tone, although the Open Diapason
may be loo heavy),
with
enough 4 foot and mixtures to give
brilliancy
without
harshness.
The
Pedal
should
balance the accompanying
manual in general quality
and volume, but enough 8 foot should
be lIsed to insure these running passages coming through distinctly and
cleanly.
I 'Would like to know a few organ
stops that could be used with the
Bach Prelude and Fugue in C major,
Schirmer Edition. Pipe organ chiefly,
but also for the Church model Hammond,
C. R. B.-N. J.
We assume the composition
you
refer to is the one in Volume 2,
Schirmer
Edition. The registration
would be divided into 6 divisions or
sections of this work, and for convenience we will list them as fol·
lows: Section I-first
12 measures
of the Prelude
first time played.
Section 2-Same
measures but on
the repeat. Section 3-Prelude,
measures 13 to 28, first time. Section 4same measures on repeat. Section 5.,
measures
1 to 16 of Fugue. Section
6. measure 17 to end of Fugue. Now
f~r registration:
Section
1. pipe
organ-both
hands on Swell, using
Oboe 8', Salicional 8', Gedeckt 8'.
Flute 4', Violina 4'; Pedal, Bourdon
16'; Sw. to Ped. couplers, Section 2,
both hands on Great, using Melodia
8'. Octave 4', Swell to Great coupler.
Add Flute 8', to Pedal; keep Swell
to Pedal
coupler,
Section 3-first
time both hands on Swell, adding
Diapason 8' to previous stops; Bourdon 16' and Flute 8' in Pedal, with
Sw. to Ped. coupler. Section 4both hands on Great, adding Diapason 8' and Ct. to Ped. coupler. Section 5-same
as Section 1. Section

6-same
as Section 2.
For Hammond organ-Section
I,
lower manual E; Section 2, upper
manual A; Section 3, lower manual
F; Section ·4, lower manual G; Section 5, lower manual F; Section 6,
lower manual G.
I have studied organ /01' nearly a
year, and have been doing Bach's
"Little
Preludes
and
Fugues";
Franck's "Andantino";
Moschetti's
transcription o] Cor elli:s "Christmas
Concerto." I now need pedal instruction for beginners. Can you give me
names 0/ publications
which will
help me improve my technic? I have
been practicing on a Hammond and
on an old Hook & Hastings which
ciphers in every stop. Could you
mention the names of some good
books on organ construction?
Also
the names of collections
of the
Masters which I could, probably
handle?
R. E, C.-Iowa
We rather gather that you are
studying on your own, without a
teacher. If you have a teacher, we
recommend his guidance in the se·
lection of proper studies and collections, but in the absence of a
teacher we gladly suggest the following: Io1' pedal studies, Dunham's
"Pedal Mastery."
This and other
pedal studies are described in a circular we are sending you, wbich also
lists some excellent
collections of
organ music which we have indicated with an X. These may be had
for examination
jf desired. About.
the best work available on organ
construction
is, "Contemporary
American Organ," by the well known
authority W. H. Barnes. A revised
edition was issued in 1952, which
brings it fully up-to-date. You may
secure this from the Presser Com.
pany in caSE: you wish to purchase
(price $4.75).

Slide Rule for Scales
THE MODERN APPROACH
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THIS MATTER
OF REGISTRATION
(Continued front Page 24)
music on a concertina. Legitimately
used, the expression
pedal is one
of the most valuable tools available
to the organist. It can be used for
accentuation and for an occasional
rhythmic beat. It is indispensable
for phrasing and for maintaining
proper balance between the organ
and soloist, choir or congregation.
Occasionally
one encounters
a
player who will not so much as
touch an expression pedal in a non.
resonant building. Such players oIten
think of themselves as "purists." I
admire purity in all its forms; but
I cannot help wondering
whether
this is one of them. Would a painter
be a "purist" because he used blue,
yellow, and the intermediate
shades
derived therefrom,
but not red?
Would a violinist be a purist who did
not employ vibrato?
The expressive reSOurce is there;
why not use it?
THE END
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More Results of Essay Contest

in

JUNIOR ETUDE CONTEST

March

Junior Etude will award three
attractive prizes this month for the
best and neatest entries received
in the contest.
Class A, 16 to 20 years of ane ;
Class B, 12 to 16; 'Class B, fo:'
[uniorettes, under 12. Print your
name and age on upper left corner
of page and print your address on

(Prize Winners and Honorable Mention appeared in July)
Some interesting essays were received about sight
reading
and
memorizing.
However-and
this
is important-many
contestants
seemed to confuse
sight reading
with using the notes when playing
pieces they had studied,
which is
not sight reading.
Sight reading
is playing at first sight something
you never saw before.
Some contestants
forgot to give
their age, or entry class, or both,
and such entries were not considered. (Be sure to remember
about

THE BRIDGE of MENDELSSOHN
i

by Wilma Delton

I

these great classic forms and wrote
many compositions
according
to
their rules of construction.
However, in Beethoven's
sonatas, he
realized
that important
changes
were taking place in the writing of
Diana remarked, "1 have to write
music, because, while Beethoven
a paper about Mendelssohn
for
wrote in sonata
form, he also
our next club-meeting and I don't
wrote in freer forms less bound by
know what to say."
"1 can tell you some things," the rules of the sonata.
"The young composers of that
broke in Harold." "He was born in
day, Schubert,
Schumann,
Men·
Germany
in 1809 and wrote a
delssohn, Chopin and many others
fugue when he was seven years
were thrilled with this and turning
old."
"Yes, I k~ow all that but I want from the familiar classic forms
they wrote short, poetic composisomething different."
tions in various forms such as noc. "What about the great place
turnes, cradle songs, barcarolles,
Mendelssohn occupies in musical
songs without
words, fantasias,
history?" suggested Arthur. "We
pieces inspired by nature, by poetry or stories. Mendelssohn wrote
such music, but he was also determined that these new forms should
not wholly take the place of the
old classic forms with their stir~
ring music. He had great influence
in the musical world of his day, as
he founded a Conservatory of Music in Leipzig, he was an orchestral composer,
traveled
a great
deal and produced his own oratorios in England. In his compositions he tried to combine the new,
glorious
freedom
of expression
Beethoven had brought into being,
Felix Mendelssohn (1809·1847)
with the newer ideas which also
had value of their own."
all know that music began among
"He was really the one who conprimitive people with rhythm and
nected
the two?" asked Harold.
melody; that is, dance and song.
"Yes,
that's more or less what
Then, as the years passed comhe
did.
Just as the little bridge
posers developed forms for more
over which we entered the woods
elaborate music, and more perfect
closes the gap between the road
instruments were made. Counterand maze of green in these woods,
point, fugues and suites became
so .Mendelssohn's
works more or
very popular, and then the sonata,
less join the old and new in muwhich was perfected by Haydn,
sical form."
beautifully embellished by Mozart
"Oh, that's
interesting,"
said
and brought to a mighty climax by
Helen. "And I am going to name
Beethoven.
my paper The Bridge."
"Mendelssohn loved and revered

DIANA,
Harold and their cousin Arthur were on their way
to a picnic. Arthur was a music
teacher, and as they -orossed the
little bridge leading into the woods

,I

this the next time.]
The following quotations
are selected from some of the essays received, BeLty Jean Combs (Maine) :
When you are sight reading
you
constantly
play new pieces
you
never saw before, and when I have
time I take a music book and sight
read. Mary Carole
Curran
(Nebraska):
Althongh
it is advantageous to be able to memorize,
if
you cannot sight read your musical
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education
is very
limited. Joan
Espenschied
(New Jersey) : Memorization
is a valuable capability
but sight reading presents a challenge, and when met, opens up still
wider the doors to the world's best
music. Linda Harris (North Carolina): One who can sight read is
always \,.lelcome at parties and so·
cial gatherings
because he can
glance at a piece of music and play
it at a moment's
notice. Claire
Holcomb (South Carolina) : Sight
reading
affords one a greater variety of music than doe memorizing, but as 1 see it, a pupil should
devote time to both. David Pales
(Minnesota):
When a piece is
memorized
to the degree where the
player has absolute confidence, he
can give him
If over to the mood
of the
piece.
Terry McGovem
(Mantana):
i\Jy teacher stresses
both sight reading and memorizing, therefore
1 will try to enjoy

(Keel) score. o"e ',ulI.tJre.d is perle
To which

2.

3.
4.
5.

class

SCll~1replies 10 letters
in care of
junior Etude, BI'yn 1\1"wl", Pa., and
If correctly stumped, they will he
fOl'warded10 thc writcl·S. Do not ask

for addresses, Foccig n postage

one

of instruments

does the celesta
belong?
(5
points)
How many half-steps
are there
from C-double-sharp
to B-double flat? (5 points)
Which is loudest, f, fI, or nIi?
(5 points)
To wh~t tones are the strings
of a gmtar tuned?
(20 points)
What is the time signature
of
o.ne measure
containing
four
sIxteenth-notes,
two eight-notes
four
thirty-second-notes

and

l)

dolled

quarler-note?

is 8

Dear Junior Etude:
We have formed a new dub at our
schoolknownas the Liszt Accompanist's
Club.Wc meet once a week durine the
noonhour and include business. :ocial
andinstructiveperiods. The purpose of
theclub i,sto provide for future piano
accolllllalllsls
for our High School Choirs
andto receiveinstruction in the flile art
ofaccompanying.Wc sLudylive::;of cornpo~crs,listen to piano rccordings, read
arLlcles
slIchas appear in ETUDE ".iv
COJls~ructive
criticism of each ~d~er~
plal'lIlgami use tape recorder. We hope
Lob~arfrolllolher accompanists, \"'iTc are
senJlIlgyOll our picture.
Beck)' McMuhon (Age 13), Pel/llsylvanic,

A SWERS

THE

Mail entries
to Junior
Etude
Bryn Mawr, Pa., by August 31.
'

Letter Box

both.

KNOWS

ll~~er rightcorner. 'Names of prize
t'l1lllerS and list of thirty receivinsr
.1Onora~le mention will appear i~
a later Issue.
Subject:
Music In Mv Lif
Prizes will be mailed "in Se~~temI.ier.

(5

•

poin
)
6. Was
the
piani I-composer
tephen
Heller
(who wrole
many
your Eludes) German,
wi s. Hungarian
or
English by birth? (20 poinl3)
7. " ho were the Troubadours?
(20 points)
3. Wbal are the leuer names in
the supertonic
triad in the key
of E major?
(10 points)
9. What major scale u,.. A-sharp
as its siXlh tone? (5 poiol3)
10. From whal is tile theme gin~n
with
thi
quiz taken? (10

DearJunior Etude:
I play flute in our High School Band
and~l::;utake pianu ancl voice lessons.
I enJoymusic and hope to become a
fine,musician, Some o{ my favorite
paSLJ.mes are swimming. dancing and
readmg. I would like to hear from
otherreaders.
Vicky Kroeger (J3), Iowa

r

•
AnslVers 'to IV1Io Knows
1.Percussion;2.
seven'' 3. If,_.4 E (IJeb
ow ass clef), A, D, G, 13,E, spannill"
Lwo
octaves;5. four-four; 6. 1-1 ull!!arian~
7, Poet'lllusicianso( Southern Fr;nce il~
~Ie twelfth and thirteenth
centurie'"
9. f.s.llarp,a, c-sharp; 10. TriLl111ph~i
- arch III Verdi's opera, Aida.

Forcien
e •uu- I1UlI'I ruto varies
:~ cOI~suh :rou~' Post Office b~fOl'~
CCHIS.

~1.lmlllng

For-eign ail, rnai l, Pl"inl
rctu i-n nddrcss on
me - of the envelope.

rtlllj JHkll11Cand
IC

Dear Junior Etude :
I have been playing violin for seven
years, and play in our school orchestra. I would like to hear from
readers, especially in France or Cormany, as we are going to live there
for a year, and perhaps I wiH llJeet
my pen-pals.
Julie Frwlkerson (Age 13),
Cali/offlia

•

TI~e following would also like to rece~ve.letters. (Space does not permit
P/rJl~t.m~their .letters jn fuU).
Mm J~rle S"Ullt
(Age 13), South
CaroJma, studies piano and sjno-s in
CJee. Club. Hobbies are piano" and
.readJllg. Nalley Lee Avery (Age 16),
Idaho, studies piano and accordion
\Vould like to hear {rom readel'~
who
enjoy
good music.
Helen
O.eepek. (Age 12), lVlontana, plavs
pl.ano. Maryann
1Villet.te (Age 1.5-).
Massachusetts,
plays piano and col~
lects post cards. W'endy Levin (AO"c
15), New York, studies piano, e~lJOYS dancing, writing and ice skatjng.

•

J

\i

points)

AlI.SH;CrS

to Ta/w-A-Look

1. measure; 2. tie; 3. note; 4. score: 5.
lil'ne; 6. si:;nature; 7. key; 8. slafT~ 9.
scale: 10. chord; 11. piLCh; 12. Jots;
13. horn; 14. March; 15, beats.

A"swenr on "ext poge
Liszt ACI'Olllp.Hlist's Club, \Vashingtoll,

Pcnnsylvania

Take-a-Look Gam
by Helen H. Boileau
Place the following
objects
on a
table and number
them. Each can
be named by a word used in music.
PI~yers
walk
around
table
and
wnte the musical
answers
on paper. The player with the most correct
.. answers in a specified nunl b er
o_f mmutes IS the winner . (A ny 0 b Ject not available lllay be omitted.)

1. a ruler or tape-measure'
kf 3
nec Ie; . a short message
ten on paper;
4. a tally

2

' writ.a

with numbers
wntten on it; 5.
a watch or SLUall dock: 6. an
autograph:
7. a door key; 8. a
he" y cane: 9. small po,La!;ocal-

(Continued

from

Page 25)

l~ave an opportunity to hear the entire program. Intense interest reaistel'S on the faces of the children as
they listen to the various ensembles
and soloists. To hear what other
youngsters of their own age are doing
has proved more inspiring to the children than any number of lectures on
the beauty of string music, or on the
~ecesslty for practice. The inspiratlO:1 they receive is evident in the
anulla.ted way the entire group plays
America the Beaiuijul as the "rand
finale to the program.
.,
At' Y1Hca'S trmg
'
Festival program
ranges {rom folk songs and good arrangements of well known tunes
played by beginning ensembles. to
classic string music of Vivaldi ·and
Vernciui and numbers by American
and other contemporary composers
perf?rmed by advanced groups and
soloists. Some numbers feature a
group of violists or cellists plnving
alone.
'
'"
'~he Milwaukee Unit feels t,hat the
StrJllO"
, olle 0 f Its
'
. '" Fe'l'
_ Iva,] IS
most
fl"llltful undertakings-for
both students and teachers. The fact that the
audit?riulll in which the Festival is
held IS always packed, and the audien:c most enthusia~tjc, predicts a
bn~hter future for the calise o[
stnngs.

String

Club

In order to give its students the
enseml~le experience they might not
othennse
have '
I.!le 11
"['j
•
I wau k'ee
Stnng Unit forilled two clubs. which
are affil~ated also with tile Wisconsin
FederatJOll of Musjc Clubs. The Silvcr Strings Club js composed o{ hilJh
sch0.ol and college st.udents rep~eS;I,lt,lllg Al verno ~ol1ege, Mount
MalY College, Cardltlal Stl'ilch College. Mercy.. Hi{~h
Schoo] " St ]"j.
' ,
A
'='
1\ ,tlV s
cademy, PlUS Hjgh. Pulaski Hi;"'h
and
M I Wiscollsin State Colle".,e. S'IS toel,
1 . melda acts as moderator of the
¥l"OUp. and Miss Patricia Wojcik is
cOtlns~llor and directress. The
SlIver Stnngs are frequently called
upon to perform for variolls clubs·
th·
d.
In
e Clt~, an are fast earning a fine
reputatIOn {or high standards 01 per.
1ormance.
The Arco-lins , StrinO"
Cl II I) for
.,
grade scho~l children, meets once a
month .. BeSIdes playing jn ensemble.
tl:e .chl.Jdre~l study the parts of th~
\'lOlm, Its hJstory and mechanics and
each makes his own scrap.book:

It:

YOURS
FOR ONLY

$

69~

12, a piece of dOlted Ulalerial;
13. a s.hoe horn or COl' hom;
14.
a calendar
showing the
month
of )Iarch:
a bunch

r.

CarolJame~
Mahon,Na~' ., CITy -'lorenu. Bel1~ Jo Cross. Linda Jane Sorice. Becky l\'fcncy Lee )lerriweather, (i\gC 13·14·), .\lr. J. Hi(;hard Nevin, director.

of beets.

card
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Helps

.Perhaps one of the greatest aCCOIll1JJ.lslll.ne~ltS
of the Milwaukee Unit js
the alCt It gives the strin'" teachct,s al
<:>
Jead. 1 0 f' Its monthly meetings,
The
ack
d
of good teacher traininO" is evi. ently on~ of the greatest ;etbacks
111 the stnng proo-ram Ma
'
'.
'="
ny stnll""
majors III our coJleges are prepa red
for performance
and a pt'ofes'SlOna I
.
(C ontmuerl Oil Page 58)

~

complete
with all the
basic JESSE FRENCH

quality features
You can pay more ... $100 $150
even $200more ... but YOU' can't
buy bett~r value in style, quality,
and mUSicalexcellence! Yes
in
the Je~se French Legend yo~ ~~ve
the drfference.-yet you still get
such o:utstandmg features as the
exclUSive7-pl,ypin plank; Permarown,soundmg board; Individually.VOIcedhammers; Magic Touch
Action, Investigate before you intedt. See, examine,play the Legend
y, at your Jesse French dealer!
n y a small amount down and
easy pay~ents puts this Spinet
sensatIon In your home!

ot

Je~en-l
EJ.. a Cf't&Scns
\..----R:anos
P. A. STARCK PIANO

Teacher

or other ,\eighing scale: 10.a
piece o[ ~tring: 11. llle tar:

ETtDE-AL'GC

LET'S HAVE
MORE STRINGS

CO

.-~ESSE:~;E~NCH·i.-SO-;;; .pj ;'-';OS -- -- -~- - 234 S ''W'Ob'' Of,' •.A. Stacck. Piano CO.
W.
.
a a5
'te., Chlcaga
4, III.

D ',t,';:UI. a~li9alioll.
USIC

III

send me free booklet:
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VALUES IN BALLET STUDY
(Continued from Page 26)

I

1:1

I

I'

running battle between dancer~ ~nd
conductors,
the dancers
pel:mlttmg
only what is good for their f~otwork and the conductors
holdmg
out for purely musical
values. 1\~y
musical training has spared me this
warfare. When dancer and conductor
can meet on the common
ground
of musical understanding,
tensions
cease to exist. The dancer
understands the demands of the music, the
conductor finds that he is asked for
no unmusical effects, and there arises
a spirit of harmony which stimulates
the entire performance.
"The dancer's early training
centers largely around
the intelligent
grasp of techniques.
But as she advances in her work, she is faced with
the same problem
as the actress-rhow to make character come to life?
My only answer is to become the
character. You find out all you can
about her from source material;
the
answers
that
do not
exist,
you
must think out for yourself-would
she do this, or that, you ask yourself;
and why? You never just dance a
character;
you become her, to make
her real for the audience.
In the
Metropolitan
Opera
ballet Vittorio,
danced to cleverly
assembled
ex-

means.' I did go back. I worked for
Posture and grace are largely psya month at nothing but elementary
chological. If you encourage yourself
exercises-and
suddenly discovered
to feel able, sure, successful, you
that I could do better things with
will convey the impression of these
less effort as a result of the new
qualities far more readily than if you
teaching given me. The same thing
Itt yourself feel insecure, dull, shy,
happened a second time, when I was
and try to right yourself simply by
already prima ballerina.
Again I
going through technical motions.
willingly tore down my techniques,
"Look into a mirror as you move.
and rebuilt them in greater freedom
There you will see the person other
and flexibility. Had I clung to one
people see. Your advance mental
fixed way of work, I should have degrasp of her net-cis will enable you
prived myself of many skills and
to issue directions to the person in
much pleasure.
the mirror. And keep on watching
"By trying to know what I am
her as you direct and she responds!
doing and to watch out for new
Too much mirror practice. however,
means of doing it, I have developed
involves the risk of not being able to
a balance for which dance critics
work without watching
yourself.
have been kind enough to praise me.
That is a pitfall for which all dancers
I think of it less as balance than as
must watch. Wise ballet masters alsuspension. By exercising equal musternate practice sessions, letting their
cular pull in the four directions in
pupils work facing the mirror one
which it is possible to move (up,
day, and with their backs to it the
down, left, right), I become actually
next. I remember the extra sense of
suspended at the center of four equal
security it gave me when I could
pullings which make it impossible
practice pirouettes away from the
for me to move in one direction more
mirror!
than in another and thus hold me in
"Once you understand the reason
complete equipoise. The non-dancer
for your work and the physiology inneed hardly occupy hel"self with such
volved in it, almost any elementary
advanced techniques;
still, it is a
t;xercises are helpful-bending
from
good thing always to know what you
the waist and touching the floor with
are doing, muscularly speaking, and
straight knees; balancing on one foot
so to control your movement that
and pulling a stocking on the other;
you can bring life to the image in
walking along a straight
chalked
your brain. Do you know, for inline. An especially good drill is to
stance, what your muscles are doing
balance a book or an empty tray on
when you walk? You will find, I
the head while walking. In Yugo·
think, that walking depends on the
slavia, the peasant women carry their
equality of muscular pull that rebaskets on their heads and all of
sults when the body follows the lead
them have a regal, stnight carriage
first of one foot and then of the other.
which dancers have to practice to
"If some practice in dance rouachieve. This exercise is especially
tines is good for the musician, the
good for pianists who all too freconverse is also true; a knowledge
quently sit hunched over the keys.
of music is essential to the serious
"At "no time do you simply move
dancer. In this respect, I have been
muscles; al-ways you work towards a
fortunate. First, my mother taught
definite goal in your mind. Thus, the
me piano at. home; then, when I was
dancer's task is to bridge the gap be·
nine and already launched in my catween thought and activity. The
reer, I was accepted as Honoral"y
brain conceives what it wants to acPupil at the Academy of Music in
complish; the muscles are capable of
Zagreb. Such an appoinLment is conaccomplishing it. The great point is
sidered a great honor; it is ·valid for
to make the connection between the
one year and then must be renewed
two, so that the muscles not only
.Oll the basis of accomplishment,
and
obey the brain, but find a pattern for
I
was
proud
to
retain
my
place
for
doing so which can be recognized,
five years. Continuing to major in
charted, and repeated at will. Keeppiano study, I followed the full
ing an open mind helps one to do
course in theory, harmony, counterthis. For instance:
point, solfege, and hist01"y of music,
"When I was twelve, I was considas far as serious work in composiered an accomplished
professional
tioll. I have found that the value of
dancer. Desiring furthe!" instruction,
this
work is second only to that of
I went to Vienna with my mother, to
my professional training. Obviously,
audition for Dubois. I went through
the dancer needs music; and it is
my full repertoire
of techniques;
enormously helpful to be independthen Dubois said that, while I could
ently able to work out rhythmic patdo everything, I did it wrong! I was
terns, experiment
with phrasings,
furious and ready to go home. But
read through new works, etc.
my mother wouldn't let me. She
"And when the dancer works to
knew that, at that young age, I could
orchestral accompaniment,
she finds
have no theory of dancing; I simply
a
thorough
knowledge
of
music
even
danced. So she bade me hold down
more valuable!
In our profession
my temper. 'Go back,' she said, 'and
there is supposed to exist a kind of
see if you can't leal'll what Du.bois
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cerpts from early Verdi, my part is
the unsympathetic
one of a rich, barbaric Spanish princess who comes to
marry into a noble Italian family out
of ambition. Discovering the Duke to
be an old man, however, she manages
to kill him and insists on marrying
his young grandson, regardless of
any human emotion, or of the misery
her insistence
causes to all concerned. From the moment of my entrance,
I must establish that char.
acter. I come onstage fluttering a fan
-and
the way in which I use it, my
walk, roy expression,
must convey
to the audience the sort of person I
am supposed
to he.
"It is interesting
for the dancer
to have a chance to interpret shad"
ings of character.
MOSLof the traditional
classic
ball t j<;; concerned
chi fly with techniques. and the more
or Ies
abstract
beaut)' of motion.
The delineation
of character is, cernparutivel y, a more recent form. But
in any I rrn, the dancer' goal is 10
express thought and f cling through
rn Iion. For thi,
he needs understanding as well as muscular control.
An I r r this reason, precisely, ballet
tud y can b helpful in any field of

THE END

axpresvion."

"Waltzes for four voices and piano
four hands." Mme. Boulanger
and
Jean Francaix provide
the piano
parts for Opus 65 and for the half
dozen exquisite vocal quartets
on
the reverse side of the record. Except for a rather colorless soprano
the quartet is excellent.
(Decc~

DL-9650)
Hugo Wolf Recilal
~ejnz Rehfus, young European
baritone, and Hans Willi Haeusslein
piano, have enriched the slim stock
of Hugo Wolf LP material with a
splendid recital on a lO-inch London
disc. The Michelangelo Lieder three
settings of Eichendorff poem; (Der
Freund, Del' Musikant,
Versctuoiegene Liebe) and two Morike Lieder
(Gesang lfI eylas and Storchcnbotschalt) are included.
(London LD9182)
Strauss, Johann:

A Night

in, Jle/lice

Otto Ackermann has directed another sparkling record production of

a celebrated
Viennese operetta, this
one
a
worthy
sequel 10 hi s M erry
Wid
t ow and Land of Smiles.
Elisab~th Schawarzkopf
(Almina),
Nicolal. Gedda
(Duke),
Emmy Loose
(elboletta),
Erich Kunz (Caramello)
and Peter Klein (Pappacoda)
head
a" splendid
cast of soloists working
With the Philharmonia
Orchestra
an~ Chorus.
On practically
every
pomt. this Eine Nacht in Venedig is
superror to the Vienna performance
r~leased three years ago by Columbia. (Angel 35197, two discs)
Br-htcn

s A Simple

Sym.phony,

PEABODY CONSERVATORY
College

(ConlinILed from Page 18)
Chopin: Recital
With each succeeding
Chopin release (this is the fourth),
Alexander
Uninsky increases
his stature as one
of the most mature Chopin interpreters of our day. Six mazurkas,
three
nocturnes, the Fantasie
in F minor
and the Barcarolle
in F-sharp minor
comprise his newest Epic disc. Cou·
pled with the striking
beauLy of
Unmsky's virile approach
to Chopin
is realistic piano reproducLion such as
has long been sought. (Epic LC.3l22)
in A Major Jor Clarinet alld Strings, K. 581
If the word amateur really springs
from. the wO~'d for love, it properly
applIes to tins performance
hy members of the Vienna
Octet. The in~vitable impression
a listener
gets
IS. that of five. able
musicians
siLting
alound
makmg
music
with
no
thought of microphones
or recording
crews, (London LL·1l67)

MOZal·t: Quintet

Sym./JIIOIlY No.3
;11.
A Millor
~ugene Ormandy and the PbiladelpIlla
Orchestra . have at last sUPP I·le d
I
t l~ needed Il1gh fideliLy recording
o{
dus late Rachmaninoff
symphony
It
wO,!ld be hard to suggest a detaii in
whICh the recording
could he im.
proved. The perforrnan ce presuma'. hI y f 0 II ows Rachman.inofl' s person al
mstructlons
to Mr . 0 rman d y In
.
.
structlOns
which
the Philad'
.Orchestra is probabl
b
elph.la
etter
follow than
any
yh
fitted to
ore estra in th
wodd, (Columbia
ML.4961)
e

Rachmaninoff:

llo.:Scnl hill: ODrn/JOc-flitwa

1aouol

Ro mhal, French com·
poser-condu
tor, ha not matched hi~
el bra led
ff nbach halle~ Gaili
Parisie""e,
with tbi recent Offen·
bach compilation.
But the excellent
RIA
rche,tra led by R."enth.1
plays
moodily
and Remington's
low-prj ed disc boast.. fairl)' good
sound. (Reming,on 199·183)
Vivuldi:

11

C.illl(>IlfO
Jell' armonia e
tl W illl:~II;io/le, Op. 8
Baroque
d \·oteei in general and
violini ts ill particular are lre"..hly
indebted to ox for another dt tun
album wilh an LP I·lint.n inldi's
"Four
ea50U!~:' the opening third of
Opus 8. ha~ been recorded 5e\eral
time , but RoU Re.inllardt aDd the
Pro
lus.i a
tring Orcbe5tra of
lultgart
wiLh Reinhold Barthel,
violin.
and Helma Eh.ner. barp8'
chord. 8T III fi~t to record .1112
concerti. The sumplUOUS gra)' suede
albulll and attra li\e 3().p.ge booklet
ar cons.ist ot '\'I itb the high musical
merits of thi r ma.rkable ....t (YOJ
DL-173. 3 discs)

:

W.l,u·

'cue LiebcllicJer

Op.65
"ocol

Quor'eLs jrom Op,

6-1.92.112
Teachen! of ~ingingho

&K

I~k.

ing (or good quartet recital maltnal
sbould hear this di made undtr the
direction
01 'adi. Boulanger. The
sequel
to Brahm ..' more faJnoU::
l.

Liebulieder,
Liebe.lUder,

Op. 52,
Op. 65.

the
j,

ETUDE-ALGU

I,,,

,.wtled
T 19;';

• Reginald

Stewart,

Director

Arranged
for strings when Britten
,wa~ 20, the materials for this captivatmg work were written when the
composer
was between 9 and 12
Lo~don's
recording,
played by th~
strmgs
of the New Symphony Orchestra conducted by Eugene Goossens, was supervised
by the composer. You've never heard richer recor.ded string sound than on this
10·111Ch economy disc. (London LD9]84)
THE END
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MUSIC, THE COMMON LANGUAGE
AMONG NATIONS

MaestroTurunen and myselL) Without such enthusiasm sllch a project
must fail. I think this is the first
thing that is needed, even before one
begins any vocal or choral traininO'
at all. Then, one must set up :
co.urse of training
for voices. I
tJunk it is on this point Lilat many
choruses fail. In Finland we have
a,dopteda procedure dHferjng con·
Slderablyfrom that of most choruses'
we give individual voice t.raining t~
our members, we cnCOtl rage every
~an t? become a soloist, so far as
hiS abJilty will
permit him. and we
find tilat III
' the development ' o[ the
power and beauty of the solo voice
we have added greatJy to the power
and beauty of the chorus. We do
not hold with the out-moded
idea
that'
. b ad for a solo voice to
.
.It IS
SlOg11l a chorus; we know the contrary is true. The musicianship
that
grows from partjcipation
in a good
chorus is o f' mestJrna
, b Ie advanta17e
~oa man or woman in his solo rol:5
In opera, oratorio, or any other musical activity.
Po'mtlllg
.
"
up thiS philosophy.
the
maestro observed that durin<r' the
past year four of the "YL" ( 0 I .
th F' .
SUC 1 JS
.e Inmsh abbreviation for the Finh
nlS
name of the chorus)
members
Won prizes in a nation-wide sinuinO"
Conte
.
. . s.t . "Th'e feelmg for collective
Singing
IS no d etnment
'
f
to production
a a solo voice," be reiterated.
0

BraJuu

Music

Op. 4

(Continued from Page 20)
NEW RECORDS

of

Male or Mixed

0

Chorus?

Th~ leader who contemplates
the
~rgaUlzationof a chorus is often con'
Irontedwith IIle questIOn
of whether
leo Sdhouldorganize
a male or a
InJXe
chorus. Said Maestro
TurETUDE-AUGUST 1955

unen-".The
vocal range of the mixed
chorus lS, of course, much greater
t~lan that of the male chorus. The
literature
for the mixed chorus i.:;
infinitely greater. Perhaps a reason·
able. balance of parts is more easily
obtamed with mixed voices, although
the problem of high tenors is always
present in either case. On the other
hand, in a male chorus one obtains
a degree of masculine power never
to be had in a mixed chorus. The
mass of tone is more compact, and
to that degree more thrilling. If the
amount of musical literature
avail·
able is less, still it is enough; it is
probably more than an average male
chorus could study in the course of
a lifetime."
It should be observed, in this connection,
that the program
of the
"YL" T heard some four hours after
my interview with Maestro Turunen
was one of the thrilling experiences
of a lifetime. Most of the compositions used were written originally
for male voices, albeit there were
a few arrangements.
And every composition used was from the pen of
a Finnish
composer!
Delving into
the far greater treasury of song of
the combined
Western nations, one
could come up with a hundred, or
a thousand,
such programs.
Asked if Finland had some technique for developing the magnificent
first tenor section I had just heard
in rehearsal,
the maestro shook his
head, smiled, and observed plaintively, "First tenors are just as hard
to find in Finland as they are in anv
other country!"
Spartan comfort, i.
thought, to all of us who lead choruses.
The Maestro
feels that benefits
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other than musical ones accrue to the
person who belongs to any chorus.
"Many moral values are to be .found
in such membership.
The sl~ge~s
learn the value of discipline, which rs
indispensable
in any musi~al org~n.
ization. This discipline IS c~rr~ed
into other walks of life, enriching
the one who has learned it. I think
this is true, that often some more or
less pampered
individual who has
learned little of discipline, because
he has never been compelled to learn
it, finds that by reason of it he has
at last learned truly to live. Again,
one learns the great value of routine,
learns that by doing the same beneficial things over and over again at
a given time he creates within himself correct musical habits. These
habits enrich him for the remainder
of his life, and again such a procedure is to be observed as benefiting a life outside of its musical aspects. "

Benefits to the Nation
"The nation is henefited by singina One never thinks of any great
p:blic event in Finland un-associated
with singing. Is it not so in every
country, in your country? Our people thrill to our patriotic songs sung
by our chorus, and the singers themselves are more deeply stirred to love
their country whenever they sing of
our nation's life, history, and heroes."
_ Having visited Finland myself, I
can bear personal testimony to much
of what Maestro Turunen said. The
Finns are well-nigh fanatical lovers
of their country. They are honest to
a degree. They are artistic in every
fibre of their beings. Their literature
is wonderful, their architecture
and
landscaping
are things at which to
marvel, and giant Jean Sibelius is
only one of many composel·s who
wear, as it were, a magic cloak of
sheerest musical inspiration.

The Maestro's Technic
A resume of :Maestro Turunen's
methods at rehearsal should he of
benefit to the man who contemplates
elevation to the podium of a choral
society. I observed him from the rear
of the auditorium,
and from the
wings, and I observed him with eyes
trained in more than 40 years of
choral experience as a leader.
First, at rehearsal he permitted
his men to sit. He did not wear them
out by useless standing. However,
the men sat forward in their seats;
they did not permit themselves to
loll.
Second, he insisted upon absolute
discipline. There were no side remarks that I could hear. No one
talked except Turunen, save for a
very occasional question, and that
brief.
Third, there was never a question
as to what was to be done. The entire rehearsal was perfectly organized in the mind of the leader. There
was no~"WeJl,
now, let's try thus·
and-so." Turunen knew exactly what

needed further rehearsal,
and that
need was precisely met.
Iete
Fourth
Turunen
was camp
d
ter of the score himself. He use
:oasnote of music during the houl~
and-a-half rehearsal.
Yet .h~ c~u ht
did sing any part whic mig
an d
b
fthe
have been mis-sung
y any 0
men' he could name the measure
where, the chorus shou Idb·ra
egm 0 I
soloist should present
a. lead.
n
it might be mentIOned that
passing 1
• 1
d
Turunen has an absol":te ~Itc 1, an
used no pipe to give Ius singers the
pitch during the entire program, all
of which was a cappella.
He sang the
chord, and from the low bass to t~le
high tenor, for them at the beginning of the composition,
a thing I
have never seen done before. And
he would sing any given tone for ~ny
singer or section, at any time during
the'" rehearsal.
This is not for most
•

tr

conductors,
however, since most musicians possess a sense of relative,
not of absolute, pitch. But the mastery of the score can be attained by
any diligent person.
Fifth,
under
Turunen the men
sang songs, not mere notes. Every
note and syllable had a dramatic
impact
on every member of the
chorus, most of all on the conductor.
Since Turunen himself felt the emotional power of the music, he was
able to make his men feel it. The
emotion flowed from Turunen to the
singers to the audience, and a mag.
nificent and memorable evening was
the result. Men to whom music is
only a series
of pleasant sounds
should
shun the podium as they
would shun a prison. Men to whom
music is the breath of life, the catalyst of the nation, have a high career
beckoning
them.
THE END

chairman, Sister M. Romana. publishers have sent reference copies of
the latest publications
for the Milwaukee Unit Library,
to acquaint
teachers with new string materials.
The library contains
not only
method books, studies.
books of
pieces,solos and ensemble materials,
but also film strips on violin, viola,
cello and bass which are constantly
in circulation. The latest addition to
the Milwaukee Unit Library is a set
of the "Young Violinists Editions"
of standard violin literature,
speciallyedited with practice guides by
Theodore and Alice Pashkus,
and
with the accompanying
records issued by Remington.

Other Activities
In addition to the activities

mentioned,reports on string articles from
current periodicals are given at each
meeting. They serve as matter for
discussion.and keep members posted
on latest developments
in violin

pedagogy.
Guest speakers, ranging from local
violin makers and conductors to specialists in violin technique, are another feature of Unit meetings.
Dr. Ernest Harris of Teachers Col.
lege,
Columbia
University,
VicePresident
of ASTA, has said that
"teachers need to constantly evaluate
the success or lack of success resulting from their teaching. It is one
thing to get people interested
in
something
and quite another thing
to hold and develop this interest."
We Milwaukee NCMEA string teachers are constantly trying to "evaluate" our teaching, and by means of
our mutual endeavors, inspire one
another, for "no really great teaching
is ever done unless the teacher himself is inspired". And it is inspiring
to a teacher to know that other teachers are working with him in accepting the challenge to create a greater
interest in string playing. THE END
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• Signa Alpha fota Third American Music Awards Competition. Cash
prizes of $300 each to composers of a choral composition for three-part
women'svoices and for a vocal solo. Closing date March I 1956. Details
fromfo.HssRose ~hrie Grentzer, Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio.
• The Mendelssohn Glee Club, New York City, Fifth Annual Award, for
$100, for an original chorus for male voices. Closing date September 1, 1955.
For details write The Mendelssohn Glee Club, 154 West 18th Street, New
York 4, N.Y.
• United Temple Chorus Ninth Annual Ernest Bloch Award Competition
for a three-part women's chorus. Award of $150.00, guaranteed publication
and a premiere performance by t.he United Temple Chorus at their Spring
Concert.Closing date. November IS, 1955. Details from The United Temple
Chorus,Box 84, Woodmere, New York.
• Choral Composition Contest. Award of $100 and public performance for
a mixed chorus a cappella for use by high school groups. Closing date
September 6. 1955. Details from ~[Ilsic Department, Stockbridge School,
Interlaken,.Massachusetts.
• Anthem contest, sponsored by The General Assembly of The Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A., in observance of the 250th anniversary of the
foundingof the first Presbytery. Award $250.00. Closing date December I,
1955.Details from The General Assembly Anthem Contest, Witherspoon
BUilding,Philadelphia 7, Pa.
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• Eleventh Annual George Cershw in Memorial Contest. sponsored by the
GeorgeCcrsh«in j\lernorial Fuundation of B'nai B'rith Victory Lodge, J~c.,
in co-operation with the B'nai Ifrith Hillel Foundations. Orchestral compositionby a young American composer under 30 years of age. Award of
$1,000 cash and first performance by the New York Philharmonic-Sym.
phonyOrchestra. Closing date August 31. Details from B'nai B'rith Hillel
Foundations, 165 West 46th Street, New York Cify.
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for:

THE WORLD OF MUSIC
(Cofltil/ued

of American

Intensive professional
study of MUSIC,
balanced with a liberal arts program in
America's
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college.
Dormitories. Concert series by guest and
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Training

degrees

fluen e publishers to make available
more con tern porary music for strings,
especially
on the elem ntary and intermediate
levels. Though there is a
wealth of good contemporary music
on the ea ier levels f r piano, the
same is n 1 true for violin. The Mil·
waukee
nit feel
that children
should be given a ta te of contemporary mu ic as soon a they are tech·
nically
equipped
to handle it. If
young children are given thi chance.
they early develop a ta te for con·
temporary
music.
The Contemporary
iring ~[us.ic
Committee
of the
merican tring
Teachers
Association ha prepared a
fine List of Contemporary
uing
'1usic (1952). 1n order to acquainl
teachers
with thi music. selections
from this list a well a later publi·
cations are performed at each meet·
ing,
either
by students of
nil
members
or by the teachers them·
selves. The music is a.lso ayaiJable
for examination
before and after
meeting.
Among contemporary com·
posers represented
ha\'e been Arthur
Benjamin.
Ros Lee Finney. Charles
Haubiel,
Alexei Haled". Prokofieff.
Alexandre
Tans.man_ Gretchaninoff.
Stephen Parks. and Frederick Jacobi.
Si ter I. ylveslra of Ah'erno Col·
lege,
lhe Program
Chairman. has
contacted
a number of publishers to
let them know lhat tring teachers
are interested in contemporary teach·
ing materials.
The replies ha\"e been
very favorable. and we can hope lor
more tea hing material by good con·
temporary
composers in the future.
The reference
copies of contemptr
rary works sent by th~ publishers
have beeD added to the ~1ilwaukee
Contemporary
String Music
nit Library.
Another special
project the MilEarly in its history, the )UlW"aukee
waukee Unit decided
upon for the
nit began a library of materials
current year is to acquaint its teachwhich would be available to its memo
ers w~th contemporary
string music,
bers and its LYing Duhs. Through
teachmg materials,
and to try to inthe eHorts of last year·s. program

••
•

OF MUSIC

LET'S HAVE MORE STRINGS

career without receiving
any pedarroerica't training or experience. In an
;ff~rt to supply for this lack of
teacher training
and to supplement
any methods courses already taken,
discussion groups were formed in the
Unit to study and investigate
various
problems of string teaching. Intonation, shifting and vibrato were among
the phases minutely studied and demonstrated during the meetings of the
1953-54 school year. No point or
question was considered
too elementary for discussion. For, as has been
the experience
of most of us, one
small word or expression
may be the
key to the solution
of a problem
which some student has been grappling with for years.
At the first meeting of the 1954-55
season, it was decided by practically
unanimous
vote that special attention should be given in this year's
meetings to the study of the various
howings, beginning
with the most
elementary
and proceeding
to the
more advanced, and to the manner of
teaching them. A leader was selected
to open the discussions
and to demonstrate bowings. Unit members each
contribute their share to the discussions, and are free to bring their
violins and take part in the actual
demonstrations,
if they wish_
The first discussion centered around
the correct manner
of holding the
bow and the following
fundamental
bowings: the detache,
slurred bowings and thrown stroke. At successive
meetings the martele
stroke, compound marteIe,
spiccato,
and sau"
tille bowings were analyzed and carefully studied.
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-Sherwood Music School "
Thorough professional training for successful careers. One and twoyear Certificate courses prepare for private studio teaching. Bachelor
and Master Degrees, four and five years. Piano, ·voice, organ, violin,
'cello, wind instruments, composit.ion. public school Illusic. Faculty
of renowned European and American artists. l\!Jany opportunities
for public recital, solo and group performance. Member of the
:;rational Association of Schools of '1usic.
Founded 1895. Splendidly
term begins September 8th.
For catalog,
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1014 So, Michigan Ayenue • Chicago 5 • Illinois

• The Society for the Publicalion of American Music, Inc., 1956 competi.
tion for chamber music works, for not more than six players. Closing date
October15. Details from Richard Korn, 898 Park Avenue, New York 21, N.Y.
• Arcari Foundation Annual Competition for an original composition f~r
accordionin the form of a Rondo Capriccioso with orchest:al accompam:
lnent.Award of $500.00. Closing date October 15, 1955. Details from Arcan
Foundation,14 Merion Road, :Merion Station, Pa.
• Organ Composition Contest under auspices of the American Guild of
Organists.Award of $200.00 offered by H. W. Gray Company, Inc., and
publicationby tbis company on royalty basis. Closing date January 1, 1956.
Detailsfrom American Guild of Organists, 630 Fifth Avenue, New York
20, N. Y.
• The Friends of Harvey Gaul, Ninth Annual Competition. Award of $2~~.00
for a sacred Easter solo, and an award of $100.00 for the best compo~ltlOn
for harp solo. Closing date December 1, 19S5. Details from_ Mrs. DaVid V.
Murdoch,chairman, The Friends of Harvey Gaul Contest, 3];) Shady Avenue,
PiUsburgh6, Pa.
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step,

forward,

Music

back,

turn.
a. Step
forward
I regulation.
marching
stride with the Ieft foot.
b. Step forward 1 regulation step
with the right foot, but do not trans.
fer weight to the right foot, merely
touch the right toe to the ground.
c. Bring
the right foot back to
its original starting position.
d. Pivot 180 degrees to the right
on the balls of both feet.
e. Use 2 counts to each of the
above-mentioned
movements.
LETTER
"I"-"march."
Ma rch 2 steps per measure of
music.
a. Use body-and·instrument
swing,
with the instrument
and the body
pointing to the Itft when the left foot
is forward,
and to the right when
the right foot i forward.
LETTER
"J,,_umar
h."
Continue
marching as above at
Leiter "I".
LETTER
"K"-limarch."
Continue
mar hing as above at
Letter "I".
LETTER
uL,,_ufreez.e."
Execute
the "freeze."
a. Bring
the left foot alongside
the right foot and remain B motionlee
as posaibl . Thi may be varied by having the "Ireeze" position
a "body back-bend" or orne position
other than the regular
lance of attention.
LETTER
"M"-"scissors-step"
to
the right.
Execute
the "sci or .tep" to the
right.
a. Cro
the left foot over in front
of the right foot and place it along·
side the right foot on the first tviO
counts.
On the second two counts,
bring the right foot back aloD~idt
the I ft to normal attention po~ition.
b. Cross the left be.hind Lhe right
foot and place it alongside the right
foot on the first two counts. On the
second
two counts bring the right
foot to normal po~tion of auention

dance steps. The 0 Id Ild ea af "mass
lems, but will be a great aid in corin motion" serves to strengthen
and
choreographers,
many of us do not
reet alignment.
even dance. and 50 we have steered
give definition to your steps, ,:h~reas
Correct choice of music will have
extended formations tend to dIs.stpate
devious course around this form of
almost as much to do with the sucthe very idea you are attemptm~
to
band entertainment.
cess of the dance as the steps themportray. Dancing
in figure-outhnes
. In the 110pe that it may help you,
selves. Select music which is rhythand be of some genuine service to
seems highly impractical.
and should
mically not too difficult, which has
your band shows this fall, let us
rarely be used, since allgument
few embellishments
and ornamentaenumerate some of the "do's" and
comes an immediate
and press~ng
tions in the arrangement, and which
"don'ts"
as they relate to dance
problem and since the figure-outline
is in a relatively easy key. The band
steps and this special form of enlimits the possibilities
of the vanous
will have all it can do with the
tertainment.
Also, I will sketch a
steps
which
may
be
used.
dancing in most cases, much less
dance step which your band will be
In drilling the dance step, we genhaving to cope with a poor arrangeable to do in one of its shows this
erally employ the rote system in the
ment. Use clever and well-known
following pattern.
First, learn the
fall.
popular songs (Sh-Boom, as an exTo begin with, if you are planning
steps to phrase A, then the steps to
ample of the past season), or wellto present a dance such as the tango,
phrase B, and then put them both toknown "standards" as they are called
the samba, the mambo or some other
gether. Next C, and then A plus B
(Five Foot Two, Eyes of Blue, which
specialty, go to the best dance inplus C, and so on through t~e ~ance.
is used as our example in this arstructor available, and take a few
This, we feel, gives a conunurty to
ticle)
_
private lessons on the special step
the learning process and makes for
concerned. This is only natural and
fewer ment~llapses
once the band is
FIVE FOOT TWO, EYES OF BLUE
logical. We shouldn't
attempt
to
on the field.
Lyric by Sam Lewis Music by
teach the cornet, the violin or the
The accompanying
musical examand Joe Young
Ray Henderson
flute without first securing competent
ple shows a typical dance routine as
instruction ourselves. So it is with
we have developed
it at Michigan.
J= 168
a dance step. A word of warning
We hope you find it enjoyable
and
must be injected at this point: do not
J l
1
j
usable this fall.
expect to get all of the actual steps
Cross Step CroSS Siep BasicCharleston
you will use on the field from the
"A"-"cross
step"
~ l J J IF j
I I I " I LETTER
dance-instructor. His teaching should
Execute the "cross step"
Step ~
March. - - ••
- _--:: serve purely as a guide to the proper
a. Cross the left foot over in front
interpretation of the step. He realizes
1
IJ
J IJ
I of the right and place it alongside
few of the probltms involved in the
LcftSideStep LeftSideStep
Right Side Step
of the right foot; then pivot 180 deactual playing of an instrument
grees to the right on the balls of both
J
J
J
I
while executing a particular step. It
feet.
Right SideStep
Basic Charleston Step
is here that your knowledge as an
b. This is done twice, once in the
instrumentalist
combined with his
first measure and again in the second
teachings will bring forth the dance
Step, Forward, ac}Turn l\Jarchwith Instrumtasure.
step which is not only possible from
LETTER
"B" - "Basic charleston
the instrumtntal
standpoint,
but
t
r
r
step."
mentsandBodySwing
•••
- • - ••••
quite authentic as well.
Execute the "basic charleston
step"
In the design of the actual steps
1 (;
t
J IJ I
j
a. Take one step forward with the
several factors should be kept in
• • • _ "Freeze" (remain motionless).
• left foot.
mind:
b. Take one step forward with the
! J
J
J
J J J
1. Try to retain as much of the
right foot, but instead of transferring
Scissors
Steptoth;'Right Scissors Step to
authenticity of the step as is possible.
the weight to the right foot, merely
2. Seek variety in your steps so
II II touch the toe to the ground.
that interest may be gained.
the Left ••• BasicCharJestonStep •• Hold
c. Return the right foot to its orig·
3. Strive for movement in the de·
inal starting position.
sign of the dance. Do not have the
(Copyright 1925/Copyright Renewal
d. Return the left foot to its origband doing its routine in one spot
1953 Leo Feist Inc. Used by Special
inal starting position
alongside
the
on the gridiron.
,
Permission Copyright Proprietor.)
right foot.
4. Avoid steps which cause the
LETTER "C"-"march"
player to bounce around too much and
March 2V2-yards, using eight steps
As a rough rule of thumb, do not
interfere with proper embouchure
to S·yards.
attempt to teach more than approxi·
control. The old facttious axiom of
. LETTER "D"-"march"
mately 60 seconds of dance routine
"at least one foot on the ground at
March 2V2-yards, using eight steps
per week, that is, assuming there are
all times" contains a lot of sound
to 5-yards.
other formations and ideas included
advice for the neophyte who is de.
in your show. Longer and more inLETTER
"E"-Hside-step
to the
signing his first dance step.
left."
volved routines should be planned
5. Design the steps to fit the mu·
and taught over a longer period of
Execute the side·step to the left.
sical ideas and rhythms, usually one
time. Nothing is more disheartening
a. Step IS-inches
to the left with
type of sttp to each phrase.
to both you and your bandsmen than
the left foot.
6. Simplicity and not complexity
to have Friday arrive with a routine
b. Bring right foot over to meet
should be your keynote. A great
half-memorized
and half-prepared,
the left.
number of steps is not only confusing
and then try to do it all in one hectic,
c. Repeat the above sequence
forthe eye to follow, but impossible
frenzied drill-session.
d. Each step needs 2 counts for
for your instrumentalist to memorize.
After a great deal of experimentaexecution.
7. In designing the steps, have
tion, we have come to believt that
them related, insofar as possible, to
LETTER
"F"-"side.step
to the
right."
the size step the band takes if!. block·band formation, or some basic
variation of this formation, is most
marching down the field. This will
a. Reverse the sequence described
effective for the presentation
of
at letter "E".
not only help solve many drill prob.

a

"G"_"basic_charleston."
the basic·charleston step as
at letter "B".
"H"-"step,
forward, back,

alongside of the left fooL

LETTER

"1 n_usci~r

Sltp"

to

the left.
Execute the schsors-step to the left.
a. Reverse
the
procedure described
at Letter' 'I~r'. tart the
movt;::ment back to the left by crossing the right foot over in front 01
the left fool.
LEITER
"O·'_"ba<:oic-charleston." ,
Execute the ubss-ic-chaIleslon s.tep
as described at Letter "B".
LEITER
"P"-"hold."
Execute the ....hold" position.
a.
top marching.

-

b. Arcb the body back.
C. Point
insttuments slightly. upwa,rd on ]8 1 chord.
This entire routine may then be
ucapped"
by s uhand-5A1ute" 10.the
crowd. a how, or a uhalS-OfI" rouune.
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busy housewife

found the tim.e to give
music

(t

prominent

place in her life.

by MABION

I
H

OUSEWORK

STRESAU

can be a dreary
two. Then I began to see t.he litany
business, especial1y if it infactors involved in learnin a to play
cludesthe daily work made by a famth~ piano. It sounded extre~ely comily.of six with four vigorous young
plicated, but taking it bit by bit it
children. Care of a ten room house
turned out not hard at all but faswashing, ironing, cooking and th~
cinating fun. The process of practice
manyextra jobs inevitable with four
and learning
that turned the notes
youngsters were fast making me a
on the page into the familiar meloslave to work I never particularly
dies I loved held a magical spell
enjoyed in the first place. To some
over me. Soon I found my days were
women such a full life might be
planned
more and more efficiently
pleasant enough, but in my case it
with the purpose of being able to
was dull routine ruinous t.o my dissqueeze in a half hour here and there
position.
for practice.
J sometimes wonder what wou Id
By the time I had advanced
to
have become of my life and the
the middle of the book I was findfamily's,if we hadn't decided to give
ing lime for a couple of hours a day
Ine two older girls piano lessons. I at the piano and still getting aU
remember clearly the day the piano
the usual housework done in a far
arrived-it was an old second hand
more cheerful frame of mind. At this
one badly out of tune but otherwise
point I had become so interested in
in good condition. I sat down and
learning
to play the piano I would
amusedmyself picking out tunes by
usually
have a question or two to
the one finger method, never having
ask when the girls' teacher came
had anything to do with a piano
each week. I'll never forget the day
hefore. It was such fun that I reshe suddenly
turned to me after
solvedthen and there to find a book
answering
my question and said, "If
onleaching myself to play the piano.
you have the courage to try to learn
not .seriously I thought but just fo;
to play the piano by yourself, I shaH
a .blt for fun. At that point I cergive you lessons." I was completely
tamly would have Jaughed loudly if
startled
at the idea. Somehow I had
H?yo.nehad told me it was the benever considered
the possibility
of
lessons for anyone my age. Lessons
gmnlllgof an all-enveloping interest
Ihat l\'.as to become a great driving
were for children and I even rememforce !D my life. Ljttle did I know
ber the feeling of being rather ghd
what Was ahead for me.
I was beyond the schooling years
when I realized
the practice
and
I After the piano was tuned and
study music lessons meant. But sudt I.e girls happily started
on Jessons
denly at her unexpected
suggestion
wah a delightful teacher. I dashed
10 a slore to get a book I ·had heard
the idea sounded wonderful and she
couldn't
have pleased me more if
~ecommendedfor teaching yourself.
she had been a fairy godmother
) figured if I took it page by page
granting
my fondest wish. That was
\Ial all I bad to do was progress
11rough the last page and then
nearly
two years ago and I have
enjoyed
a Jesson every week since
emergea full fledged pianist. It all
then-it
has become a weekly goal
~temedso logical and simple until
to look forward to. Learning to play
progressed from page one to page
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the piano has turned into a hobby,
one which affords complete change
and relaxation
from routine housework and one which is rich in rewards as daily progress is made. By
organizing my work I have found
time for an hour of practice in the
morning and afternoon
and more
often than not an hour or two in the
evenings. After a session at the piano
I find my spirits high and energy
for work greatly renewed. Perhaps
it is that bit of accomplishment that
comes each day that gives the pep
and zeal to carry through the household tasks.
In any case my disposition has
improved .markedly and all the family benefits. When the toast has
burned black, a glass of milk spilled
all over the floor, and Dickey comes
running crying with news of a badly
skinned knee seconds before the
school bus is due; when, in other
words, it starts out to be "one of
those days" there is nothing so
magical to break the spell of an
unlucky day as a session at the
piano. To sit down and bring forth
a few soothing melodies will soon
erase tension and calm frayed nerves.
An hour alone at the piano after
the children leave for school is a
stimulating shot in the arm for the
beginning of a day. But of course
this is not always possible. Often
practice is peppered with many little interruptions
which
I have
learned to take in stride. A run
down the chromatic scale is apt to
be climaxed with tying a shoe or
buttoning a dress hefore the piece
can progress with its chords. Many
a great piece of music has time out
for "Yes, you may go to Johnny's
now," or "No. don't eat another bite
before supper" in most unappropriate places. But in spite of all the
jnterruptions
progress is slow but
sure and is the greatest of joyS in
the making.
The children
have
learned that when I am at the piano
I am in a good mood and if they
wait patiently at my side till I finish the piece in process they will
probably get their question answered
cheerfully and often with a hug and
kiss thrown in. In fact they have
learned this so well that the other
day I overheard one say to another.
"Wait till Mommy plays the pian~
then ask her. She'll probably let us
do it then."
Music has now become a sort of
family hobby. Three of us play the
piano and take turns havinO' fun
with duets. My husband come~ of a
musical family and has always had
a natural love of music. At present
he is engrossed i:u designing some
new type of electrical
musical in.
strument, which is myslerious to me
except when it produces the lovely
mellowed tones that sound like some
kind of wind instrument.
In any
case we have had lots of fun trying
to play together. Neither of us being
~ery proficient at our instrument as
yet jt probably would sound ter(Continued on Page 63)
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ferent
forms
of expression,
has
may gain a broader insight i~to aradded a potent psychological influPIANO_VOICE_INSTRUMENTAL
tistic possibilities
for dramaUc purence upon the attitude of the present
~
Public
School
Music - Church
Music:
~
generation, so that color and design
poses.
.
f
~
Opera
_ Radio - Television
~
Let us consider the prqperues
0
play an important part in establishBachelar and Master Degrees
~
color: hue, value and intensity. It is
ing the dramatic meaning in all
understandable
that colors must have
forms of every day life and action.
of
names w hiIC l'1 gIV~ US a means.
The principle
of balance estabidentifying them. The three prrmar y
7807 BonhommeAvenue-St.
Louis 5, Mo.
lishes a state of equality in technical
colors are yellow, red and blue. All
form, design, painting and musical
~
A non-profit educational
institution
of higher learning approyed ~
of shades
,;; for non-immigrant foreign students and for GJ. Tran~mg. Institu- ~ other colors and variations
expression.
The underlying principle
and
tints
are
only
a
combination
or
~ tional Member National ASSOCIatIOn of Schools of MUSIC.
-:
controlling
balance, in vocal expresblending of the three standard colors
14...... ,. ...... ,. ... ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.
...... ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.
__ ,.'
sion, requires
a serious involvement
plus gray.
of mental
control, will power and
Hue in color refers to the nam~
selectivity,
through
choice. While
of any basic color and its compliextreme
forms in style may be acmentary shade. For example, yellow
cepted as ntertaining, yet the more
ALFRED MIROVITCH
blends with red and gray to make
RICHARD McCLANAHAN
conservative
and well balanced conTeacher of Piano
Eminent Pianist
all the yellow, orange
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Matthay exponent, formerly his repre~entatil'e.
sequence
in
any
line of endeavor is
Teaching in New York
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paintings
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terion, nevertheless, until the singer
wiselyuses a marked degree of inlelligence in preparation
and performance,the natural talent will not
materialize successfully into the finished product.
To prepare fully for the daily use
of many tone colorings, it is advantageous to create as many types of
expression as one can imagine, associating varied shades and blending
of color with the variable possihilities of tone quality, always stressing,
through choice, the emphasis
and

meaning of the word or text in order
to create a dramatic scene with melodic form and sequence.
Truly, the artist must deeply apprecrate the vast significance of reasoning and learning in this creative
art of singing and tonal expression.
By doing so, the standards
of musical word-painting
may be beneficially improved, and new thoughts
along the line of finer interpretation
may be within the reach of those
persons who desire to be successful.
THE END
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rihle to anyone but us, but measured by joy in doing it gets a high
rating. Sometimes the whole family
gets together around
the piano.
We've worked out the Marines' Hym.n
so three of us can play together on
Ihe piano, Daddy on his instrument,
and the five and six year aids on
(Irum and cymbals.
I sometimes
wonderjf we'll bring the house down
around us with our racket but .it
is such great fun for us all to play
logether. and a grand lesson in
rhYlhmfor the youngest members.
Sometimeswe make a family affair
of listening to good music on rec-

ords and on the radio. Going together to a concert under the stars
rhls summer was an event greatly
enjoyed by all.
For a pastime to include a whole
family I can think of few things
better
than music. Certainly
it is
a wonderful
inspiration
to the children taking lessons. For any housewife who feels weighted down with
uninspiring
routine work I can think
of no better antidote than a piano
In itself it is a never ending source
of joy and inspiration and as in our
case it might well lead to a family
hohby.

GRIEG'S NOCTURNE, OP. 54, NO, 4
(COl/tinned

from

measures 31·32_ Then, after a silent
pause in measure 33-pedal
off,
hands off-start the reprise of the
~hemevery softly, but let it swing!
fhe secondary climax (measures 4448) should accelerate a bit and rinO"
out confidently. Thereafter
do no~
diminuendo too much. Sing those
lovelymodulatory dominant seventh
chordsin measures 52-54 a bit faster.
!hen again. silence, before the nightIngales trill. Let the second bird
(measures 59-60) trill and die out
as far away as possible-Now
silence! Just brush those last chords
I"h
19 tly-and
then. I hope we 0"0 to
sleep!
'
''='

2l!

Illanns were rather fearful about go
ing to London, so they persuaded
Nina
and Edvard
to accompany
them. Frau Grieg looked forward to
the trip as a "lark" for them all.
Came the concert-Robert
Schu
mann was in agony, due to his al
most pathologic
shyness. When it
was all over, Clara Schumann
tri
umphantly
received British nobility
and ·'Vips" in the artist room. No
one paid the slightest attention
to
the Griegs or to Schumann
stand
ing self·consciously
in a far corner
of the room. Suddenly
Clara saw
her husband
and called him over
to meet a Duchess-of-something.or.
other. When Robert was presented
to the Duchess, she cooed, "Ah, my
deah Mistah
Schumann,
this is a
pleasure-and,
are
you musical,
too? "
Frau
Grieg's
lusty
90-year-old
laugh still rings in my ears!
THE END

At our tea, Frau Grieg told one
lalethat I must share with yOll. You
kn.ow t I lat the Griegs
were good
fflends of Robert and Clara Schumann. Clara had been engaged to
go to London 10 play Beethoven's
~mpcror Concerto with the London
ymphony Orchestra.
The
Schu-

*
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·1~t is not merely technique, nor merely interpretation, nOr merely
Spmtual content. It is the expression of the artist's entire mind and
soul. Ollly he who encompasses i~ in its entirety is worthy to be
called an artist.
-Adolf
Bernhard Marx
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),BAUN PIANO 'I'UNJNG
Simplified,
a.uthentic
insu'uction
$4.00-Liter~
a.tur,e free. Prof. Ross, 456 Beecher
St.. Elmira,
N. Y.
\\'HI'I'I1: SO\\,(;$; H.ead "'SongWI'iter's
Heview"' l'l'1agazine, 1650-ET
Broadway, New YOI'\( 19. 25ti copy; $2.00
year. (Est. 1946)
FOil SALE. Rare
Recordings,
Lists.
Collections
bought.
E. Hirschmann,
100 Duncan
Ave., Jersey
City, New
Jersey.
SWING PIA.NO
UY i\IAIL. 30 selfteaclling lessons
$3. Samples. Ovel' 50
publications.
Phil
B)'eton
Publications, P.O. Box 1402, Omaha 8, Nebrasl{a.
I·IANI) HUll,UINlO
lo.:Xlo.:IICISES FOR
PIANIS'I'S
by '~'ileldon Carter.
Teachers,
concert
pianists,
advanced
:;t.udents. A better
technic
with 20
minutes daily practice.
Send $1.00 for
copy to 'Washington
Musical
Tnsti·
t.ute, 1730 Sixteenth
Street.
N.W.,
Washington.
D.C.
.. BAIlN PIANO TUNING AT HOl\IE.
Course
by OJ'. 'iVm Braid
\Vhite.
world's leading
!1ia.no technician
and
teacher.
Write
.Karl
Bartenbach,
IDOlA 'Vells St" Lafayette,
Ind.
Ii"R.EE l\IAIL-On.UER.
CATALOG:
Hundreds
of self-instructive
books
[01' musicians,
from
jazz
to symphony.
Walter
Stuart
Music
Inc.,
421-B Chestnut
St .• Union, N. J.
SACRIFICING
200 ACCOR.DIONS
AI,I, l{li\'IJS. Discounts
to 70%. Free
catalog. Claviolines
or other musical
instrument
secured.
Discount House,
893288 St., Woodhaven
21, New York,
Vi 7-0866.
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SHEET l\lUSle '1'0
18:;0. Everything.
Catalog
15¢. Fore's.
E3151 High, Denver
5, Colorado.
Ot,D
VIOLINS
AND
O'l'HER
INS'I'HUiUEN'I'S.
Repairing.
Supplies.
Eal;:en, 310 E. 'Vnshington
St., Chambersburg,
Pa.
PUPIL-GET'['ERS.
An almost
infal·
libly effective
method
of obtaining
new pupils. Sample 50¢. 100 for $5.00.
PUPIL
GETTERS,
Box 172, Easthaml)ton, Mass.
.JOHN S. HULL.
Violin
Mal;:tlr, 32
years experience.
Specializing
in fine
rem-tiring-. Fort Hunter,
New York.
PJ.o\1\'O 'I'ECHNIC SHIPLIFIED.
Play
popular
music
professional
stvle.
~1.00. Kazal;:s, 234 E. 58th Street, New
YOI·I;:22, N.Y.
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GRO'I'RIAN-S'l'EINWEG
PIANOS, Internationally
a.cclnim ed "The ,\I orlds
FInest",
impol'led
from
Germany.
Write HOLSTAD i\1USIC HOUSE, 337
Oak Grove, Minneapolis,
Minn.
lUOOEU.N H,\.HiUON¥.
Composition
instruction.
New, individual,
"Pel'sonal
Letter"
method.
Piano
al'~
rangements
made. Korber
studios,
406 St. Johns Place, Broo!dyn
38, N.Y.
'VA'J'CHES ·WAi\"I'Il:U. Any condition.
Also brol;:en jewell·y, spectacles
dental gold, diamonds, slIver. Casl; sent
promptly.
l\Iaii articles.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Lowe's Holland
Build·
ing. St. Louis 1, l\'Tissoud.
~,l,~B~I[~C~~S'\11~f~°o" J:1t~~~DSR~~:
ORDS-25%
off on all LP's-20%
off
on all 45's. Fl'ee catalog
on request.
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instruments
and
accessories.
MUSIC-10%
off 011all music, librettos, arrangements,
etc. Evel'ything
new-factory
fresh-and
guaranteed. Low postage. Special
rates
for
schools
and libraries.
Record
City
3775 Broadway,
New York 32. N. Y:
REPAIREn
FOR STnHfG
INSTnu_
!UEN'rS (if possible also woodwind
and brass)
wanted for a leading
importer and wholesaler.
Able amateur
noyice
or violin make!'
considered.
V\~)ll .hel~
apl?licant
fl'om
Europe
With ImmIgratIOn
affidavit.
METROPOLITAN
MUSIC CO., 222 4th Ave
New Yor!;: 3. N. Y.
.,
VIOLINIS'J'S:
students,
amateurs
dawdlers,
hobbyists,
beginners
and
dilettantes.
"How To Play
Better"
A. b.ooklet
everyone
who loves
the
vloll!"! should have. $1.00. Prager
289
EmpIre,
Brooklyn
25, N. Y.
'
PIANISTS,
'l'EI\.CIIERS, STUOJ~N'I'S:
Learn
chol'ds instantly.
Fascinating
and easy. No s9ales, gadgets
or letters to memonze.
Complete
master
folder, $1.50. Ernest Weidner
System
423 E. Seventh
St., Boston
27, Mass:
STUDIO 'VI'I'H PIANO, for rent two
days
a weel;:, John
Palmer
1720
Chestnut
St., Philadelphia
3, Pa.
PIANO TEA.CHEnS:
for a more suecessf~II
teaching
season,
use
our
practIcal
system in conjunction
with
your own preferred
Methods.
25¢ for
sample
copy. Nelson
Music
Studio
Chestnut,
North
Platte,
Ne:

~~~s~a.

FOR SA.I.E; Extensive
collection
of
rare operatic
)'ecol'ds from 1890 Mrs
Esther
\Vinthl'oP,
505 Ave. C, ·Bay~
onne, N. J.
60 lUINUTE OIlGA:V COURSE. Learn
to play
the organ
instantly.
Send
$1.25 to Moorman Music Co 2913 7th
St., Mel·idian, Miss.
.,

TYPIANO.
The
Touch
System
of
Playing
the Piano. The Powell Piano
Mask bloc!;:s the sight
of the !;:eyboard but permits
sight of the music.
Play like the a,rtists-by
the exclusive senses
of touch
and hearing.
Effectively
aids
Iland independence
ear-training,
sight
reB ding, memo:
rizing. One piano mask with manual
of instruction
and original
exercises.
Send $2. Address
John
E. Gantner
1001 Churchill
Ave., Utica, N. Y.
'
SCIENTIFIC
~IUSIC TEACHER
LI_
BR.ARY-Monthly
magazine
$300
year: Time saving,
efficient,
ymal,mg
facts. Sample.
cata.lOg", free.
MO)'ong, Box 21 Brooklyn
25, N. Y.

mODEi

CUS'J'Oi\1 -IJUJI~T
HARPSIClIORDS
from
$500 . .I have several
instru.
ments
neanng
completion
for disP~tch .to the U.S.A. JlIlIst"ated
details
alrmnIled
on request.
,To])!l Paul, 39
Grove Road, Eastbourne,
England.
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THE TEACHER'S ROUNDTABLE
(Continued

THE MOST HELPFUL
THING TO DO IN AUGUST
Do you want pupils to start lessons promptly
without

in the fall and continue

interruption?

Do you want parents
In the year

ahead

to realize
do you

more than half-hearted

what you are doing

for their children?

wont children

learning

to accomplish
.
?
of one or two pieces.

THEN JOIN THE NATIONAL
AND HAVE AUDITIONS

GUILD OF PIANO TEACHERS
IN YOUR OWN TOWN.

Simply write

Austin. Texas

Box 1113

for the smart, music home
imitation

wrought

WALL

something

iron

.~

SILHOUETTES

f

How about a gay, music motif for y~u~ music o~
recreation room, library or mo?ern living ;oom.
For styling, smartness and pnce you ca.n t beat
these flexible black plastic wall decoratIOns.
Lend a smart-and
modern-touch to your
home or studio.
"
Set includes: instrument (choose from 5) 18 x
8", rhythmic staff 16" x 8" and several notes

4" long.
Unconditional

guarantee.

Send $1.00 today, to:

Dept. G

THEODORE

PRESSER COMPANY

BrYD Mawr,

Pennsylvania

violin

•••••.••

W$

7801

also:

piano keyboard. ws 7804
saxophone

clarinet
trumpet

.•.•

••••..
•.••..

wS 7800

ws 7803
ws 7802
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An

3m.p..orlanlAnnouncem.enl

ETUDE is undercroina a general modernization program.
Beginning with y~u~ Se~tember iss'.'e you ~ill find ,:,ewdepartments on accordion and on. radlo-t~levISlOn mUSIC,plus
special new features written with ~ f1aI~by. tbe top people
in their fields on topics tbat are alive WIth interest.
But the most prominent change you will note will be the
new size of ETUDE. September's ETUDE will be 8114"x
11114" rather than the cnrrent 9l/2"x12". Tbis will make
your magazine easier to read, to hand.le and to stor~: as
well as help it pass through the marl m better condition.
Much more color will be used in the future, too.
In 1956 ETUDE will be puhlished ten times per year.
The May and June issues will be combi,:,ed.into ~ne, a~ will
the July and August issues. The ~ubscnpt~on price WIll .be
$3.50 for ten issues and 40¢ for smgle copIes: All sub~cnptions at the old price of $4.00 for twelve Issues WIll be
extended so that each subscriber will receive the exact
number of issues originally ordered.
Without destroying ETUDE's present personality, the
Editor and his staff will do some face lifting and soul stirring and will provide you with a topnotch serious music
magazine.

stead of the damper. They should
-This is much neglected, in the left
take time, as the concert pianists do.
hand especially. When in a 4/4 measInsecurity in the first measure is apt
ure Mozart wrote a chord on the
to ruin the entire performance.
first beat, followed by two quarter
One more suggestion: when a sturests then another
chord on the
dent thinks he or she is practicing
fourth beat, it was obviously because
slowly, or even very slowly, tell them
he did not want the first chord. to
to practice more slowly still!
be held down for three be~ts. Still,
There is no end to a list of hints
quantities of studt;nts do Just ~hat,
such as the above, on which one
and let their hand linger. Other times
should insist lesson after lesson.
and if a whole note is written, they
Some pupils will catch them at once.
do the contrary and leave off instead
With others it will take longer. But
of holding.
with rare exceptions better playing
A general tendency is to let the
will result for all. Let's remember
hand fall too heavily on the first note
that "Rome wasn't built in one day,"
of a phrase. A phrase doesn't always
and that in piano study the element
start on the first, strong beat of the
of patience occupies a place of honor.
measure. So, beware of wrong accents and watch the "line" of the
Program !ffaking
phrase, and where the inflexions are
I am planning to arrange a recital
placed. A singer does that almost
lor my best pupil. Betty, who wiU
naturally because of the breathing.
soon graduate from our High School.
But we get no help at all from the
How many pieces should she play.
keyboard. A good thing is to sing
hall a dozen. maybe? I have a trio
or hum a phrase, discover the proper
with her in the center, then a duet
phrasing, then reproduce
it on the
with
her younger sister. and also a
piano. This applies as well to the
pu.pil who goes to our college and
slow movement of a Clementi Sonatakes voice. I want Betty to cccomtina as it does to a Beethoven adagio.
pany her jar one song. Then I have
"I lost my place." How often do
a boy pupil who plays a beautiiul
we hear that! Why does that hapbaritone horn in a high school band.
pen? Because students, as soon as
Can you give me suggestions on how
there is a chance, move their hand
to arrange the program.? Also. would
away from the keyboard. When they
you be so kind as to tell me which.
have to get again into position, they
is the best way to improve myself as
are caught short and they stumble.
a teacher?
Rests should be used to keep a peel(Mrs.) G. H. R .• Texas.
tion, or to prepare the next one, as
the case may be.
The pedal is often held down too
It seems to me that the best way
long. Improvement
comes immedito arrange such a program is to conately if one directs the student to
centrate
on your tar pupil, Belly,
continue using it in the same way,
and have her play three groups of
but in shorter
touches
each time.
ten to twelve minutes each; how
This removes confusion, and restores
many pieces is un-important, what
clarity.
matters is the timing.
Much playing lacks color because
You ca n ha ve the vocalist assist
too little attention
is paid to the
her with a few songs between groups
softer side. Anyone can play "forte,"
one and two. then the duet or trio
but to play "piano" or "pianissimo"
between grou ps two and three. Thus
i~ a controlled manner is much more
the total length of the program
difficult. The students'
playing will
would be fifty to ixty minutes. or
at once increase in quality if they
with the intervals between groups
are made conscious of what the word
one hour and a Quarter altogether,
"piano" really means.
which is exactly right.
To fix the tempo of a piece safely,
I would have no more items beit is wise to regulate it on the most
cause it would scatter the interest
difficult passage
first and before
which ought to remain concentrated
starting. This will avoid laboring
on Betty. Just leave other contribu·
and ploughing through that difficult
lions for later occasions.
passage when getting to it later on.
The best way to improve yourself
One example: the first movement of
as a teacher: attend a piano workthe C major Sonata by Mozart (the
shop or master class by a reliable
"little").
Nine students out of ten
specialist. whenever there will be
play the first four measures too fast.
one in your vicinity. And read Jour
Then, at the fifth, they have to slow
ET DE faithfully. for it contains
down thirty per cent, or more, when
quantities of pedag~gic articles-. hints
the sixteenth' notes come in.
to teacher<:. discussions of controStudents often start playing "be.
versial subjects, and this not only on
fore they are ready," seated too far
pianistic
mallers but on all albers
to the right or left, sometimes with
with which every teacher should be
their foot on the middle pedal in.
familiar.
THE END

Watch for your new ETUDE in September!
• The soul of the performer
the hearts of his listeners.
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m~t speaks through his fingers. to

-Ignaz

Moscbeles
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l1~~n QOLL<8QTIon;
FO'6 plano
for Church,

Sunday

School

or Home

Transcribed by Clarence Kohlmann for the pianist of intermediate skills, each of
these books provides ideal accompaniment for hymn singing in Church or School.
Armnged so no experience in choir accompaniment is necessary, they include all of
the most popular hymns for every season, every service.
Also ideal for playing at homes each will provide hours of inspirational relaxation.
CONCERT TRANSCRIPTIONS
OF FAVORITE
HYMNS-$1.00

TWENTY PIANO DUET TRANSCRIPTIONS
OF FAVORITE HYMNS-$1.25

20 oj the most in..spiring melodies arranged jor the
same key found in hymn books. The pianist of Srd
or 4th grade skill will enjoy each of these favorites.
All Hail The Power of Jesus' Name
Holden
Church's One Foundation.
The
Wesley
Come, Ye Disconsolate
Webbe
Day Is Dying In The West
Sherwin
Fling Out The Banner ........••...
_
Calkin
I Love To Ten The Story .....•.........
Fischer
I Need Thee Every Hour
_
Lowry
Just As [ Am
_
Bradbury
More Love To Thee, 0 Christ
,
,. Doone
My Jesus. I Love Thee
Gordon
Onward. Christian Soldiers
Sullivan
Pass Me Not. 0 Gentle Saviour
Doane
Promised Land, The
Unknown
Saviour. Like A Shepherd Lead Us
Bradbury
Son Of God Goes Forth To War. The
Cutler
Stand Up, Stand Up For Jesus
Webb
Sun Of My Soul
Vienna
Sweet Hour Of Prayer _
Bradbury
What A Friend We Have In Jesus
Converse
When They Ring The Golden Bells
Marbelle

Abide With Me
_
Monk
Blest Be The Tie That Binds
Nageli
Come. Thou Almighty King
,
_.. Giardini
Come, Thou Fount Of Every Blessing
Wyeth
Come. Ye Faithful, Raise The Strain
Sullivan
In The Cross Of Christ I Glory
Conkey
Jesus, Saviour. Pilot Me
Gould
King Of Love My Shepherd Is. The
Dykes
Must Jesus Bear The Cross Alone?
Allen
Nearer. My God, To Thee
Mason
Now Thank We All Our God
Cruger
o Could I Speak The Matchless Worth
Mason
o Holy Night
Adam
o Perfect Love
Barnby
Rock Of Ages
,_
Hastings
Silent Night
Gruber
Softly Now The Light Of Day
von Weber
When Morning Gilds The Skies
Barnby
We Gather Together To Ask
The Lord's Blessing.,
Kremser
Work. For The Night Is Corning
Mason
EIGHTEEN HYMN TRANSCRIPTIONS
FOR PIANO-$1.00

MORE CONCERT TRANSCRIPTIONS
OF FAVORITE
HYMNS-$1.00
Includes 23 transcriptions
adapted for effective
accompaniment to either solo or congregational
singing. Suitable keys are used, generally the
original ones.
Abide With Me
_
,
,
Monk
Close To Thee ...........•...••.......
_
Vail
Fairest Lord Jesus ..........•.......
Folk Song
God Of Our Fathers
Warren
He Leadeth .Me . . . . . . . . .. .
_
Bradbury
J Am Praying For You ......•...........
Sankey
In The Hour Of Trial .........•...........
Lane
Jesus Shall Reign
_...•.........
Hatton
Lead On. 0 King Eternal
,
Smart
Near The Cross
Doane
o Little Town Of Bethlehem
Redner
o Paradise, 0 Paradise
_
Barnby
Saviour. Breathe An Evening Blessing .. Stebbins
Softly And Tenderly Jesus [s Calling .. Thompson
Take The Name Of Jesus With You ..... , .Doane
We May Not Climb The Heavenly Steeps. Wallace
Whispering Hope
Hawthorne

THEODORE

For One piano-four
hands. Ideal for home enjoyment as well as Church. A rranged in keys usually
selected for hymns.

Effectively
the popular
by the late
New Jersey

arranged transcriptions of many of
hymns brought to popular attention
Dr. Kohlmann at his Ocean Grove,
concerts.

All Hail The Power Of Jesus' Name
Shrubsole
America, The Beautiful
Ward
Break Thou The Bread Of Life
Sherwin
Crown Him With Many Crowns
Elvey
Holy. Holy. Holy!
Dykes
I Am Thine. 0 Lord
Doane
It Is Well With My Soul
Bliss
Jerusalem The Golden
_.. _
"
Ewing
Lead. Kindly Light
_
Dykes
Love Divine. All Love Excelling
Zundel
My Faith Looks Up To Thee
,
Mason
o Master. Let Me Walk With Thee
Smith
On Christ. The Solid Rock. I Stand
Bradbury
Saviour. More Than Life
,Doane
Saviour, Thy Dying Love
Lowry
Tell Me The Old. Old Story
Doane
Ten Thousand Times Ten Thousand
Dykes
'Tis So Sweet To Trust In Jesus
Kirkpatrick

PRESSER

COMPANY

Bryn Ma-wr, Pennsylvania

•

I
"SIX INCHES BELOW THE COLLARBONE
AND A LITTLETO THE LEFT"

The Bible tells us that out of the
heart

"are the issues of life."

BOB JONES UNIVERSITY
maintains

highest

But BOB JONES UNIVERSITY emphasizes
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY students
They also develop

zeal

acquire

have

standards;

the Gospel.
knowledge;

for Christian

BOB JONES UNIVERSITY graduates

academic

service

enlightened

and ministry.
minds;

Music, speech, and art without additional cost above academic tuition.
Academy and seventh and eighth grades in connection.

BOB JONES UNIVERSITY
GREENVILLE,

SOUTH

CAROLINA

